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h,ISSION OF THE CENTER

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, an
independent unit on The Ohio State University campus, operates
under a grant from the National Center for Educational Research
and Development, U.S. Office of Education. It serves a catalytic
role in establishing consortia to focus on relevant problems in
vocational and technical education. The Center is comprehensive
in its commitment and responsibility, multidisciplinary in its
approach and interinstitutional in its program.

The Center's mission is to strengthen the capacity of state
educational systems to provide effective occupational education
programs consistent with individual needs and manpower require-
ments by:

Conducting research and development to fill voids in
existing knowledge and to develop methods for applying
knowledge.

Programmatic focus on state leadership development, voca-
tional teacher education, curriculum, vocational choice
and adjustment.

Stimulating and strengthening the capacity of other agen-
cies and institutions to create durable solutions to
significant problems.

Providing a national information storage, retrieval and
dissemination system for vocational and technical educa-
tion through the affiliated ERIC Clearinghouse.
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FOREWORD
This report represents the efforts of The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education, The Ohio State University in fulfilling
the terms of USOE grant 0EG-0-72-0055(725) which provided for the
sponsorship of a series of National Conferences on Career Education.
The Center, in cooperation with the College of Education, The Ohio
State University, and the University Council for Educational Ad-
ministrat:on developed ani implemented the conference training pro-
gram plans. The first in the cnnference series was the National
Conference on Career Education for Deans of Colleges of Education
conducted April 24-26, 1972, in Columbus, Ohio. A companion effort,
the National Conference on Career Education for Professors of Edu-
cational Administration, was convened in Columbus May 7-9, 1972

The objective of these conferences was to orient selected edu-
cational leaders to the implications for preparing educational per-
sonnel with a career education perspective. A major thrust of the
conference activities was directed towards exploring the implica-
tions for participating institutions in developing plans to estab-
lish career education personnel training programs.

This report provides a description of the conference activities
and related procedures. The commissioned conference papers and the
text of selected presentations made to the participants are included.

The participants' contributions to the success of the confer-
ences is worthy of special mention. The 68 deans and the 134 pro-
fessors of educational administration represented 72 of the nation's
major colleges of education.

The Center wishes to express its appreciation to Sidney P.
Marland, Jr., U.S. commissioner of education, and the staff of the
U.S. Office of Education for their cooperation and participation
in the Nationdl Conferences on Career Education. Appreciation is
also extended to Lloyd Briggs and Paul Manchak, USOE grant officers
for this conference project, for their administrative support and
assistance. We also wish to fully acknowledge the contributions
of the following USOE personnel: Don Davies, deputy commissioner
for renewal; Robert M. Worthington, associate commissioner, Bureau
of Aciult, Vocational, and Technical Education; Rue W. Harris, di-
rector, Career Education Development Task Force; Duane M. Nielsen,
program monitor, Career Education Development Task Force; and Jack
A. Wilson, research associate, Career Education Development Task
Force.
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A special note of thanks is extended to Keith Goldhammer, then
Dean of the School of Education, Oregon State University, for his
role as the conference convener. Contributing to the success of
the conferences were Center staff members Ronald D. Daugherty,
assistant director for Field Services and Special Projects, and
Joseph F. Clark and Richard A. Dieffenderfer, research associates.

Our professional staff is encouraged by the interest exhibited
by the participating educational leaders. We believe that oppor-
tunities for working conferences with leaders responsible for the
preparation of educational personnel will have a long-term impact
on the successful implementation of career education concepts.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education
ERIC Clearinghouse for

Vocational and Technical
Education
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this project effort focused on the professional
development of educational leadership personnel In the emerging
area of career education. In addition to disseminating current
information and eliciting inputs on career education concepts, the
methodology of the project effort was designed to stimulate future
involvement of these leaders in the training of professional per-
sonnel needed to effectively implement a career education-oriented
educational program. The basic project strategy was centered on
the development of individual university-based teams through the
involvement of selected leadership personnel in a series of nation-

al conferences. The first conference was structured for the deans

of colleges of education, and the second conference focused on the
implementation requirements related to the needs of professors of

educational administration.

One of the potentially most significant developments in edu-

cation today is the emergence of career education programs in the

schools. The concept of career education may be the first major
breakthrough in changing the basic paradigm on which education in
the United States is founded and the most fundamental effort to
create a completely relevant educational system in the United

States. The primary objective of career education is.to help every
child become so capacitated that he can effectively perform his
roles as a producer of goods and a renderer of services, find his
identity in society through his acceptance of the requisite occupa-
tional career, and, through his career orientation, build a life

style that will be personally satisfying, self-fulfilling, and

socially productive. Career education has implications for the
total instructional program at all grade levels, as well as for
the restructuring of teacher education and the professional prep-
aration of personnel for guidance, educational administration, and

other educational specializations.

The two immediate professional groups which probably have the
most to do with both the installation of programs and the develop-

ment of the necessary preservice and in-service education for the

preparation f professional personnel are deans of schools and
colleges of w4ucation and practicing educational administrators.
Without the concurrence of these groups and the allocation through
them of resources to mount adequate programs, the long-term success
of career education programs will be fraught with many internal
inadequacies in personnel and the need for the constant relief of

obsolescence.

1 I.
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In addition, the public is being made aware of the hopes and
promises of career education. There is already some indication
that their awakening to its potentialities nay result in a new
image and an acceleration of public support for education. How-
ever, adequate numbers of committed and informed professionals who
can interpret the significance of career education are not current-
ly available. It was essential, therefore, that we obtained such
personnel geographically distributed throughout the United States
to build institutional capacity for personnel development in ca-
reer education.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

There were several objectives of this project effort which
were common to all levels of educational personnel involved. These
included:

1) To acquaint educational leadership personnel with an un-
derstanding of the basic concepts ?Ind theory undergirding
career education programs;

2) To acquaint educational leadership personnel with current
developments in career education programming and require-
ments related to implementation; and,

3) To stimulate the formulation of university-based t,.ams to
promote the development of career education-oriented
training programs at indivie institutions.

Objectives related specifically to the purposes of the conference
for deans of education included:

1) To provide an information base adequate to guide the de-
velopment of an institutional policy promoting training
of career education-oriented personnel; and,

2) To rrovided a national forum designed to explore the op-
erational or implementation career education problems at
the policy-making level.

Objectives related specifically to the purposes of the conference
for professors of educational administration included:

1) To provide an information base sufficient to identify the
requirements for training administrators to establish ca-
reer education-oriented programs; and,

2) To provide a national forum designed to explore the opera-
tional or implementation career education problems related
to educational admiristrators.

4
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PROCEDURES

This series of National Conferences on Career Education was
jointly sponsored by The Center for Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation, The Ohio State University, the University Council for Edu-
cational Administration and The Ohio State University College of
Education through a grant from the United States Office of Educa-
tion. The Center, directed by Rooert E. Taylor, was the prime
contractor for the conference project. The convener of the con-
ferences was Keith GcJdhammer, dean of the school of education,
Oregon State University. Other sponsors involved in this project
were represented by Luvern L. runringham, dean of the College of
Education, The Ohio State University, and Jack A. Culbertson,
executive director, University Council for Educational Administra-
tion. The project was conducted under the direction of Ronald D.
Daugherty, assistant director, Field Services and Special Projects,
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State
University.

In order to achieve the previously stated conference project
objectives, a working conference format was adopted to encourage
maximum participation of the educational leaders. This format in-
cluded pve-conference preparation of participants, close contact
with conference resource personnel, and small group interaction
sessions during the conferences.

The development of an institutional team approach was used to
guide the overall strategy for the planned conferences. To generate
positive movement toward the adoption of the career education con-
cept, participating institutional r?presentatives were selected
on the basis of neir potential influenc0 on the implementation
of career education-oriented professional training programs. The
conference activities were structured to build confidence in the
institutional team approach and to provide an information base
sufficient for making decisions on institutional policy regardfrA
establishment of training programs for career education-oriented
personnel.

An important factor in the success of this conference project
and its impact on the development of professional career education-
oriented training programs focused on the selection of 75 partic-
ularly influential institutions. Potential institutional influence
was viewed in terms of an institution's interest in the adoption
of the career education concept and the impact that such adoption
might have on neighboring institutions. Other general factors
were an institution's geographic location and type. Several spe-
cific factors which guided selection of the participating insti-
tutions included the following qualifications:

1) Institutions must have had a comprehensive educational
personne' 'aining program;

5
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2) InstitutiJr; must have demonstrated an interest in study-
ing the implications of adopting a career education-
oriented training program;

3) Institutions must have agreed to send appropriate faculty
members to each level of the career education conferences
approved for funding;

A) Institutions must have agreed to cover the per diem, ex-
penses of their representatives at the conferences;

5) Priority was given to those institutions which have both
master's- and doctoral-level graduate programs in relevant
areas;

6) Priority was given to those institutions which are recip-
ients of Education Professions Development Act (EPDA)
training grants in vocational education;

7) Selection assured institutional representation from each
of the 10 USOE regions and maintained a balance cf various
types of institutions;

8) Priority was given to institutions that had maintained a
close working relationship with their individual state
educational agencies in the areas of teacher education
and vocational and career education; and,

9) Priority was given to institutions that had initiated ca-
reer education-oriented program activity or were in the
process of implementing such programs.

Representatives of tine conference sponsors evaluated available data
on all appropriate institutions related to the selection criteria
to invite the most representative and influential institutions to
participate in the proposed national conferences on career educa-
tion.

In addition to the published sources of descriptive informa-
tion on the institutions under consideration, the conference plan-
ning staff solicited from state directors of vocational education
in each state the names of the deans of education in institutions
in their state that best meet the selection criteria and have the
adaptability necessary to develop career education programs in
the area of teacher education. These recommendations, along with
a careful consideration cf the programs and developmental activities
of these institutions related to vocational education, guidance,
and career education, were used in the selection process.

The initial institutional invitation to participate in the
national conferences on career education was directed through the

6
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dean of the college of education of each of the selected institu-
tions. Upon .onfirmation of an institution's willingness to par-
ticipate in the conference series for purposes of exploring the
requirements for adoption of career education-oriented professional
training programs, the pre-conference preparation of those deans
of education selected began. Under guidance from the conference
planning staff, the individual deans of colleges of education
nominated professors of educational administration from within
their institution whom the deans felt had the higiest potential
for developing instructional preservice and in-service career edu-
cation-oriented programs.

Following confirmation of acceptance of their invitations, a
resource notebook containing the major presentations was mailed
to each participant. This material was to be read by the partic-
ipants prior to attending the conferences. The conferences focused
on the discussion of these papers.

Prior to exposure to the resource notebook, a pre - conference
assessment was made of all participants to ascertain the ex'ta t
to which career education was being practiced, implemented, or
planned in each of the 75 institutions.

Evaluative data were solicited from the conference partici-
pants to determine the extent to which conference objectives were
attained, as well as information on participant reactions as to
the appropriateness of these activities in meeting their needs.

The names of the institutions invited, and those participants
who attended, cancelled, or rejected by USO: region their invita-
tions are presented in Appendix G.

A notebook containing the combined resource material from
both the deans and the professors conference was mailed to all
state directors of vocational education. Those resource papers
are presented in the appendices. The core of papers prepared for
both conferences (by Samuel H. Osipow, Bruce Reinhart, and A. J.
Miller) appear in Appendix A, along with two (by Louise J. Keller
and Keith Goldhammer) prepared exclusively for the deans confer-
ence. Appendix B contains two additional resource papers (by George
Smith and William Moore) prepared for the conference of educational
administrators.

7
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DEANS CONFERENCE

The first conference was held April 24, 25, 26, 1972, a::.

Scot's Inn in Columbus, Ohio, for deans of colleges of education.
All but five states were represented at the conference. Figure 1

gives the geographic representation of the conference participants.

Two data collection instruments were used in an effort to
collect important information about the conference participants,
conference planning, and conference impact. They were the:
(1) pre-conference assessment, and (2) participants' post-confer-
ence evaluation. Out of 75 deans invited to attend, 47 submitted
a complete pre-conference assessment instrument for a 63 percent
response, and 54 of the 68 who attended the conference submitted
a complete post-evaluation form for an 84 percent response.

Deans' Profile

Sixty-eight deans from 45 states participated in the deans
conference. Table 1 gives a profile of the deans by the type of
school they represent. It can be seen that the majority of the
institutions are public, with 55 percent being public land-gran*
universities. The deans were typically male, about 50 years old,
and had their Ph.D.'s.

TABLE 1

Deans' Profile

School Type Total Sex A e Derees
o M P .

Public
Land-Grant

29 27 2 8 13 2 0 0 29

Private 3 3 0 0 2 1 0 0 3

Public 18 18 0 9 5 3 1 1 17

Others 2 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 2

Totals 52 50 2 17 21 13 1 1 51

9
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One interesting fact is that 29 percent of all deans report-
ing received their Ph.D.'s from two institutions: (1) University
of Chicago (eight craduates) and (2) Columbia University (five

graduates). Institutions in two states (Illinois and New York)
prepared 34 percent of all deans who attended the conference.

Pre-conference Assessment

In a pre-conference assessment, the deans who attended the
career education conference responded to the following four ques-
tions:

1) What is the present status of career education programs
in the college or university with which you are affiliated?

2) Where do you feel your college or university should be in
regard to career education?

3) Do you feel that the career education concept is a viable
alternative in regard Co education in America?

4) Within your school of education, who should be involved
and committed to the implementation of the career educa-
tion concepts?

Table 2 shows the current status of career education programs
for the 47 schools of education who responded. Only 19.1 percent
of the schools had a program in operation, and the same percentage
of these schools were not then planning a program. The remaining
schools were dt some planning stage in implementing a career educa-
tion program.

Tne second question has a variety of answers; the comments
contain verbs such as aware, actively engaged, involved, plan,
consider, define, etc. Almost all responses show that the deans
believed they should consider and plan for career education.

The third question, Do you feel that the career education
concept is a viable alternative in regard to education in America?
was answered, in the main, with a yes. Twenty-five of 44 respon-
dents answered yes and most of the others gave a wait and see
answer. At least one valid point was made in regard to this ques-
tion; it is that the concept of career education is not clear and
appears to mean different things to different people.

The general response to the fourth question, Within your
school of education, who should be involved and committed to the
implementation of the career education concept? was that cll pro-
fessional staff within the school of education should be involves.
Some participants felt that state department personnel and local
school district personnel should also be involved.

11
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TABLE 2

Percent to Which Schools of Education are
Implementing a Career Education Program

Status of Program % N

1. Presently a program operating.

4

19.1 9

2. A urogram is planned and funded. 4.2 1
,

3. A program is planned and waiting funds. 10.5 5

4. Presently planning a program. 31.4 15

5. Presently not planning a program. 19,1 9

6. Do not intend to plan a program. 0 0

7. Other 14.9 7

totals 100.0 47

Conference Objectives

The conference had five stated objectives:

1) To acquaint the participants with the basic concepts and
theory undergirding career education programs;

2) To acquaint the participants with current oevelopments
in career education programming and requirements related
to its implementation;

3) To stimulate the formation of university-based teams to
promote the development of career education-orient0
training programs;

12
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4) To provide an information base to guide the development
of an institutional policy promoting the training of
career education-oriented personnel; and,

5) To provide a national forum designed to explore the
operational implementational problems of career education

at the policy-making level.

Figure 2 gives the total average score participants placed
on each objective (the dark bars). Objectives 2, 3, and 4 were
rated short of being adequately met. These objectives dealt with
the development of an institutionally based career education train-

ing program. In answer to the inquiry, What are the initial career
education related activities planned following the conference?
most deans indicated that they would discuss, disseminate informa-
tion, anu report to faculty and staff, hardly mentioning the for-
mulation of plans or the development of university policy. It

may be that it is too soon tc judge the effects of the conference
on these two objectives.

Post-conference Evaluation

The conference program evaluation focused on three key ele-

ments: (1) guest speakers and special panels, (2) resource papers,
and (3) small group sessions. The evaluative remarks about the
guest speakers and special panels contained four criteria: use-

fulness of information, level of the presentation, time given the
presentation, and organization of the presentation. The presenta-

tions in total averaged a rating of very useful but a little long.

Ihe average level rating was somewhat general; however, the pre-
sentations were rated as very well organized.

The resource papers were evaluated on the same four criteria.
The summary sessions of the resource papers were reported as use-

ful but somewhat long. The information was : esented on a level

which was evaluated as too general; however, the organization of
the presentations was rated as very good. It should be kept in
mind that some of the responses may reflect reactions of partic-
ipants to the topics presented and not necessarily to the specific

presenter.

The small group sessions were evaluated as useful; however,
some sessions were much more useful than others. Time spent in
small group sessions was rated a little long. Again, organization
of the small group sessions was rated better than adequate but
lower than the rating of either the paper summaries or the presenta-

tions.

13
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Conference Objectives As Rated By Deans From
Different Types of Institutions

Objective

Not at Somewhat Adequately Extremely

All Well

1 2 3 4

1, The conference has acquaintN
me with the basic concepts
and theory undergirding
career education programs.

2. The conference has acquainted
me with current developments
in career education program-
ming and requirements related
to its implementation.

3. The conference has stimulated
the formulation of a univer-
sity-based team to promote
the development of career
education-oriented training
programs at lit institution.

111=1111E4

4. The conference has provided
an information base to guide
the development of an insti-
tutional policy promoting
training of career education-
oriented personnel.

5. The conference has provided
a national forum designed to
explore the operational/
implementational problems of
career education at the
policy-making level.

11111111111111113211

1 2 3 4

FIGURE 2



General Planning

The participants' evaluation of the general planning was
excellent. Table 3 reflects the participants' rating of planning
activities.

TABLE 3

Conference Planning to Meet Participants' Needs

Needs Average
Rating

Extent to Which Needs Were Met in Percent

Not at
All
(1)

-

(2)

Adequate
3

-

(4)

Extremely
Well (5)

Pre-conference
information

4.0 0 7.4 22.2 29.6 40.7

Registration
procedure

4.4 0 1.9 16.7 16.7 64.8

Accommodations 4.4 3.8 1.7 7.5 28.3 58.5

Conference
banquet

4.1 0 3.9 21.6 33.5 42.2

Meals
don-conference

3.5 1.7 7.4 38.9 42.6 40.7

Meeting
facilities

4.2 0 0 16.7 42.6 40.7

Length of
conference
day

4.1 0 3.7 22.2 38.9 35.2

Conference
luncheon

4.3 0 0 13.2 44.7 42.1

1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

Table 4 presents the participants recommendations for the appro-
priate length of the conference; 65.4 percent felt that it should
be two days in length, indicating that the conference, which
lasted two and one-half days, may have been somewhat long.

15
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TABLE 4

Recommended Lengt[ of Conference

Length Respondents
Percent

1 day

_Number

5 9.6
2 days 34 65.4
3 days 13 25.0

Summary a:d Conclusions

The deans conference on career education had a broad represen-
tation, involving participants from 45 states and 69 institutions.
(Keith Goldhammer represented both his former institution, Oregon
State University, and his present institution, Michigan State
University.) The schools of education ranged in size from less._
than SOO to more than 4,000 students.

The deans were all older than 36 years of age, with the
average age being 49 years, and all but one held doctorates.

The overall conference planning was rated very good by the
participating deans with only a few minor complaints being regis-
tered. The pre-conference survey pointed out that deans were
aware of the career education movement. However, only 19.1 per-
cent had career education programs operating. Forty-six percent
were in some stage of planning for a career education program.

The pre-conference survey also points out that, in general,
the deans felt they should be considering career education as an
alternative for the American education system and that the plan-
ning for this program must be done with faculty and staff in con-
junction with other leadership elements in education, e.g., school
administrations, state departments, etc.

The post-conference survey indicates that the presentations
and presenters, in general, were well received. Conference ob-
jectives one and five were rated by the participants as being met
completely. Time, however, may be an important factor in measuring
t. impact of the conference, so a follow-up study may be appro-
priate in order to get a more accurate measure of the conference's
impact, as related to its five objectives.
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PROFESSORS CONFERENCE

The second conference was held May 7, 8, and 9, 1972, at The
Christopher Inn in Columbus, Ohio, for selected professors of edu-
cational administration. One hundred thirty-four professors of
educational administration attended the conference. Figure 3
gives the geographic representation of the conference. Seventy-
two institutions of higher learning in 46 states and the District
of Columbia were represented by professors of educational admin-
istration.

Two data collection instruments were used to collect infor-
mation about the conference participants and their opinions toward
conference planning and impact: (1) the pre-conference assessment,
k2) the participant's post-conference evaluation.

Professors' Profile

One hundred thirty-four professors from 46 states participated
in the career education conference. Table 5 presents a profile
of the professors' characteristics. The profile is organized by
the type of schools which the participants represent and is com-
posed of the 93 professors who responded to these demographic items
on the post-conference evaluation form.

Institutions represented by the participants' were generally
public schools, 47 percent public land-grant and 43 percent other
public universities. Almost all of the professors were males
(99 percent). The majority of the participants were between the
ages of 36 and 55, the average age being about 45, and nearly all
held doctorates.

Eighty-nine participants responded to the item concerning
the location of the institution from which each professor received
his highest degree; these professors received degrees from 50
universities representing 31 states. In order of frequency:
Teachers College, Columbia University was represented by nine per-
cent of the participants, The University of Iowa by six percent
of the participants, and both Stanford and The Ohio State univer-
sities by about four and one-half percent of the participants each.
Thirteen percent of the participants originated from institutions
from within the state of New York and 10 percent of the partici-
pants originated from institutions located in Cal...ornia.

1 7
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The status at the time of the conference of career education
programs in the colleges and universities represented is shown in
Table 6. These ratings were made by 104 professors affiliated
with 62 participating institutions.

TABLE 6

WHAT IS THE PRESENT STATUS OF CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN
THE COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WITH WHICH YOU ARE AFFILIATED?

Status N Percent

Presently a program operating 20 19

A program is planned and funded 6 6

A program is planned and waiting funds 7 7

Presently planning a program 31 30

Presently not planning a program 19 18

Do not intend to plan a program 0 0

Other 21 20

Total 104 100%

While 19 percent of the professors responding indicated that
a program was then operating in their institution another 18 per-
cent indicated that no program plans had been made. Of the 21
individuals responding in the "other" category (see Table 4), 60
percent indicated that their institutions were showing an interest
and actively seeking program alternatives for career education.
Thus, it can be deduced that slightly more than 40 percent of the
participants were then interested in, or were then planning, a
career education program.

The second question of the'pre-conference assessment received
a variety of answers from the 87 individuals responding. Responses
to the question, Where do you feel your college or university
should be in regard to career education? indicated that the uni-
versity should be activitely involved in exploring and defining
alternatives while leading in the explication of career education.
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TABLE 5

PROFESSORS' PROFILE

School Type Tutal
Sex Abe

M F -35 36-45 46;557 56-65 66+ MA Ph.D.

Public
land-grant (44)

47% 43 1 6 21 12 5 0 0 44

Private (5)
6% 4 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 5

Public (40)
(other) 43% 40 0 0 20 11 9 0 1 39

Other (4)
4% 4 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 4

Totals (93) 91 2 6 43 29 15 0 1 92
100% 99% 1% 7% 46% 31% 16',Z 0 1% 997

Pre-Conference Assessment

A pre-conference assessment was administered to prospective
participants of the professor's conference. Approximately 150 pre-
conference assessments were distributed with the resource note-
books to professors who had been nominated and who indicated their
interest in attending a career education conference. One hundred
four pre - conference assessments were returned. The pre-conference
instrument asked four basic questions:

1) What is the present status of career education programs
in the college or university with which you are affil-
iated?

2) Where do you reel your college or university should be
in regard to career e- ,cation?

3) Do you feel that the career education concept is a viable
alternative in regard to education in America?

4) Within your school of education, who should be involved
and committed to the implementation of the career educa-
tion concepts?

20
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Eighty-six professors responded to the third question, Do you
feel that the career education concept is a viable alternative in
regard to education in America? While almost 70 percent of the
respondents indicated that career education is viable, more than
a third of them did not consider career education as a true alter-
native per se.

The fourth and final question of the pre-conference assess-
ment elicited responses from 87 of the participating professors
of educational administration. In response to the question, Within
your school of education, who should be involved and committed to
the implementation of the career education concept? the general
reply was that all faculty members of all departments in all areas
should be involved, most likely at varying l.vels of participation.

Conference Objectives

The National Conference on Career Education for Professors

of Educational Administration centered its activities around the

accomplishment of five objectives. These objectives were:

1) To acquaint the participants with the basic concepts and

theory undergirding career education programs;

2) To acquaint the participants with current developments

in career education programming and the requirements re-

lated to its implementation;

3) To stimulate the formation of university-based teams to

promote the development of career education-oriented

training programs;

4) To provide ,n information base to guide the development

of an institutional policy promoting training of career
education-oriented personnel; and,

5) To provide a national forum designed to explore the oper-

ational implementational problems of career education at

the policy-making level.

The participants rated the conference on its relative success
in accomplishing each of these objectives. The mean score re-
ceived by each of the five objectives is graphically presented in

Figure 4.

As can be seen in Figure 4, all objectives were considered
to be less than adequately accomplished. The participants indi-
cated that the conference fell particularly short in accomplishing
objectives three and four. Both of these objectives deal with the
development of an institutionally based career education training

model.
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Mean Ratings of Conference Objective Attainment

Ohjective
Not at

All

N

Somewhat Adequately Extremely
Well

2 3 4

1. Acquaint the parti-
cipants with the basic
concepts and theory
undergirding career
education programs.

94

2. Acquaint the parti-
cipants with current
developments in career
education programming
and the requirements
related to its imple-
mentation.

92

3. Stimulate the formation
of university-based
teams to promote the
development of career
education-oriented
training programs.

88

4. Provide an information
base to guide the de-
velopment of an in-
stitutional policy
promoting training of
career education-
oriented personnel.

91

5. Provide a national forum
designed to explore the
operational/implementa-
tional problems of
career education at the
policy-making level.

90

1

FIGURE 4
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Post-Conference Evaluation

The conference program evaluation focused upon three key

elements: (a) the guest speakers and special panels, (b) the
resource papers, and (c) the small group sessions.

The evaluation of each of these elements is summarized on

four basic criteria, i.e., usefulness, time, organization, and
level of presentation.

The participants considered the presentations slightly more

than adequate in usefulness and organization, and just about right

in time and level of information.

Ratings made of the speakers and panel were quite homogeneous.
Generally, the participants regarded the summary resource papers

as slightly more than adequate in usefulness and organization,
and just about right in length and level of information.

The small group sessions on the average were rated as useful

and well organized. The rating of individual sessions varied

according to the subject and the group present. The length and

level of the information exchanged at these sessions was rated as

above average.

Presented at this conference was a film entitled "Career
Education," and a video tape of Commissioner of Education Sidney
P. Marland, Jr., and a panel at the deans of colleges of education

conference. Ratings were made on the four criteria mentioned

previously. Both activities were rated approximately adequate in

usefulness and organization. Mean ratings on the level of informa-

tion indicated, however, that both features were rather general.

The mean ratings for usefulness and organization were slightly
greater for the video tape than for the film.

General. Planning

The participants generally rated pre-conference planning as

more than adequate. The participants' rating of each area of con-

ference planning is presented in Table 7. Relatively high average

ratings were given the registration procedure (4.5), the pre-con-
ference information (4.0), and the conference luncheon (4.0),

while a less than. adequate rating was made of the non-conference

meals (2.9).

Table 8 presents the participants' recommendations for plan-

ning the appropriate length of conferences similar to this one.
Although more than 21 percent of the participants suggested that

the conference remain three days in length, more than 76 percent

of the participants recommended that the conference be shortened,
and slightly more than two percent opted for a longer conference.
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TABLE 7

PARTICIPANTS' RATING OF CONFERENCE PLANNING

Areas of
Concern

Average
Rating

Extent to Which Needs Were Met TotaT-
Not at

All
(1)

- Adequate
(2) (3)

,

-

(4)

Extremely
Well

(5)

N Z

Pre-conference
Information 4.0 1% 3% 25% 39% 32% 94 100

Registration
Procedure 4.5 0 2 15 17 65 95 100

Accommodations 3.7 3 5 38 29 25 94 100

Conference
Banquet 3.9 1 3 24 48 24 88 100

Non-
Conference
Meals 2.9 10 25 37 23 7 93 100

Meeting
Facilities 3.3 2 19 39 30 10 93 100

,

Length of
Conference
Day 3.4 1 12 41 33 13 921 100

Conference
Luncheon 4.0 0 3 26 43 28 74 100
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TABLE 8

RECOMMENDED LENGTH OF CONFERENCE

Length N Percent

1 day 8 8.6
2 days 63 67.7
3 days 20 21.5
4 days 0 0.0
5 days 2 2.2

Total 93 100.0%

The remarks most frequently made were in regard to three basic
areas of concern. First, the participants requested less formal-
ized topical discussion groups. Second, participants believed that
the oral summaries of the papers were often redundant. Finally,
some participants thought further clarification and explication
of the conference objectives and guidelines would have been helpful.

Summary and Conclusions

The National Conference for Professors of Educational Admin-
istration on Career Pucation was attended by professors from 72
institutions of highe.' learning, representing 46 states and the
District of Columbia. These universities represented a full range
of institutions in terms of size and funding base.

The professors who attended were generally males about 45
years of age with doctoral degrees. These professors received
their advanced degrees from 50 universities located in 31 states.

General pre-conference planning was rated more than adequate.
Analysis of the pre-conference survey indicated that more than 40
percent of the participants were then interested in, or were plan-
ning, a career education program, while 18 percent indicated that
no program plans were being made. The professors believed that
the university should be actively involved in exploring and defin-
ing the alternatives of career education while leading in the ex-
plication of the concept. Furthermore, almost 70 percent of the
participants agreed that career education is a viable alternative
for the American education system and should involve all faculty
members of universities in implementing the concept.
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The post-conference evaluation of the presentations, summary
papers, and small group discussion point out that all were consid-
ered adequate or better in terms of usefulness and organization
of information.

The five conference objectives, as perceived by the partici-
pants, were less than adequately achieved by the conference. It

is recommended that a follow-up study be made of these participants
in order to assess the long-term impact of the conference upon
these individuals and the institutions of higher learning with
which they are affiliated.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

A high percentage of the participants at both conferences
responded to a request for recommendations for improvement. The
conference planning staff is anxious to consider all of these
recommendations in designing future co.ferences:

1. Expend greater effort in developing audiovisual materials
for both large and small group presentations

2. Have more clearly delineated conference goals

3. Eliminate a summary of papers, thus allowing more time
for small group interaction

4. Facilitate small group discussion by arranging seats
in a circle

5. Exhibit some actual CCEM teaching materials

6. Be held on a university campus where career education is
underway

7. Expend more time comparing and contrasting career edu-
cation models other than CCEM

8. Lengthen small group sessions

9. Provide more opportunity for participants to discuss
issues and raise questions immediately following the
presentations

10. Provide time for college of education personnel to make
known what implications they believe career education
will have for them

In addition, the conference planning staff made these recom-
mendations:

1. That a follow-up study be conducted to assess the long-
term impact of the conferences upon those who attended

2. That additional regional conferences be held to involve
other faculty in creating university-based teams to
disseminate the career education concept
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3. That each university's dean of education and two educa-
tional administration professors who attended the career
education conferences form the basic cadre to orient the
selected university-based team members prior to their
attending the regional career education conferences.
Each university-based teem will thereby have the benefit
of the cadre's orientation and the interaction of the
university faculty toward career education. Because of
this background, it is recommended that the format of
the proposed regional conferences provide more inter-
action and deal more directly with implementation details
for career education in the personnel development pro-
grams of these universities.
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Monday, April 24

4:00 P.M.

6:30

CONFERENCE AGENDA

National Conference on Career Education For
Deans of Colleges of Education

Scot's Inn, Columbus, Ohio
April 24, 25, 26, 1972

REGISTRATION Lower Lobby

CONFERENCE BANQUET PROGRAM St i rl i ng Room

Presiding:

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education
The Ohio State University

Welcome from U.S.O.E.:

Don Davies
Deputy Commissioner for
Renewal

U. S. Office of Education

The Plan of the Conference:

Robert E. Taylor

Keynote Address:

"Emerging Role of Career
Education"

r Al

Robert M. Worthington
Associate Curreissioner
Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education
U. S. Office of Education



Tuesday, April 25

8:30 A.M. FIRST GENERAL SESSION Stirling Room

Presiding:

Jack Culbertson
Executive Director
The University Council for
Educational Administration

SUMMEIINIS of Papers by Authors:

1. "Implications for Career Education of
Research and Theory on Career
Development" Samuel H. Osipow

Professor of Psychology
The Ohio State University

2. "Nature and Characteristics of
Emerging Career Education
Curriculum" Bruce Reinhart

Research Specialist
The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education

3. "The Emerging School-Based
Comprehensive Career Education
Model" A. J. Miller, Coordinator

Associate Director

Field Services & Special
Projects

The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education

4. "Personnel Development for
Career Education" Louise Keller, Director

Department of Vocational

Education
University of Northern
Colorado

5. "Roles of Schools and Colleges
of Edc:ation in Career
Education" Keith Goldhammer, Dean

School of Education
Oregon State University

10:00 COFFEE BREAK

-At

Lower Lobby



Tuesday, April 25

10:30 SECOND GENERAL SESSION Stirling Room

12:00

1:00

2:00

3:00

Presiding:

A. J. Miller
Associate Director
Field Services and Special

Projects
The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education

Panel of School Personnel: Emerging

Programs in the Public Schools, Problems
and Achievements

1. Comprehensive Career Education
Model, Pontiac, Michigan Wesley R. Maas

CCEM Project Director
Pontiac. School System

2. Comprehensive Career Education
Model, Hackensack, New Jersey..Irving Moskowitz

CCEM Project Director
Hackensack Public Schools

3. Cobb County Occupational and
Career Development Program,
Marietta, Georgia Joel Smith

Project Director
Marietta, Georgia

4. Comprehensive Career Education
Model, Mesa; Arizona William Poston

CCEM Project Director
Mesa Public Schools

LUNCH(No formal arrangements)

FIRST GROUP MEETINGS

Refer to schedule for Tuesday, 1:00 p.m.

SECOND GROUP MEETING

Refer to schedule for Tuesday, 2:00 p.m.

COFFEE BREAK

-41e-

Lower Lobby



Tuesday, April 25

3:30 THIRD GENERAL SESSION Stirling Room

Presiding:

Robert E. Taylor

4:30 - 5:30

"A Perspective on Career
Education" Sidney P. Harland, Jr.

Commissioner of Education
U. S. Office of Education

Interview By A Panel Of Deans:

Moderator:

Keith Goldhammer, Dean
School of Education
Oregon, State University

1. George Brain, Dean
Washington State University

2. Robert Gilberts, Dean
University of Oregon

3. Donald J. McCarty, Dean
University of Wisconsin

4. Robert E. Ohm, Dean
University of Oklahoma

5. Bob G. Woods, Dean
University of Missouri

SOCIAL. GATHERING Pinch Room

Host:

Luvern L. Cunningham, Dean
College of Education
The Ohio State University

No Evening Conference Activities Scheduled



Wednesday, April 26

8:30 A.M. THIRDGROIPUEETING

Refer to schedule for Wednesday, 3:30 A.M.

9:30 ODITEIFINIEM Lower Lobby

10:00 FOURTH GROUP MEETING

Refer to schedule for Wednesday, 10:00 A.M.

11:00 FFTH GROUP MEETING

Refer to schedule for Wednesday, 11:00 A.M.

12:30 CONFEJENCX LIAVICWIDArFflOGRAAI Edinburgh Room

Presiding:

Luvern L. Cunningham

Summaries of Group Discussion by Writers:

1. "Implications for Career Education
of Research and Theory on Career
Development" Samuel H. Osipow

2. "Nature and Characteristics of
Emerging Career Education
Curriculum" Bruce Reinhart

3. "The Emerging School-Based
Comprehensive Career Education
Model" A. J. Miller

4. "Personnel Development for
Career Education" Louise J. Keller

5. "Roles of Schools and Colleges
of Education in Career
Education" Keith Goldhammer

Luncheon Address:

"Roles of The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education in Develop-
ment and Installation of Career
Education" Robert E. Taylor
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1----Wednesday, April 26

3:30 P.M.

Question and Answer Period: Career Education
Implications for Schools of ,Education

Moderator :

Robert E. Taylor

A. J. Miller

Keith Goldhammer

"Duane Nielson
Career Education Development
Task Force, U. S. Office of Education

'Conference Consultants

Conference Adjournment

******

Schedule for Small Group Sessions

1st Meeting
Tuesday

2nd Meeting
Tuesday

3rd Meeting

Wedneswy
4th Meeting
Wednesday

5th Meeting
Wednesday

1:00 P.M. 2:00 P.M. 8:30 A.M. 10:00 A.M. 11:00 A.M.

. K. Goldhammer
Board Room '4 B C D E

. L. Keller
Room #214 B C D E A

. A. J. Miller
Room #314 C D E A B

. J. Osipow
Pinch Room D E A B C

. B. Rinehart
Stirling Room E A B C



CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

National Conference on Career Education For
Deans of Colleges of Education

Scot's Inn, Columbus, Ohio
April 24, 25, 26, 1972

Alabama (U.S.O.E. Region 4)

Truman M. Pierce, Dean
College of Education
3464 Haley Center
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36830

Alaska (U.S.O.E. Region 10)

Wendell W. Wolfe, Dean
College of Education
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701

Arizona (U.S.O.E. Region 9)

Delbert Weber, Dean
Col lege of Education
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85281

Arkansas ( U.S.O.E. Region 6)

Dean Fred Vescolani
represented by:

R. M. Roelfs, Associate Dean
College of Education
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701

California (U.S.O.E. Region 9)

C. Wayne Gordon, Acting Dean
Graduate School of Education
405 Hilgard Avenue
University of California
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Colorado (U.S.O.E. Region 8)

Bruce W. Broderius, Dean
College of Education
University of Northern Colorado
Greeley, CO 80631
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Colorado

Herbert A. Smith,

Associate Dean for Education
C123 Social Sciences
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80521

Conneticut (U.S.O.E. Region 1)

William Roe, Dean
School of Education
University of Conneticut
Storrs, CT 06268

Delaware (U.S.O.E. Region 3)

Daniel C. Neale, Dean
College of Education

University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19711

District of Columbia
(U.S.O.E. Region 3)

Joseph T. Durham, Dean
Sono' of Education
Hov,ird University
W,,shington, DC 20001

Florida (U.S.O.E. Region 4)

Phillip R. Fordyce, Dean
College of Education
209 Education Building
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306

Bert L. Sharp, Dean
College of Education
140 Norman Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL 32601

Georgia (U.S.O.E. Region 4)

Roy M. Hall, Dean
School of Education
Georgia State University
Atlanta, GA 30303

J. A. Williams, Dean
College of Education
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30601

ii (U.S.O.E. Region 9)

Hubert V. Everly, Dean
College of Education
1776 University of Hawaii
Honolulu, HI 96822

Idaho (U.S.O.E. Region 10)

Everett V. Samuelson, Dean
College of Education
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83843

Richard L. Willey, Dean
College of Education
lic,iversity Station

Idaho State University
Pocatello, ID 82301

Illinoi O.E. Region 5)

Dean Myron Atkin
represented by:

J. Marlowe Slater, Associate Dean
College of Education
120 Education Building
University of Illinois
Urbana, IL 61801

William M. Young, Dean
College of Education
Chicago Stale University
Chicago, IL 60621

Page 2
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Indiana (U.S.O.E. Renion 5)

Dean David Clark
represented by:

Richard L. Turner, Associate Dean
School of Education
Room 227, School of Education
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401

Iowa (U.S.O.E. Region 7)

Howard Knutson, Dean
College of Education
University of Northern Iowa

Cedar Falls, IA 50613

Dean Virgil Lagomarcino
represented by:

Harold E. Dilts, Professor in Charge
Secondary Education
Iowa State University

Ames, IA 50010

Kansas (U.S.O.E. Region 7)

Samuel R. Keyes, Dean
College of Education
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66502

Kentucky (U.S.O.E. Region 4)

Dixon A. Barr, Dean
College of Education
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, KY 40475

George W. Denemark, Dean
College of Education
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY 40506

James H. Powell, Dean
Education
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351

Laing (U.S.O.E. Region 1)

Robert E. Grinder, Dean
College of Education
151 Shibles Hall
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04473

Maryland (U.S.O.E. Region 3)

Robert F. Carbone, Dean
College of Education
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20740

Michigan (U.S.O.E. Region 5)

J. W. Menge, Dean
College of Education
Wayne state University
Detroit, MI 48202

Dean Keith Goldhammer
representing:

Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48823

Mississippi (U.S.O.E. Region 4)

Merrill M. Hawkins, Dean
College of Education
Mississippi State University
State College, MS

Missouri (U.S.O.E, Region 7)

Bob G. Woods, Dean
College of Education
University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65201

Page 3
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Montana (U.S.O.E. Region 8)

Earl N. Ringo, Dean
College of Education
250 Reid Hall
Montana State University
Boseman, MT 59715

Nebraska (U.S.O.E. Region 7)

Robert L. Egbert, Dean
Teachers College
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68508

Nevada (U.S.O.E. Region 9)

Kenneth W. Johns, Acting Dean
College of Education
University of Nevada
Reno, NV 89507

New Jersey (U.S.O.E. Region 2)

Houston Elam, Dean
School of Professional Arts and

Sciences
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 0704.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CAREER EDUCATION OF RESEARCH AND THEORY
ON CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Samuel H. Osipow

INTRODUCTION

All too often social programs have been developed without adequate

consideration given to the data regarding the characteristics of the

human consumers of these programs. These days, no one would seriously

think of designing aircraft, space vehicles, or automobiles without

considering the human factors involved in the operation of these device,...

It is commonly accepted, good practice in design to take pains to insure

that the product recognizes Human characteristics and human limitations so

that people are able to operate the machinery correctly and adequately.

Unfortunately, however, there is a tendency in our culture to be somewhat

amateurish regarding the design of social programs. Far too many social

programs have been created without givng adequate thought to the character-

istics of the consumers and operators of these programs. It is with this

perspective that the individuals responsible for the generation of this

program and those of you who are attending deserve credit for your fore-

sight and sophistication in recognizing the need to look at data about human

development and characteristics in the design of at least one kind of program

that will very seriously affect human beings.

The purpose of the present paper is to alert you to some concepts and

data dealing with career development that may be useful to you in training

students to design and implement career education programs.
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Specifically, I want to share with you some understandings of the human

and social factors in career development with specific reference to program

development. These understandings should be considered in developing new

programs and in teacher training with particular reference to career education.

These understandings are likely to be useful in guiding your thinking about

retraining teachers and counselors already in the field in order to help them

function more effectively in connection with the new concept of career

education. In this presentation two areas will be discussed: the conceptual

basis that exists for thinking about career development and generalizations

which grow out of these theories and empirical data.

As many of you know, there already exists a rather extensive theoretical

basis enabling us to have some understandings about how careers unfold and the

process of career development in individuals. These have been reviewed in a

number of publications (15: Osipow, 1968; 4: Crites, 1969). These general-

izations may be organized into the following categories:

1. Trait factor approaches: These attempt to match individual abilities

and interests with comparable trait requirements of occupations. The idea

here is to identify and implement tha best fit between the individual and the

demand characteristics of his employment. The testing movement has contributed

to this effort.

2. Social systems approaches: These might be summarized by the words

reality, accident, and "least resistence;" the essential idea of these approaches

is that events beyond the control of the individual have a significant effect

on his career. An individual's career attainment is seen to be primarily

the result of the combination of an accident of birth, the state of the

economy, or other chance happenings.

Osipow Page 2
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3. Self-concept approaches: In these, the idea is that though self-

concept becomes increasingly clearly defined in an individual as he ages

and that people develop images of their occupational world against which to

compare their self-concepts. The degree of similarity that results from

this self-occupational comparison determines the adequacy and satisfactori-

ness of their decision. In good "choices" the individual actively attempts

to implement his self-concept.

4. Personality and career: These views describe the career develop-

ment process primarily in terms of psychological constructs such as needs,

values, interests, etc. Here is included for example, the needs-satisfaction

approach (13: Hoppock, 1957), the importance of effects of early experiences

on personality development and its consequent effect on vocational develop-

ment (20: Roe, 1957), along with a variety of approaches which examine the

relationship of psychopathology and career (15: Osipow, 1968).

THEORIES

Over the years, several theories have emerged as more fully developed

and more influential in shaping over understandings about career develop-

ment. Let us briefly review some of these major theories.

The first of these, chronologically, is the theory of Ginzberg, Ginsberg,

Axelrad and Herma (7: 1951). These writers selected four particular variables

they thought were critical to vocational development. These variables

were identified to be the reality factor, the educational process, individual-

emotional factors, and the individual's value structure. Essentially,

Ginzberg and his associates took these four factors and from them created

a theory which asserted that vocational choice is an irreversible process

Osipow Page 3
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which occurs in clearly defined periods and which requires the individual to

compromise between his values and his potentials. Three major periods of

development were postulated and called the Fantasy, the Tentative, and

the Realistic periods. The Fantasy period was not emphasized by Ginzberg

and his group because it concerned childhood vocational interests which

were seen to be fairly arbitrary and unrealistic. The Ginzberg group

viewed the age range of the Fantasy period (birth to 11) as essentially

nonvocational, a view which is not widely held today. The Tentative

period, beginning near age eleven, was subdivided into interest, capacity,

value, and transition stages. Each stage emphasized the vocational task

indicated by its name. In other words, during the interest stage the

youngster primarily concerned himself with identifying and understanding

his interests. During the capacity stage his abilities, then his values,

and finally, during the transition stage, putting interests, values, and

capacities together to establish a composite view of himself. Following the

Tentative period comes the Realistic period starting around age eighteen.

This period is also divided into a series of stages entitled exploration,

crystallization, and specification. These three activities take the

individual through searching, identifying, and implementing a vocational

direction. Thus, according to this theory, an individual begins active

participation in the process of vocational selection at the onset of

adolescence and over the next ten to fifteen years is exposed to rathE°

systematic and regular experiences and activities which culminate in the

implementation of a vocational choice. In general, while the original data

base of this theory was of a questionable nature, a fair amount of evidence

Osipow Page 4
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has since been generated to indicat that there is some validity to the

notion of vocational choice as a systematic developmental, process, although

the particular stages and timing do not necessarily conform to the ones

described by Ginzberg and his group. The contribution of the Ginzberg

group was in its emphasis on the developmental nature of the process.

One very important shortcoming of their approach was in the implicit

assumption that vocational development ceases after the initial implementa-

tion of a career choice, when, in fact, we realize now that important career

development activities occur throughout one's lifetime.

Another early writer dealing with career development theory was Anne

Roe (20: Roe, 1957; 21: Roe and Siegelman, 1964). Roe's theory also

emphasized development, but in a slightly different way than the Ginzberg

group. Roe was concerred with the effects of early childhood experiences

on the development of personality, and in particular, the development of

needs within people and the consequent effect of various needs on the

individual's orientation toward or away from interpersonal activities. It

is Roe's contention that early experiences influence an individual's

orientation to the interpersonal world around him in a way that leads him

to move toward or away from people. Furthermore, Roe developed an occupa-

tional classification system which allowed her to make predictions about

the nature of the occupations that an individual would prefer if he was

person oriented as opposed to those he would approach if he were not

oriented toward people. While a considerable body of research exists testing

Roe's theory (15: Osipow, 1968), most of it has yielded data that do not

support the theory in its general outline. However, there is some
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likelihood that were Roe's theory redefined and the links between early

childhood experiences and personality more clearly delineated, Roe's theory

might be shown to have greater validity than is at first apparent (17:

Osipow, 1970). For example, it is widely accepted that certain childhood

experiences, in combination with heredity factors, influence cognitive style,

which in turn, may prove to have a rather significant influence on learning

different kinds of skills. These skills, in turn, could lead an individual

to obtain different qualitative kinds of academic experiences, producing

important idiosyncratic feedback. Over a long temporal sequence, such

feedback could exert a significant influence on a person's occupational

entry. Obviously, however, it can be seen that these links (childhood

parental experiences, cognitive styles, differential performance and

feedback, etc.) are still uncertain and need to be identified and then

substantiated.

Still another significant theorist is Donald Super (23: 1953; 24: Super

et al., 1963). Super has taken several important ideas about human

behavior and assembled them in a manner that has particular applicability

to career development. First of all, Super has postulated that over a

period of years an individual attempts to implement his self-concept

through his work. Furthermore, Super asserts that to the degree that an

individual's self-concept may be expressed in the activities of tile

occupation he selects and enters, he will have greater or lesser vocational

satisfaction and effectiveness. In addition, Super has further elaborated

on the developmental stages that the Ginzberg group suggested were im-

portant to consider in vocational development. Super (24: 1963)
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identified five vocational developmental stages beginning around age four-

teen: crys4-71lization, specification (18-21), implementation (21-25),

stabilization (25-35), and consolidation (35+). Each of these stages

indicates the particular vocational or prevocational activities that the

individual should be engaging in in order to foster his own vocational

development. During the crystallization period, the individual is partic-

ularly concerned with relating and integrating his own preferences,

abilities, and other important contingencies associated with vocational

preferences. These are the years of most interest to most vocational and

career educators because they occur during the last four to six years of

high school. Unfortunately, Super has little to say in his theory about

the earlier years in school (K-7), a period which we are coming to learn

is of considerable significance in laying the ground work for the possession

of the attitudes and skills necessary for the successful completion of

these vocational developmental tasks later.

To the degree, then, that an individual successfully negotiates these

vocational developmental tasks, he may be considered to be more or less

vocationally mature at whatever stage he happens to be. To assess voca-

tional maturity a number of instruments have been developed. Crites

(3: 1965) developed the Vocational Development Inventory, Gribbons and

Lohnes (8: 1968) the Readiness for Vocational Planning Scales, and Super

and his associates have very recently published an instrument called the

Career Questionnaire. These instruments have considerable potential use

in helping young individuals assess their own maturity of vocational

development and can be uJed both diagnostically and programmatically.

Osipow Page 7
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Super's overall approach to career development has reemphasized the impor-

tance of thinking in terms of career patterns in vocational development

as opposed to "one-shot, once and for all" career decisions made relatively

early in life.

Another significant theorist is John Holland (11: 1966) whose efforts

have taken the shape of postuicting six types of iodividuals and six

corresponding work environments. The six types are called: Realistic,

essentially an aggressive, physically oriented, and masculine person who

prefers the concrete rather to the abstract; the Investigative, an

individual primarily concerned with thinking rather than acting and who

tends to avoid close, interpersonal contact; the Social, who satisfies

himself through supportive kinds of vocational activities such as are

found in teaching or therapy; social individuals seek close, interpersonal

relations; Convent' nal, who exhibits great concern for order, rules,

regulations and self-control; Enterprising, who uses verbal skills to

manipulate and dominate other people; and Artistic, who seeks self-expression

through artistic means. Over the years since Holland first presented

(10: 1959), and subsequently revised (11:1966), his theory, he and others

have generated a tremendous amount of data concerning both the validity of

his rationale as a predictor of vocational preference along with a great

deal of data showing how his theoretical scheme is useful in organizing

the world of work. Holland's concern for instrumentation and classification

has been an added strength of the theory. Most recently, Holland and his

associates have found d way to integrate the theory and tie occupational

classification into the U.S. Department Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Osipow Page 8
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classification system (26: Viernstern, 1972 in press) and the Strong

Vocational Interest Blank (1: Campbell and Folland, 1973 in press), thus,

relating it to two important major streams of thought concerning occupa-

tional interest, measurement, and classification. The principal short-

coming of Holland's theory is that it does not provide an adequate

explanation of how people become the types that they are; however, the

theory does allow us to make some fairly accurate predictions of what type

of person we may be dealing with and what type of occupational environment

might be particularly suitable for an individual as time goes on. Since

this is a matter of considerable concern to educators developing programs

of training, Holland's theory must be carefully considered.

Finally, it is important to pay attention to what might be called

the social systems or situational approach to career development (15:

Osipow, 1968). Here, primary concern is with the factors important to

career development that lie outside the individual. Some have called this

the accident theory of career development, some have called it the chance

theory, but its essence is that it displays a concern for thoce events

which importantly shape the individual's vocational life which stem from

factors over which he has no direct control, such as social class member-

ship, sex, race, sometir's fioances, the state of the economy, where he

happens to live, etc. In another paper, I have proposed the notion

(16: Osipow, 1969) that while it is important for us to understand theories

of career development from a psychological point of view and important for

us to understand those interpersonal personality events that influence

careers, it is also important that we pay attention to social systems,

Osipow Page 9
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and design programs that recognize the influence of nese factors. It is

possible to defend the viewpoint that individuals follow the course of

least resistence in their career development and that opportunities in

combination with particular personality characteristics do, indeed, have

an important interactive contribution to make concerning career develop-

ment. People tend to follow that course which is most available to them,

which suggests that a sensitive educational programmer would do his best

to make as many desirable courses of actions easily available to individuals

as he can. This line of thinking also emphasizes the need to help the

individual discriminate between the points of control over his vocational

life that do fall within his range and those which do not.

What, then, do these theories tell us about vocational development

that is significant? First of all, they seem to reveal that there is

something systematic about career development, although it may be

culturally defined to a large extent. The theories also reinforce the

notion that preferences come about in a developmental manner, which may

be facilitated by the particular tasks that an individual is confronted

with by significant institutions. Next, the theories suggest that while,

in general, career preferences move in a narrowing direction, in adolescence

they are still broad, relatively undifferentiated, and rather changeable.

Finally, theoretically based data indicate that a reasonably good technology

exists which permqs certain large scale predictions to be made about

vocational environments that might be suitable to individuals. These

predictions imply that programs should be developed that represent similar

broad classes of training, keeping in mind that since vocational preferences
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are changable in adolescence, these programs should be designed in a way

that maximizes the possibility of changing from one program to another when

changes appear to be suitable.

WHAT DO WE REALLY KNOW ABOUT CAREER DEVELOPMENT?

Based on a reduction and synthesis of the large mass of both empiri-

cal and theoretical literature that exists regarding career development,

a number of generalizations about career development can be made (16: Osipow,

1969).

(1) Career development is essentially a socially bound process; that

is, some of the events and influences on career development are culture,

economy, geography, sex, social class mernoership, age, and race. The

particular combination of these that eif2ct an individual influence his

values, opportunities, the capabilities he develops, and the expectancies

he generates about his place in the world of work.

(2) Career development is characterized by change; that is: change of

two types. One type within the individual, as a function of his age and

experience, both of which alter his expectancies, preferences, capabilities,

and interests. The other kind of change is external to the individual, with

respect to differences in opportunities that are available in the world

as a function of changing economics and changing occupations that exist and

the phasing out of old careers. Consider within individual change, for

a moment. As an example, a study by Hirt (9: 1964) revealed significant

differences in aptitude test performance as a function of age. A study

by Vroom and Pahl (27: 1971) revealed some interesting differences in

risk-taking behavior in adults as a function of age. In addition, much
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data exist indicating that individuals vary in their interests as they get

older, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank notwithstanding. (It must be

noted that one of the great efforts made in the construction of the Stroi.g

was the attempt to produce an item pool that was relatively stable over

times so that long range predictions about interests could be made. Thus,

items dealing with unstable interests were eliminated). Certainly, many

aspects of an individual's interests are stable over time and the Strong

emphasizes the stable aspects. At the same time, we all know from our own

personal experience that our interests are not the same now as they were

fifteen or twenty years ago. We are probably no longer interested in

playing football, but rather our interest in football now extends to watching

it on weekend afternoons. Even professionally, interests change. As

teachers, we may no longer want to teach exactly the same courses they

did ten years ago, since our teaching objectives are different; as researchers

we no longer want to do the same kind of research as previously. One sees

his professional world somewhat differently at 37 than at 22. Certain

skills have been mastered and developed and a certain background accumulated.

An individual's interests and capabilities often lead him to believe he

should move on to other activities. This growth is a fairly characteristic

experience, particularly among skilled, managerial and professional workers.

A study by Siegel and Ghiselli (22: 1971) revealed a relationship between

managerial talent, pay, and age and that was not entirely flattering to

the older worker. It makes sense that to think that good vocational

development during the adult years begins during childhood and adolescence.

The early emphasis and attention to early career development does not go
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to waste if we realize that career development continues during maturity.

Important to career development in maturity are the problems of change

(14: Mills, 1970).

The notion that change occurs outside the individual is also important.

It is clear that many different vocational opportunities exist today as

opposed to even twenty years ago, and that new careers are continually

emerging. The work week not only shortens, but changes in tempo; working

conditions are modified and generally improved; social attitudes toward

work change; these are only some examples of the variables outside the

individual that influence his view, decision, and style in relation to

the world of work.

(3) Career choice is typically accompanied by anxiety in our culture.

Freedom of choice is highly prized and accompanied by responsibility for

choosing well and accepting the consequences. Since career choice is seen

as leading to (or not leading to, as the case may be) the good life,

people worry about making a mistake with respect to the choice of their

career. They worry about either choosing something at which they will

fail, thus, missing out on the good life, or they worry about choosing

something that they won't like, which, by definition, will interfere with

at least one important aspect, of the good life. Since the decisions

are usually made in the context of some educational- institutional program

whose goals are, unfortunately, not usually clearly related to the maximiza-

tion of the individual's potential and peace of mind, these decisions are

often made prematurely and too frequently, grossly inappropriate. Gribbons

and Lohnes (8: 1968) found that although much growth in readiness for
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vocational planning occurs between eighth and tenth grade, a great many

decisions are based on irrelevant information and events. Furthermore,

once decisions are made, our institutions tend to make vocational preparatory

programs difficult for the individual to modify, although there are signs

that this is changing somewhat, (e.g., the cluster concept of the U.S.

Office of Education) thus, forcing people into inappropriate fields,

training them inappropriately, and leading to considerable adult discomfort,

dissatisfaction, misery, and ineffectiveness. Since th4.s is fairly well

known among young people, their anxiety about their career decisions in the

institutional context is further exacerbated.

(4) Abilities play an important role in career development. Much

data exist to indicate that certain kinds of work require minimal and

distinctive kinds and levels of abilities in order for an individual to

perform with some degree of adequacy (e.g., 25: Thorndike and Hagan, 1959,

and the General Aptitude Test Battery or GATB). In our culture the role

of interests in career choice tends to be overemphasized and adequate

regard to the fact that abilities play a critical role in determining

occupational entrance and maintenance is often missing. In point of fact,

people are more likely to end up doing what they are capable of doing than

they are to end up doing what they like to do if there is some inconsistency

between the two. In a way, interests serve as a predictive "ceiling,"

abilities a predictive "floor." There is some evidence tc indicate that

preferences, in fact, are influenced by success (19: Osipow and Scheid, 1971;

18: Osipow, 1972, in press) instead of the reverse.
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(5) It is important to give proper emphasis to the interaction between

the individual and his environment. Holland's work (e.g., 12: 1968) regarding

the reinforcing or nonreinforcing effect of consistent or inconsistent

educational environments on career plans speaks to this point well, as

does the work in the area of family background (15: Osipow, 1968, chapter 7)

describing the effects of family resources, expectations, strivings for

upward mobility, etc. on career development. Holland's research, along

with the research of numerous others, (e.g., 5: Elton, 1971; 6: Elton and

Rose, 1970; 28: Walsh and Lacey, 1969; 29: 1970; and 30: Walsh, Vaudrin,

and Hummel, 1972), tentatively indicate that certain types of individuals

are more easily influenced by their environment in their career choice

persistence than others, that some environments are more likely than others

to produce change, that environmental types interact significantly with

personality types to influence change and persistence, and that individuals

frequently tend to see themselves as having changed in a way that conforms

to the environmental norm.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CAREER EDUCATION

Perhaps the most important implication that a perusal of the career

development literature leads to is the need to develop programming which

is not too rigid or too tightly conceived. Rigid educational programming

all too often is likely to lead to a poor fit between the individual and

the skills he acquires through his training, especially in view of the

changeability and continuing development of personal attributes of youngsters

in the high school years. When educational programming is too tight it

frequently does not provide outlets for modification or change, and tends
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to force the individual to persist in a program which does not fit his

chaacteristics. Such circumstances are likely to be the breeders of

high drop-out levels, wasted training, and graduates with no salable skills,

or, skills they will not use. For years university programs have been

accused of such wasteful programming; the criticism is likely to aptly

apply to the secondary level school as well.

The new idea of career education versus vocational education implicitly

recognizes the developmental nature of careers, because it builds in the

notion that changes occur as a function of growth and maturity. Career

education curriculi become progressively more specific as time goes on,

but during the early and critical years permit considerable opportunity

for program changes that reflect changes in the individual.

The new career education ideas also recognize another important

aspect of career development theory, that is, importance of the attitude

of young people toward making and implementing educational and vocational

decisions. Since career education begins with kindergarten age children,

the very early and crucial years can be spent, not in leading the chilo

to develop a specific vocational preference, but rather to help him develop

certain fundamental attitudes which will enable him to make necessary

decisions later on in a more suitable manner. Skills can be recognized

and developed, and attitudes toward oneself in various work settings can

be explored. General attitudes toward work itself can be elicited, shaped,

refined and internalized, all of which will permit the individual to

potentially deal more effectively with the vocational development tasks

at the time when these become more insistent and overt.
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In summary, it would appear that both the literature in career develop-

ment and the programs developing in career education relate to one another

in that they both view all education as fundamentally career education,

though specific skills may be emphasized at different times, depending

upon the nature of the emerging career.

In a culture where it is possible to see increasing numbers of people

engaging in serial or multiple and second careers, it must be recognized

that it is not realistic to expect an individual to choose a career in

ninth grade, to train for it, and assume that thi issue is forever more

closed. The work of Super shows us that this is not so in the data based

on his Career Pattern Study. Career development is a lifelong process.

At first blush, this situation looks like it presents a serious problem

to the educator who tries to plan programs for the high school and junior

high school youth, but Cooley's (2: 1967) data, indicating the stability of

field preferences during the high school years, suggests a way out of this

dilemma by means of education through occupational clusters, the heart of

the Office of Education career education programs that are emerging today.
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NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF EMERGING
CAREER EDUCATION CURRICULUM

Bruce Reinhart

The present emergence of the careers curriculum is a response to the polit-

ical realities of life in the latter half of the twentieth century. Although

the philosophical and theoretical foundations have been slowly evolving in the

universities, the careers curriculum did not spring from the brows of the uni-

versities' elite educators. We have a rapidly developing career education

movement today because politicians have responded to the public's disenchant-

ment with education and to other political realities at home and abroad.

The political realities which undergird the emerging careers curriculum

are the result of a convergence of social and economic phenomena. The first

ality is well expressed by Grant Venn's thesis (16: p. 1) that technology has

created a new relationship between man, his education, and his work in which

education is placed squarely between man and his work. Grant Venn points out

that this relationship has traditionally existed for some men and some work

(on the professional level, for example), but modern technology has advanced to

the point where it may now be said to exist for all men and all work. American

education has become increasingly dysfunctional for American society because

it has failed to respond to this political fact of life. Our public schools

responded to the "pursuit of excellence" for the 20 percent of the students who

go through college after Sputnik flashed before our eyes nut it has yet to

respond to the other 80 percent who will not graduate from college. As long as

America's public schools ignore their vocational responsibility to all men and

all work, they will be in trouble with th ublic.

Second, the quality of the nation's eoucational system is now being



measured in terms of national survival. The educational capacity of a nation,

as much as its natural resources or its industrial plants, has become a crucial

factor in the national defense and international economic competition. As

long as educational inadequacies limit our response to totalitarianism and

economic dominance abroad, many citizens and officials will continue to feel

that our dysfunctional schools are enormously detrimental, that conceivably

they may cost our freedom or even our lives.

Third, the continued increase in poverty and its ascending social and

economic costs drain the reservoir of resources for attaining national goals.

The self-perpetuating cycle of poverty has brought our cities to the brink of

bankruptcy. Since the late 1950s this nation has sustained a high level of

unemployment which costly remedial programs of training and rehabilitation

could not reduce. The continued allocation of Federal dollars to drain the

problem of the pool of unemployed, without giving attention to reducing the

flow into the pool, is wasteful and inefficient. As long as American education

is conceived as contributing to the flow, it will be expected to reform itself.

Fourth, the civil rights movement that erupted in the sixties has drawn

dramatic attention to the social, economic, and political deprivations borne

by the natinn's minorities. Although the movement to obtain the policital

rights of minorities has become less violent, the persistent inequalities re-

main. As increasing numbers of minority group members "come of age" politi-

cally, public education will be forced to respond to their distinct needs.

Finally, a general disenchantment with the educational system in America

has tended to accentuate the community concern about public education and stim-

ulate the expression of the layman's point of view. In most large cities, and

a good many smaller ones, the public schools appear to be in grave trouble.
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They are torn apart by conflicts over integration, desegregation, decentraliza-

tion and community control. Student dissent, teacher strikes, racial conflict,

and taxpayer revolts tend to lend credence to the need for education reform

from a layman's point of view. And the layman, to be sure, is a practical man

who wants the educational system to help him and his children attain the "good"

life. Since public opinion is generally supportive of career education, in-

creased disaffection with the public school system will tend to increase the

public demand for a careers curriculum.

It is for reasons such as these that the careers curriculum has emerged.

Career education is essentially a political reaction to national problems and

public sentiments. While our schools of education have been debating the nu-

ances of individual differences, they have missed the social, economic, and

political facts of life. Sustained by political realities which are not

likely to dissipate, the careers education movement is now underway and appears

to have widespread, popular support. It is time that the' universities take a

serious look at the careers curriculum and become involved in its development,

for the careers curriculum needs conceptual direction and pedagogical sophisti-

cation as well as internal integrity.

FUNCTIONAL PRIORITY OF LIFE RUIS

The emerging careers curriculum is organized around a functional priority

of life roles. The public is r, acting the attitude that gaining knowledge is

a worthwhile end in itself. In the popular mind, education must be applicative,

that is, it must provide means for solving the students' needs. To be account-

able, education must be evaluated in terms of role performance and problem

solving. This is, in part, because role performance and problem solving are

more readily assessed than are the subtler qualities of spontaneity, emotional
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meurity, freedom, and creativity.

One of the better statements about a careers curriculum has been made by

Keith Goldhammer. Goldhammer (9) affirms that one of the primary purposes of

education is to assist the student in becoming a "fully capacitated" individ-

ual. "Fully capacitated means that the school shall assist the student to

perform all of his life roles with the skill, knowledge and understanding

necessary for his acquiring the competence necessary to be successful in all

of them. If . . . a man's life is divided into the roles which he performs,

then each role suggests a basic career pattern." Goldhammer identifies five

such careers "which should constitute the framework within which all content

of the curriculum is organized." These careers are:

1. A prod cer of goods or a renderer of services

2. A member of a family group

3. A participant in the social and political life of society

4. A participant in avocational pursuits

5. A participant in the rqgulatory functions involved in aesthetic, moral,

and religious concerns

Although Goldhammer concedes that "none of the five careers identified can

be eliminated without doing violence to some aspects of the school's responsi-

bility for assisting the student to become effective in all of his life endeav-

ors," he affirms that the vocational career (producer of goods and renderer of

services) provides the central focus of the careers curriculum. His reasons

for this are:

1. A person is primarily known for the occupation or profession in which

he is engaged.

2. Such training helps the student become an economically self-sufficient
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individual, a wage earner and a payer of taxes.

3. It is possible to build a functionally relevant curriculum for each

learner based upon a careers theme.

4. We must face the reality of the present economic and psychological

crises which confront our nation.

It should be observed that organizing a curriculum around these five

career roles is an affirmation of the social maintenance function of education.

The progressive and meliorist values of American society, coupled with its

rapid rate of social change, tend sooner or later to convert almost all aspects

of national life into "problems." In this instance, the "problems" imply

reform or change of the school curriculum in order to maintain the social

order.

Successful performance by future citizens in a vocational career, for

instance, would help solve the problems of unemployment and underemployment,

sharpen our competitive edge with other industrial states, relieve the tax

burden, and contribute to the economic wealth of the nation. The successful

performance in the family career would resist the disintegration of the Ameri-

can family .and undergird the home as a stable, social unit. A successful

career in community life would help combat the problems of urban deterioration

and decay by developing socially responsible citizens. The advocacy of an

avocational career is a plea for responsible leisure in a world in which anomie

and alienation have led to individual and social disorientation. A successful

career in aesthetic, moral, and relgious concerns would help build a cohesive

value system by which common appeals could more easily regulate and maintain
4

the social otler.

Whatever else it is, the emerging careers curriculum is a socially and
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politically conservative phenomenon which affirms the role of social maintenance

of the public schools. The movement is strongly supported by external political

forces based upon public concerns which are the consequences of rapid social

and technological changes. The careers curriculum is popularly seen as a

problem-solving response to combat the ills of the social and economic order.

Since the rate of change in our society is not likely , diminish nor the re-

sulting problems abate, the emerging careers curriculum will not lack public

support.

FUNCTIONAL UNITY

A second characteristic of the careers curriculum, functional unity, will

undoubtedly be the most difficult to achieve. The emerging careers curriculum

purports to integrate the entire school curriculum--academic, general and voca-

tional--in such a way that all education will be falctionally related to the

performance of career roles. The careers curriculum, it is proposed, will be-

come the vehisle for carrying the load without diminishing the educational

objvtives of academic curricula. In return, the academic curricula will re-

late their subject matter to career roles. Thus, the careers theme will be

infused into and diffused throughout the total curriculum of the school.

Earlier in this century, Max Weber (8: Gerth & Mills) observed that tension

was building within the educational institution, introduced by the ever in-

creasing importance of expert and specialized knowledge.

Behind all the present discussions of the foundations of the
educational system, the struggle of the "specialist type of
man" against the older type of the "cultivated man" is hidden
at some decisive point. This fight is determined by the irre-
sistibly expanding bureaucratization of all public and private
relations of authority and by the ever increasing importance
of expert and specialized knowledge. This fight intrudes into

all intimate cultural questions
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This hidden fight which Veber discerned has often burst, into open warfare

in our technological age. The battle over education and intellectual life in

our time has accentuated the distinctions between the expert and the cultivated

man, the specialist and the generalist, the scientist and the humanist. Since

Weber observed this obsure phenomenon, each advancing stage of science, tech-

nology, and industry has increased the forces of vocationalism in education.

As a result, education has begun to play an increasing role in preparing men

for work and allocating them to different types and levels of labor. In fact,

education has become so fused with industry that it is now seen as part of the

economic foundations of society.

As Western industrial society becomes more complex, the formal task of

developing Americans as both cultivated men and experts becomes more difficult

and problematic. The average adult needs to know more to function as either a

cultivated man or worker. The expansion of knowledge has so fragmented the

simple cultural premises of the past that they have become only a prologue to

the diverse and wide-ranging interpretations of what is essential knowledge to-

day. Furtheriore, some people feel that it is literally impossible to accom-

plish the task of educating an individual as a worker, citizen, and cultivated

man in the time available.

Longer, more intensive preparation for work means that the time
given to vocational training competes with general studies.
The conflict in American secondary schools between vocational
training and general education is rooted in the tendency of for-
mal education to be swamped by the task of cultural transmission.
There is not enough time in the school day to do all the things
asked, and time is more squeezed as the cultural burden grows
heavier.(4: Clark, p. 19)

The early battles of vocationalism were fouaht at the professional level.

As a result, the highly educated men in contemporary society are commonly
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prepared as experts to supply the needs of industry, business and government.

The organization in this country that employs most Ph.D's today
is not Harvard or Yale or Illinois or Michigan. It is DuPont.
Furthermore, General Electric his more than twice as many Ph.D's
on its staff as Princeton; Shell has more than MIT, Union Carbide
or Eastman and IBM has about as many as Northwestern or Cal Tech.
As a matter of fact, industrial firms like these probably employ
more Ph.D's today than all the liberal arts colleges in the coun-
try...The Federal government has more than any of these, about as
many as the top 10 universities put together. (1: Berelson, p. 56)

We witnessed another example of education's response to vocationalism in

higher education after Sputnik, one symbol of technological achievement, flash-

ed before the world's eyes. The immediate U. S. response, the creation of the

National Defense Education Act, was predictable. The Act was designed primar-

ily to bolster science, langtage, mathematics and engineering programs for the

intellectually-talented, degree-seeking stuov....r.

The battle has now been joined by the career educators. Their strategy,

however, is not to force confrontations between traditionally incompatible

disciplines. They propose to combine the pedagogical heritage of our past and

the technical sophistication of the present to create an educational system that

has a relevant academic curriculum and a humanistic vocational curriculum.

Such a system, with a careers theme infused into and diffused throughout the

total curriculum of the school, will have a functional unity that will serve

both student and society. Only time will reveal whether career educ )rs can

accomplish their goal.

STABLE WORK PERSONALITIES.

"The ultimate goals of career education," writes Frank C. Pratzner (13:

p. 13), "are individuals with stable work personalities who are (a) adjusted to

and satisfied with their occupational role and with their other roles in society;
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(b) satisfactory to both their employers and to the society of which they are

a part; and (c) employed in an occupation contributing to a balance in the

supply and demand for professional and non-professional manpower." In other

words, the goals of career education are designed to maintain our work-oriented

society. They call for satisfaction in role performance of the individual, his

employer, and the society despite the fact that our social stratification sys-

tem places stringent limitations upon the allocation of rewards. Mutual sajs-

faction in role performance by all parties is impossible in any competitve

system of social stratification, even without the constraints placed upon it

by the laws of supply and demand of manpower.

Although the goal is impossible to attain, the careers curriculum makes

an attempt to improve upon the substantial failures of contemporary education

by (1) greatly exnanding the impact of guidance and counseling services and

incorporating elements of guidance theory and practices in the classroom instr-

uction; (2) introdu-ing extensive information about the world of work in treat-

ment units; (3) relating the world of work to educational options; (4) develop-

ing employability skills, as well as employment skills; and (5) assuming resp-

onsibility for placement of all e iting students in an occupation or in an in-

stitution for further education.

Since the systems of social stratification are major factors in the attain-

ment of this goal, let us look at the dynamics of these systems. First, systems

of social stratification are based upon an interaction of internal differentia-

tion and evaluat4on. All human societies, past and present, have been intern-

ally differentiated. Western industrial societies differ from primitive societ-

ies only in the degree of complexity. Our society demands multitudes of semi-

skilled, skilled, and professional workers. The scientific revolution which
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started with steam engines and spinning jennies has progressed to atomic en-

ergy, automation, comruters, and chemical materials. Each technological possi-

bility has been defined as a new human need; as a result, the internal diff-

erentiation of modern society continues.

Not only is our society highly differentiated occupationally, but each

differentration is valued differently; and so also are the persons associated

with each role. This differential ranking between roles often creates dissat-

isfaction in occupations with lower status. Even in trying to reach common

goals, where each man fulfills a function that serves another man's needs, a

different value is placed on his respective role. For example, scientists

and engineers enjoy a higher status than technicians, although all personnel

are dependent upon one another to place men on the moon.

If a society is to be functionally integrated, there must also be a con-

sensus on the values placed upon each role. Men must share a common set of

values; they must be a part of what Durkneim called a "moral community."

Furthermore, in order to be viable, systems of social stratification must

fulfill both an integrative and an instrumental function. The essential func-

tion is to integrate society by reflecting a common set of values. The instru-

mental function is to provide the vehicle and rewards for maintaining its

structure of differential rankings.

Because a careers curriculum is functionally linked to social stratifica-

tion through occupational identities, it will serve an important social main-

tenance role if it successfully generates satisfaction of career roles by all

pertinent Parties (students, employers, and the society in general). But it

will rot serve this function if it does not contribute to satisfactions or if

the supply of trained manpower does not meet the needs. It remains to be seen,
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however, if career education cPn be more successful than contemporary education

in developing stable work personalities in our stratified society.

CARFER ACCOUNTABILITY

One of the significant characteristics of the emerging careers curriculum

is that it assumes a responsiblity for all of the nation's youngsters. One of

the goals of the Comprehensive Career Education Model (CCEM), for instance, is

to place all exiting students either in an occupation or ih an institution for

further education. This goal is not limited to graduates, but also includes

dropouts who leave the system.

Since most positions in the American occupational world now have some type

of educational prerequisites, the process of student allocation in public

schools begins early in the elementary grades and continues throughout the

child's schooling. The process is complex, as any cumulative folder will ill-

ustrate; furthermore, it involves testing, grading, counseling, and guidance.

In general, students with low aptitude and low achievements receive minimum

amounts of general education and are directed toward "practical," terminal

curricula which may or may not prepare them for an occupation. Students with

high aptitude and high achievements are guided into more demanding, liberal

arts programs with a minimum of "practical" courses. Their curriculum is de-

signed to prepare them for higher education and occupations with higher status.

But, as Martin Trow (15) points out, the rapid growth of higher education

since World War II has placed the secondary school system in an increasingly

difficult position. With college enrollments now over seven million and still

increasing, and with the "open door" policy of community colleges, resistance

xi) allocating students to terminal programs is increasing. The growth of
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college enrollments has been transforming what has, for 60 years or more, been

predominantly a system of mass terminal education into one that is increasingly

required to prepare large numbers, perhaps the majority, of students for college

work. Furthermore, parents, with increasingly more formal education, are re-

sisting terminal programs for their offspring. Likewise, minority groups, who

view the allocation system as a means of exploitation, are also resisting

terminal allocation. As a result, 'he secondary school system is increasing

abdicating its function of terminal student allocations and passing the problem

on to post-secondary institutions.

Although career educators deny that they will attempt to slot youngsters

into career roles, they are assuming the responsiblity of "placing" all students

upon their exit from the system. They are creating models that incorporate the

development of career awareness, career exploration, and career preparation. In

fact, every student in the Comprehensive Career Education Model will receive

entry-level training in some occupational area, whether he plans to continue

his education or not.

The objective to prepare every youngster for an entry-level occupation.

whether he attends college or not, will severely tax the existing vocational

programs of any _hool district that adopts a careers curriculum. Presently,

existing programs simply cannot transmit entry-level skills to all students.

Meeting this objective means that school systems will have to greatly expand

their campus vocational offerings, work study programs, cooperative education

programs, and perhaps seek outside help from performance contractors or pro -

pri'tary schools. It will also mean that they will have to recruit many addi-

tional vocational educators and w '1 have to expand their facilities. It will

probably mean the development of dependencies upon industry for adjunct faculty
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and facilities.

The problem of developing a careers curriculum in American public educa-

tion to accommodate the 80 percent of the students who do not graduate from

college is plagued by the fact that there ib no existing "system" of career

education, even in an embryonic state. Marvin J. Feldman (7: p. 334' describes

the lack of a system in the following statement about vocational education:

It is impossible to study vocational education in the United
States without realizing that, in fact, there is no "system" of
vocational education; there are schools of all kinds, at all ed-

ucational levels, but there is no system with a logical progress-

ion from school to school and from level to level. For sixty

years vocational education has been confused with practical train-

ing required for a job and has been regarded as separate and dis-

tinct from "education" as such. It is offered at the end of a

process of compulsory general education and is concerned with

only a fraction of the labor force. It, is associated with man-

ual occupations and is thought of as inherently inconsistent
with the ideal prospect of higher education °or its pupils.

Although American public education strives to give the student every opp-

ortunity to develop his talents at the highest possible level, the definition

of the highest possible level is always i- terms of verbal skills. Under

current conditions, the student iF always urged to prepare for college and to

do nothing that might impair his ability to attend. Students who are "sized

up" for a carper that requires less than a college education are channeleu into

vocational courses and are literally abandoned by the educational system.

Career educators have recognized that a system is lacking which creates

for students a career "ladder" beginning with the lowest entry-level skills and

climbing to the highest professional-level skills. They are attempting to

articulate such a system and are also trying to avoid a dichotomy of academic

and vocational careers at every level or the ladder. Although we can expect

to see some significant success in these attempts at the secondary level, the
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difficulties of building and articulating this system between secondary insti-

tutions and institutions of higher education are monumental.

Furthermore, in accepting the responsibility of placing all the nation's

children in either an occupation or in an institution of further education,

career educators are also assuming responsibility for the disadvantaged. It

should not go unnoticed that this general accountability for all students, in-

cluding the disadvantaged, is a relatively recent development. Trow (15: p. 12)

has written:

A growing part of the political and educational leadership

in the United States is increasingly committed to the radical

conception of equality of opportunity. (This was a central

though obscured issue in the'presidential election of 1964.)

This marks a profound shift in the dominant conceptions of eq-
uality in America and in the public policies necessary to ach-

ieve that equality. It certainly was not Jefferson's concep-
tion of educational opportunity when he proposed to "sift the
rubbish" for the few ablest youth of humble origins whom the
state should aid in gaining secondary and higher education. It

was not even the conception of equality of educational opport-

unity that underlay the establishment of the common school in
America, or that led to the natural extension of that policy in
the creation of a free universal and comprehensive system of
secondary education between the Civil War and World War II. The

Comprehensive public high school and the growth of the junior
college and of mass higher education today can be seen as the
fullest expression of the liberal conception of equality of

educational opportunity. They are based on the recognition that

the more advanced the nonselective education that is provided,
the more attenuated are the handicaps of humble birth for educa-

tional achievement.

Despite the fact that educators have recognized their responsibility to

the disadvantaged and our political leaders have demanded responsible. action,

the schools have not yet fulfilled that responsibility. Career education will

attempt to work with the disadvantaged by providing them with more vocational

programs, by accommodating students who do not have verbal skills, by attempt-

ing to make academic education relevant to all careers, and by developing a
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system within education which will be amenable to a progressive development in

career growth.

DEVELOPMENTAL CONCEPT

"The premise . . that an entire system of education can be unified

around a career development theme, may seem pretentious, but it is neither pre-

mature nor is it an impossibility," insists Edwin L. Her (10: p. 1). Career

educators would agree that it is not premature. The irrelevance and lack of

specific purpose of contemporary education can be readily documented. Obviously,

career educators do not think it is an impossibility. The United States Comm-

issioner of Education, Sidney P. Marland, Jr., has made career education the

major goal of the Office of Education and career educators are seriously att-

empting to install it in public schools. If they are successful, they will

demonstrate an integrated, developmental curric_lum beginning in kindergarten

wnich will help students fuse their self-concepts, knowledge of environmental

options, and acquisition of requisite skills into meaningful, satisfying careers

within the American social structure.

At the present time, however, the failure of public school systems in

attaining such an objective for large numbers of students is intolerable, if

not inhuman. The case study o7 San Jose Junior College by Burton R. Clark

is one of the more striking examples of what happens to many students who

graduate from high school and enter college with no realistic resolution of

career options which are compatible with their personal abilities and educa-

tional preparation. In the following Passage, Clark (5) describes the fate of

the "latent terminal student" (about 55 Percent of the junior college of

students in California) when they pass through the "open door."

Reinhart
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It has been indicated that, as a new junior college, the San
Jose institution was committed to the admission of all applicants
to an unrestricted choice of curriculum by the entering student.
The question may now be raised as to what these commitments entail

for college management. As previously seen, the entering students
were oriented toward transfer; at the same time they proved to
have low academic aptitude and many had poor achievement records

in high school. The resulting disparity between the desire and

capability of many students meant that the college was faced
with the alternative of either allowing students of low promise
to complete junior college work and transfer elsewhere or denying

them the opportunity to transfer. The first alternative is
easier to accept in day-to-day operation because it soothes rela-
tionships with students, but it is not promising for the academic

reputation of the institution. . . The student who cannot or will
not perform at the "colle7e level," as this is defined by other
colleges, needs to be convinced that he is not capable of under-
taking a more extended college education.

Caught between its c ,
open door and the standards of other

colleges, therefore, an unselective two-year college needs to
"administer" the student who is, in fact, destined to be a ter-
minal student but who does not know it or refuses to recognize
this likelihood at the time of entry. The person who earmarks
himself as a terminal student is no special problem nor is the
candidate for transfer who comes with high scholastic promise.
For the pure terminal and the pure transfer students, destiny is

in line with intention. The procedure-shaping type of student is

the latent terminal, the "overintender" who3e transfer status
as student belies his terminal future.

Continuing his case, Clark described the innovative mechanisms by which

this junior college performs a "cooling out" function by providing structured

alternatives. "The latent terminal student is allowed into transfer curricula

but encounters counseling and testing that invite him to consider alternatives,

subtle pressures to hedge his bet by taking courses that serve a terminal

destiny, tough talk in orientation classes about realistic occupational choice,

probationary status perhaps, and finally grades that will not allow transferr-

ing." In this process, the student is "let down" gradually and "moves through

a funnel, with various persons and devices gradually narrowing his movement."

It should be noted that the "cooling out" of a terminal student in a junior
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college is a better deal than what is offered to many high school graduates

who cannot find their way across the chasm between school and work. Of the

2.5 million students who leave the formal educational system of the United

States each year without adequate preparation for work, many are unemployed or

work for poverty wages, and others drop out of a university as a "public"

failure in their community reference groups. Hopefully, the latent terminal

will have remained in school long enough to deal with his problems more real-

istically and to obtain some entry-level skills for a meaningful and satisfying

career.

The developmental concept in the emerging careers curriculum draws heavily

from the area of vocational guidance. Success with the careers curriculum will

mean that many of the constructs and propositions from vocational guidance

theory must be embodied in the classroom instruction, as well as in the coun-

selor's office. Arthur H. Brayfield, (2) however, has pointed out that the

term " theory" as applied to vocational development is somewhat pretentious

if used in the strictest sense. If one views the dominant approaches to

career ocvelopment with some objectivity, it is clear that even though no

single approach yields the comprehensiveness desired, in a collective sense,

a conceptual frame of reference exists. Samuel H. Osipow (11) has placed

career-development theory into four categories: trait-factor approaches,

sociology and career choice, self-concept theory, and vocational choice and

perscn&1ity theories. The emerging careers curriculum is greatly dependent

upon the constructs and propositions within this body of theory to explain

differential vocational behavior and decision-makipg, as well as to facilitate

such develor'.ental processes.

Reinhart
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program of the Comprehensive Career Education Model has been considerable.

Consider, for example, the following eight "necessary and sufficient"

elements and their related outcome upon which that curriculum is based:

career awareness

self-awareness

leading to

lei, mg to

decision-making skills leading to

appreciation and attitudes leading to

economic awareness

skill awareness and

beginning competence

employability skills

educational awareness

leading to

leading to

leading to

leading to

career identity

self identity

career decisions

social self fulfillment

economic understandings

employment skills

career placement

educational identity

One of the more obvious implications of the emerging careers curriculum is

that the traditional role of the counselor must change and that other profess-

ionals will have to implement the developmentP1 concept. What the counselor

has traditionally considered his responsibility is being incorporated into

the curriculum, including developmental approaches to increased self-under-

standing, knowledge of the world of work, and the development of decision-

making skills. Curriculum specialists must now be knowledgeable about the

transition, decision, and action points in the developmental life of the student.

Teachers must know how to recognize the symptoms of these developments in

students, be trained to deal with them in an instructional role, and be able

to utilize other resources as needed. Obviously, school districts planning to

install a careers curriculum will have to deal with the changing roles of their

personnel. ,:luidance counselors may often be unprepared for their new roles and

reluctant to change from their tra0 iional modes of operation. The district
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must also train other personnel for the delivery of a developmentally-organized

careers curriculum.

PUBLIC PAR NERSHIP

The decision to develop and implemer' a careers curriculum has extensive

implications for a school district. An entirely new relationship between

school and community must be established. This relationship demands an open

administrative point of view which eliminates the barriers between school and

community and encourages a thorough, two-way flow of communication. It means

that industrial personnel, parents, civic leaders, and other community repre-

sentatives will frequently participate in decision-making along with educators.

It means that some members of the community will assume teaching roles. It

means that students will meet in a variety of learning environments provided

by private and public, small and large, business and industrial establishments,

in addition to conventional classrooms.

There are two major reasons why career educators must develop this public

partnership. First, school systems do not have the faculties nor the facilities

to provide adequate career education for their entire clientele. Furthermore,

they do not have sufficient knowledge to build a careers curriculum by them-

selves. It is literally impossible to provide adequate validity for a careers

curriculum without outside help. Therefore, school systems which are serious

about career education must acknowledge their dependencies upon the community's

resources and knowledge.

Second, public school systems need the community's acceptance of a careers

curriculum. Community leaders, parents, taxpayers, community organizations,

special interest groups, and the mass media all have the potential to sabotage
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the emerging careers curriculum. Whether the new curriculum succeeds or fails

will frequently depend on whether it generates sufficient public understanding

and support. At the present time, there is popular support for career educa-

tion, but every significant, innovative intervrvition in public school curricula

potentially meets resistance, if not open hostility (3: Brickell & Aslanian,

p. 27)

Scott M. Cutlip (6: p. 2) has warned that the "papa knows best" attitude

of the contemporary school administrator is a serious barrier to establishing

a careers curriculum. He states:

The failure of many educational administrators to take the
public into partnership is born in part of their instruction in

the art and techniques of administration. Much of this instruction
in schools of education has its origin in the scientific manage-
ment theories of Frederick W. Taylor, introduced in industry early
in this century, or in the theories of Weber. The latter have per-

haps been more influential in education. The traditional organiza-
tion theories of "Scientific Management" in Taylor's terms or
"Administrative Management of Bureaucracy" in Weber's terms have
tended to view the human organization as a "closed system." The

tendency has led to a disregard to differing organizational en-
vironments and of the nature of organizational dependency on en-
vironment. It has led to an overconcentration on principles of
internal organizational functioning, with consequent failure to
develop and understand the processes of feedback essential to

survival. This is as outmoded as the "public be damned" attitude
of the schoolman toward the publics upon whose support they must
depend if they are to accomplish their mission.

Whether Cutlip has traced the "papa knows best" attitude to its origin or

not, it is becoming increasingly obvious that a careers curriculum can neither

develop nor survive in a closed system.

The careers curriculum is dependent upon the recognition of the schools'

.reciprocal relationships with the community. The philosophy that schools are

within, but not a part of, the community will doom career education. Cutlip

(6: p. 13) put it this way:
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. . . the unseen "walls" which surround and encl',se a school sy-

stem within rational administration controls the c.urriculum,
teaching effort and pupil response, exist only in the administra-

tor's mind. In fact, there are no walls around our schools.
Their absence permits community opinion to flow as freely into
the schools as pupil, teacher, and administrator opinions flow
back into the community. The external opinions of the community
must be faced, and understood, and dealt with inside the school
system. There is no escape from this harsh reality.

An awareness of the school's dependency upon its environment requires an

administrative posture that goes beyond "public relations." The words "public

relations" suggest practices that leave the organization intact or unchanged

using routine devices for smoothing over difficulties with particular groups.

But when a school district-becomes aware of a more profound dependency on out-

side iorces, even its conception of itself may change with consequences for

recruitment, policy, and administrative organization. This is required for the

emerging careers curriculum.

But do the public schools really want a careers curriculum? Do they want

to share their decision-making roles with "outsiders?" Do they actually wish

to bring community personnel into the classroom? Are educators ready to admit

that they do not have enough knowledge to do the job by themselves? Are they

prepared for the consequences of organizational change? Can they deal with

their own anxieties and fears? Are they ready to move toward the unknown?

What shall we do? What shall we be? ThesP. are the questions! They are

difficult to answer abuut one's personal life, but answers get even more compli-

cated when the character of a school system is at stake. Yet, they must be

answered before a careers curriculum can be implemented. The development and in-

stallation of a careers curriculum will necessitate a major philosophical re-

orientation of the entire system, a major realignment of the district's organ-

ization, and an internal adaptation to a significantly different set of comm-
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itments. It is questionable whether all school districts currently attempting

to install a careers curriculum realize the significance of their decision.

SYSTEMS APPROACH

Perhaps no curricular innovation has ever been more dependent upon a

systems technology than the emerging careers curriculum. The assembly of the

Comprehensive Career Education Model could never be accomplished without it,

nor can any school district install a careers curriculum without installing a

system to develop and manage it. At a minimum, emerging careers curriculum

depends upon a systems approach for the following tasks:

1. To relate the philosophical and theoretical concepts to the desired

outcomes and mechanisms for producing the outcomes;

2. To interface the various components, for example, curriculum, guidance,

in-service training, community relations, evaluation;

3. To develop supporting information systems, such as pupil data system,

career information system, community resource system, placement and

follow-up system;

4. To articulate the relationship between instructional levels and educa-

tional institutions;

5. To develop program units and instructional methodology;

6. To coordinate programs designed to generaLe institutional and community

acceptance;

7. To develop formative and summative evaluation and feedback;

8. To select and set goals and establish priorities; and

9. To manage the allocation of resources and time.

The development and installation of a careers curriculum is a complex task which
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requires a systematic unification to maintain its intear4ty. s tne

comprehensive task in educational innovation to challenae 'ire ..vs tans mmarmacn-

in our time.

The educational community has begun to adapt some af the 37ann-aa mma

management tools used in government, business, and ildustry :a znucar-ana-

problems. Examples of some of the planning tools law ava47ab-e--a-tnaum

of them are in early developmental stages--include tne systems avarpacn.

planning-programming-budgeting system (PPBS), use of models Ina s-nnCar-.arr. TrT-

gram evaluation and review techniques (PERT), critics' lath meted :741t

benefit analysis, needs assessment, and an assortment of farecasttIa tachn-aues.

Critical to the new planning technology are the oarefu" farmuTat-an r=

objectives and the establishment of priorities; the st4au-ation 3-*" Tram= Te--

formance specifications by which achievement of objectives can 3e measurnm

and the analysis and selection of alternative means for meettla am:ect7oes

Fortunately, educators have been wrestling with some system-tyne arsaTems -arra

enough to have experienced some of the basic Problems aria to nave =mama sa. 117-.M MS.

The movement to state learning objectives in Penavora- :arms TaE Ta.M

great influence upon the development of the Camorenens4ve :areer :aucat7an

Because of this project, a definition of the careers cur-iou-um 7171, ax-sta

in hundreds of behavioral statements related to pals, eamenta, =MOMS,

and developmental tasks. These statements ars designed to fz-c---teta 73E e=11-:-

ability of career education.

Programmed instruction, as a technology, has a7so made an --neract =ft-

tribution to the emerging careers curriculum. The tecnn4aues a.= aefT.-na

the outset the desired behavioral change in tne student Ina arsax-ii lawn

material to effect this change into a logioa' ser-es 2'7 -t nu-.a stabs vn- 27 7.11f
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student can handle are basic to curriculum development. The systematic steps

of programmed learning involving encouragement and reinforcement; immediate

recognition of each increment of knowledge; continuous testing to determine

whether or not the specific behavioral changes have occurred; and the redesign-

ing of the system until the behavioral changes are attained have demonstrated

the value of a systems approach for facilitating career development.

The area of evaluation has also responded to the necessity for objective

assessments of student behavior and program outcomes. The emerging careers

curriculum depends upon systematic evaluation to demonstrate its validity and

assumptions. Today, however, very little of the emerging careers curriculum

has been validated or tested, but the Comprehensive Career Education Model

has placed a high priority on the validating of treatment units and the meas-

urement of outcomes.

Eventually all educational innovations, including the careers curriculum,

must answer the basic question raised by Murray G. Phillips (12: p. 373):

"Which resources or combination of resources (people, places, media) are

appropriate for teaching what type of subject matter to what type to learn-

er under what conditions (time, place, site of group and so on) to achieve

what purposes. Abstract or global concepts are not sufficient to answer

this basic question. It is necessary to define the specific and measurable

oompetencic.) which students are to possess upon completion of the program.

They must be broken into components in ways which diminish semantic affects

and incremental goals which are so general that they are not susceptible to

programming or measurement.

The systems approach to a careers curriculum must encompass more than the
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curriculum per se. The installation of the careers curriculum requires broad

and comprehensive planning. It will eventually involve the school administra-

tion, school facilities, faculty, school finances, community resources, and

community influences, as well as curriculum and instructional methods. It is

bigger than a project, broader than a program, and more encompassing than ed-

ucational reform. It requires the development of long-range goals and object-

ives, as well as the proposed utilization of !man resources to accomplish

such goals.

Any school system that attempts to install the careers curriculum will

discover its wide scope. Yet, it does not duplicate the efforts of other dis-

ciplines in education, such as research, evaluation, and the collection, pro-

cessing, and analysis of statistical data; it merely draws from all of these

resources.

Furthermore, the installation of a careers curriculum is a continuous,

long-range activity which will involve the conscious selection of goals; the

analysis of these goals from the standpoint of the desires, needs, and resour-

ces of the community with respect to their order of priority and their impli-

cations and probable consequences; and the selection of the most efficient and

acceptable means for attaining them.

The serious adoption of a careers curriculum is a task of great magnitude.

It is an innovative effort of greater complexity than most school districts

have ever attempted. No school system should attempt it without first con-

sidering the 'scope of the task, their available resources, and their system's

capability to manage it.
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SUMMARY

The careers curriculum has emsrged today as a response to peitical

realities which are sustained by problems not likely to diminish. From a nat-

ional perspective education has become increasingly dysfunctional. It has

failed to respond to the emerging tecNnology that has created a new relation-

ship between man and his work, and does not satisfy the educational demands

for national survival. Our present educational system contributes to the pool

of the unemployed and underemployed, fails to meet the needs of the nation's

minorities, and has accentuated community concerns by its own inner strife and

strained community relations. Career education is seen as a practical solution

to these national problems.

The emerging careers curriculum is organized around a functional priority

of life roles (careers). The vocational career provides the central cocus of

the careers curriculum; although other careers involving the family, social

and political life, avocational pursuits, and the regulatory functions of

dese%tic, moral, and religious concerns are also considered necessary to an

adequate careers curriculum. Whatever else it is, the emergence of the careers

curriculum is a socially and politically conservative phenomenon which affirms

the role of social maintenance of the public schools.

The emerging careers curriculum purports to integrate the entire school

curriculum -- academic, general, and vocational--in such a way that all education

will be functionally related to the performance of career roles. In its attempt

to create a functional unity, it must confront the long-standing strife between

educators over the education of the "specialist type of man" and the older,

"cultivated men." Tne strategy, however, is not to force confrontations between
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traditionally incompatible disciplines, but to combine the pedagogical herit-

age of the past and the technical sophistication of the present to create a

unified educational system that has a relevant academic curriculum and a hum-

anistic vocational one.

In attempting to develop stable work personalities, career educators are

challenged by social stratification systems. Although these systems fulfill

integrative and instrumental roles for society, they are also based upon an

interaction of internal differentiation and evaluation. This differential

ranking between roles often creates dissatisfaction in occupations with lower

status. Because the careers curriculum is functionally linked to social stra-

tification through occupational identities, it will serve an important social

maintenance role if it successfully generates satisfaction of career roles in

all participating parties.

Career educators are assuming the responsibility of career accountability

for all the nations' youngster through career preparation and placement of

all exiting students. This goal must overcome the problems of grossly inade-

quate vocational programs and facilities and the lack of existing system of

career education. The placement of students must deal with the resistance

to allocating students to entry-level or terminal programs and the special

problems of the disadvantaged.

The careers curriculum is based upon a developmental concept. If they

are successful, ceer educators will demonstrate an integrated, developmental

curriculum which will help students fuse their self-concepts, knowledge of en-

vironmental options, and acquistion of requisite skills into meaningful,

satisfying careers. The developmental concept draws heavily from vocational

guidance theory, permeates the curriculum and the instructional programs, dra-
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stically alters the role of the counselor, and relies upon the total school

staff for its implementation.

The decision to install a careers curriculum requires an entirely new

relationship between school and comnnity. This relationship demands an open

administrative point of view which eliminates the barriers between school and

community and encouraces a thorough, two-way flow of communication. It goes

beyond "public relations." To install a careers curriculum, school systems

are dependent upon ccmmunity acceptance, facilities, and manpower.

The installation of a careers curriculum requires long-range, comprehens-

ive planning. It is an innovative effort of greater complexity and magnitude

than most school districts have ever attempted. However, no school system

should attempt it without first considering the scope of the task, their

available resources, and their system's capability to manage it.
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THE EMERGING SCHOOL-BASED COMPREHENSIVE CAREER EDUCATION MODEL

Aaron J. Miller

BACKGROUND

A crucial concern in our present educational system is the lack of

relevance of existing curricula for the majority of students. In the view

of many students, teachers and parents, the American educational system does

not reflect our social realities. Largely because of this incongruity be-

tween the career development needs of students and their school experiences,

a significant portion of students drop out before completing high school.

Further, many of those who do complete high school have little basis for

selecting a satisfying career consistent with their individual needs and

interests.

Most existing educational systems in this country do not adequately

acquaint the student either with a knowledge of the broad range career oppor-

tunities open to him, or with the requirements necessary for adequate career

preparation. Traditionally, there has been minimal acceptance by our school

systems for the responsibility of placing every student in a "next step"

after leaving school, whether it be in a job or in the next educational rung

of some career ladder.

Because of these inadequacies, a need has arisen to develop an educa-

tional system which restructures the entire educational program around career

development. Such a system must ensure that every student completes an educa-

tional experience that integrates academic skills with occupational skills.

Regardless of his exiting point in the system, the student's options must be
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open for either entering the labor market in a productive career, or for

pursuing the post-high school educational path consistent with his or her

career development goals and aspirations.

There are a number of alternatives to the present educational system

which might provide tie relevance necessary to prepare students for produc-

tive careers of their choice. One alternative would be to utilize the

business, industry, or professional community as a training agency. Such

a choice would reject the existing school system as the vehicle for specific

career skill preirration. Another alternative would be to create a parallel

educational system devoted to the pragmatic needs of career development.

With such a parallel system, the student could shuttle back and forth between

the two educational systems. Such an alternative would be duplicative, ex-

pensive, and further entrench the onerous consequences of a multiple track

system.

A third and more practical alternative would be to utilize the existing

educational system, and the available resources and investments in order to

create more relevant educational programs. At the beginning of the 1970-71

school year, there were over 17,000 operating school districts in the United

States with a total combined annual expenditure of more than 44 billion

dollars (6). It is highly unlikely that taxpayers will be eager to duplicate

existing investments to create duplicate school systems that are more rele-

vant to student needs.

With the crucial nead for an educational program developed around

career relevance, it is necessary to develop, test, and install a career

education system. This system must have the potential to revitalize the
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total educational program of a school district by structuring student experi-

ences around career develupment objectives. The development and testing of

such a system should take place in a variety of pilot test settings which

could test the efficacy of such a model in schools with differing cultural

settings, demographic characteristics, levels of school support, and other

crucial variables which characterize our nation's many school districts.

In the Comprehensive Career Education Mode!, developed by The Ohio State

University under the sponsorship of the U.S. Office of Education, six pilot

test sites were selected. These sites included the entire school districts of

Hackensack, New Jersey; Pontiac, Michigan; and Mesa, Arizona; and one admin-

istrative attendance area of Jefferson County, Colorado; one attendance area

within Atlanta, Georgia; and one attendance area within Los Angeles, California.

In all, there are some 85,000 pupils in these six school districts with about

4,200 certified teachers and administrators.

The development of a school based Comprehensive Career Education Model is

presently taking place in a partnership effort between The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education at The Ohio State University and these six school dis-

tricts or local education agencies (LEAs). This jointly developed model will

be installed in all six pilot test sites.

It is important to note that a single model is being cooperatively devel-

oped for all sites. This project will provide a tested and validated model

appropriate for dissemination to other similar LEAs. The project will not

develop six individual models -- a model unique to each site. The development

of individual models would provide no multiple-tested curriculum units, systems,

and guidelines for general dissemination. If career education is to develop
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rapidly with validated components, a generalizable model or components of a

model must be developed that have clear application to other similar setting,

It is unrealistic to imagine that each of the 17,000 school districts in the

United States would have either the resources or the expertise to develop

their own tested and validated Comprehensive Career Education Model.

DEFINITION OF CAREER EDUCATION

Career education is not a radically new idea on the American educational

scene. Rather, it is an evolutionary concept with many historical antecedents.

In tracing the historical and philosophical bases for career education, Herr

identifies a distinctive philosophical trail supporting the career education

concept from the 1800's to date (5).

However, career education is not a mere repackaging of existing educa-

tional programs under new titles. It is a synthesis of the best of existing

educational practice within a new educational r,,oric encompassing Career

Development.

While there are many characteristics of career education that have been

identified by researchers and practitioners, there has been no uniform defi-

nition of career education which has been overwhelmingly accepted -- and there

is little likelihood that this will evolve within the new future.

During the early conceptualization of the career education thrust by the

U.S. Office of Education, four different definitions were tested among various

professional groups for their reactions (3).

In essence, these definitions were:

1. Career education is a concept that educational experiences should

center around careers in the economy in which people live. It
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encompasses the educational experiences ::rom earl! to --Iiiddd

through the productive life of the incrviaua-,

2. Career education is the infusion of all educat-!ana-

and student counseling K through 14 of ihformat-an and Tartu - -m

experience pertinent to real life jobs and worla-e-4drx Ekoler--

ence. The main thrust of career education 'S :3 or re a-1

students for successful "life of work.' by imvrov-la iaa-a

for occupational choice, by facilitating tne acod'a-t-an if
job skills, and most important by enhancing emucat-ana- it:re-Put-

ment in all subject areas and at all levels tn.rodan lax-'1d

don more meaningful and relevant to tne asorat-ans r rzumma.

3. Career education is the development of mativat-anal att-tamen

and interests in the world-of-work, knowledge If :le 4dr-1-T:-

work, and the skill necessary to funct;an am :3 :on17.7lue

tioning in the world-of-work.

4. Career education is an educational ae14very system. '7C-1L17111

all levels of education, designed to orov-ae =le /ecesaar-2

learning experiences for every oerson 0,.. oervi: TIP 7.a

attain his individualized goal of occupat'ana. -sad-le-Ea and

societal responsibility at a level commensurate ,T :n r RI-- 7!

and desires.

While many of the four definitions have commenaaolit 30-,t 2 and 17.7.7"Br7"411

overtones, none are totally acceptable for the ournoses 3f oes-an-ag i Icidu -

based Comprehensive Career Education Model CEM,,
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Career education is an extremely complex grouping of educational concepts

and has not been clearly defined. However, for an operational career educa-

tion model to be developed, an operational definition must be made; specific

tenets must be identified, goals and outcomes stated, and educational strat-

egies developed and tested which will achieve ioentified goals.

The school-based Comprehensive Career Education Model has identified the

following tenets:

1. Career education is a comprehensive educational program focused on

careers. It begins with the entry of the child into a formal school

program and continues into the adult years.

2. Career education involves all students, regardless of their post-

secondary plans.

3. Career education involves the entire school program and the resources

of the community.

4. Career education infuses the total school curriculum, rather than

providing discrete, high-profile "career education" blocks forced

into the curriculum.

5. Career education unites the students, his parents, the schools, the

community, and employers in a cooperative education venture.

6. Career education provides the student with information and experiences

representing the entire world-of-work.

7. Career education supports the student from initial career awareness,

to career exploration, careers direction-setting, career preparation

and career placement, and provides for placement follow-through,

including reeducation if desired.
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8. Career education is not a synonym for vocational education; but,

vocational preparation is an integral and important part of a total

career education system,

In stating the previous tenets, a number of philosophical and operational

choices must be made. The first of these involves infusion vs. aggregation.

If a new career education system is to be developed and installed, there seems

to be little hope of providing additional educational experiences and curric-

ula which must be forced into an already overcrowded educational curriculum.

Additionally, the goals of career education, which include making existi%

substantive content more relevant and meaningful, can best be achieved by

infusing existing substantive content with meaningful career - oriented examples

and materials. Infusion can succeed where aggregation would probably fail.

Another operational choice involves the question "employability skills

for whom?" Some have indicated that a career education program should provide

each exiting student with preparation for the next appropriate educational

step in his career plans or the necessary employment skills to be placed on

a job within the career of his choice. For the purposes of this model, the

decision has been made to accept the goal of providing every exiting youngster

from the educational system with some basic employability skill that would

allow him or her to enter some occupation at, at least an entry level in ad-

dition to being prepared for the next educational rung on his or her career

ladder. This means that the youngster who is preparing for the university

and professional training could also upon completing high school, be employed

in a meaningful occupational role consistent with his worall career goals,

even though he might be entering a higher education program.
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If the goals of career education are to be achieved, each school must be

responsible for placement. A goal of the Comprehensive Career Education Model

is to provide a placement system within the school context which accepts the

responsib:Jity for the placement of all students desiring placement. This

includes placement not only in the next educational program that a student

might choose, but also placement into appropriate jobs consistent with the

student's high school training, career goals and aspirations. Only by

accepting this placement function can the school system be t.aly accountable

for the educational product that it develops.

ELEMENTS OF CAREER EDUCATION

Based upon the works of Super (7). Goldhammer (4), Bottoms (2), and

others, fundamental areas of concern in career education include human growth

and development, vocational guidance, work adjustment, self-concept, career

development, vocational education, economics, and employment and labor market

information. Through the further examination of these fundamental areas,

eight areas of educational experiences can be iaentified which constitute one

set of educational experiences that are basic elements of career education.

These elements are: Self Awareness, Career Awareness, Appreciations and

Attitudes, Economic Awareness, Skill Awareness and Beginning Competence,

Decision-making Skills, Employability Skills, and Educational Awareness.

These elements are not mutually exclusive and may contain certain over-

laps. Furthermore, there may be other sets of elements which also adequately

define career education. However, these have been accepted as the elements

which operationally define the program of the school-based Comprehensive Career

Education Model, and as such they constitute a series of untested hypotheses.
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For a set of elements of career education to have meaning, they must lead

to specific outcomes. Thus, a more complete definition of the elements and

their outcomes follows:

1. Self Awareness. The entering student has some knowledge and attitudes

toward himself, what kind of person he is and what he hopes to become.

Let us call that self awareness. Through career education and his

home, and community experiences, we want him to become involved in

a planned, sequential, process of self-assessment and self-evaluation

which results in :.1f-identity; that is, he knows who he is, what he

is like, and he has developed a reasonable consistent internalized

value system.

2. Career Awareness. The individual entering school possesses some

knowledge about, attitudes towards, and interest in careers. He

knows something about career performances, associated life styles,

rewards, leisure time, working conditions, and the education and

training of some persons in some careers. Let us call that knowledge

of careers career awareness. Through education, home, and community

life we wish to assist him in understanding the broad range of careers

which are available, not only as they serve him, the community, or

society at large, but also what is involved in the development,

growth, behavior, training, and rewards of persons engaged in spe-

cific occupations. From this broad understanding of careers, career

awareness, we want him to experience active career exploration and

preparation which leads to career identity. Career identity is de-

fined as the individual selection of a role or roles within the

world-of-work.
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3. Appreciations and Attitudes. The element appreciations and attitudes

was included as a means of focusing attention on the affective com-

ponent of career education. Through career education and supporting

systems, the student should develop an internalized value system

which includes the valuing of his own career role and the roles as-

sumed by others. These positive attitudes toward his Awn career role

and the roles of others in society should lead to active and satis-

fying participation as a productive citizen and, thus, provide for

both self - fulfillment and social fulfillment. Self-social fulfill-

ment is defined as the internalization of a value system which acti-

vates the individual as a self-actualized, self-fulfilling member of

the world-of-work with appreciation for his own role and the roles of

others.

4. Economic Awareness. The child has observed and participated in the

economic system to some extent prior to school entry. Building upon

this base of economic awareness, we wish to facilitate the student's

systematic and thorough exploration of the economic system, both as

it relates to career development and the community and society at

large. Economic understanding is defined as those conceptual elements

and networks which make it possible for the child or the adult to

"read" the economic environment and resolve personal and social eco-

nomic problems.

5. Skill Awareness and Beginning Competence. The entering student has

some awareness of the skills performed by workers in certain job roles

and career fields. Building upon this awareness, the career education
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program and its support systems will provide opportunities for

the student to participate in both cognitive and psychomotor

skill activities in order to develop employment skills. The

development of these skills will both reinforce and be rein-

forced by learning experiences in other educational disciplines.

6. Decision-Making.. The entering student has some understanding

of the decision-making process and possesses some decision-

making skills. If he is able to understand cause and effect

relationships, he is ready to examine the decision-making

process. Through career education and supporting school and

life experiences, he will develop increasing skill and experi-

ence in the rational processes of decision-making, practice

making decisions, and come to accept the responsibility for

the outcomes of his decisions. The career decisions made

during his progress through the Comprehensive Career Education

program will progress from very tentative and flexible career

decisions to decisions which are increasingly irreversible

or reversible only at some cost of time, effort, or money. A

student should reach a decision which represents a careers

direction setting by Grade 10, or early enough to provide for

the development of entry-level skills in a career plan prior to

to leaving school. Career decisions are defined as career

direction setting, the product of a rational process, a plan

for immediate, intermediate, and long-term career development.
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7. Employability Skills. Employability skills are those elements of

career education which have to do with searching for, locating,

and obtainirg career placement, both on an initial and advanced

basis.

8. Educational Awareness. The entering student has some awareness of

the relationships between education and training, whether formal

or experienced based, and the life roles assumed by self and

others. From this basic educational awareness, the student will

continue to develop and refine a thorough understanding of the

part all education and training plays in relation to the "real

world" and the changing world in which he will assume a more com-

plete participation. He will also come to recognize the need

for specific education and training for specific career roles.

Educational identity combines an understanding of the relation

between education and training and life roles, knowledge of

himself as a participant in education and training, his learning

style, pace, capabilities and capacities, and the ability to

select and evaluate educational avenues for the development

of his career plans.
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AN OPERATIONAL PROGRAM MATRIX

For a functional career education program to be developed, that program

must be defined in terns of specific goals and objectives. To achieve this

specificity for the CCEM, the eight previously identified elements were used

as one dimension of a Matrix. Along the other dimension of the CCEM Matrix

were arrayed the grade levels from grades K through 12. The initial structure

allowed the development of specific goals and related performance objectives

within each cell. That is, goals and objectives could be identified to achieve

important outcomes related to each CCEM element at each grade level. The re-

quirements of the CCEM project dictated that one career education model be

developed that would be transportable and would be installed at each of the

pilot test school districts. Tills necessitated the formulation of one commonly

accepted operational definition of. career education among all participating

groups. The career education program Matrix provides this uniform definitic3.

Through a careful analysis of the eight elements and their educational

implications by grade levels, The Center for Vocational and Technical Education

staff, the staff at the six pilot test LEAs, and a group of outside consultants

developed a series of career education goals for each Matrix cell. Performance

objectives were then developed for each goal. These were refined and rewritten

through a variation on the Delphi process with the six LEAs.

As the goals were analyzed by each element and grade level, certain per-

vasive themes were identified. These themes were strands of goals which seem-

ed to link together across all grade levels but were more discrete than the

eight major elements.
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The output of the Matrix development process includes eight basic career

education elements which lead to 32 pervasive career education themes. With-

in these themes are some 1,500 specific goals and over 3,000 performance ob-

jectives. These goals and objectives extend across all grade levels, K through

12. A schematic of the Matrix is shown in Figure 1.

An example of an element, theme, goal, and a performance objective at a

single grade level is as follows:

Element: Career Awareness

Theme: (One of five under this element) The student will understand that

"career" involves progression through stages of preparation for

and the performance of occupational roles and may involve change

in basic vocational direction.

Goal: (Grade 11) The student will define and evaluate expected responsi-

bilities in various occupations.

Performance Objective: Given a self-selected family of occupations, the

student will then lead a classroom discussion considering ethical

or unethical behavior associated with the jobs.

Through a specific operational definition of career education, as ex-

emplified by this operational Matrix, a program of educational experiences and

related support activities can be designed.

CCEM PROGRAM DESIGN

Once operational goals and objectives have been identified, treatment

units or curriculum units may be collected to achieve these career education

goals. There are two alternatives for program development. The first assumes

that many career education related curriculum units presently exist and may be
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retrieved. If this is true, these units may be utilized by "cutting and

fitting" them into the needs of the program Matrix. Where appropriate, curr-

iculum units do not exist, units must be developed.

A second alternative is to develop entirely new curriculum units tailored

to the specific needs of the program Matrix. However, curriculum development,

if done properly, is a long, tedious, and very expensive process. Because of

limited resources in time and dollars, the first alternative was chosen as

the project strategy for the school-based Comprehensive Career Education

Model. It is recommended as the most viable strategy for most school districts

wishing to develop their own career education programs or models.

AN ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR CAREER EDUCATION

In a Comprehensive Career Education system, career development activities,

via the eight career education themes, should be infused throughout the

curricula. Career education goals may be achieved during the teaching of

reading skills, language arts, mathematics, and virtually every traditional

educational discipline. The career education goal infusion into the curriculum

does not negatively influence the learning of academic skills (skills which

are in fact essential to one's career development); rather, the infusion

strengthens the learning context by adding the relevance of examples which

are meaningful to the student's ultimate occupational, career and life goals.

Some career education goals are appropriate for all grade levels and for

almost all educational disciplines. For example, the goals associated with

the Matrix elements of Self Awareness, which leads to career identity, are

appropriate to be developed at all grade levels through a variety of discipline
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settings. The same can be said for the elements of Career Awareness, Appreci-

ations and Attitudes, and Economic Awareness.

Some career education goals are most appropriately addressed at the middle

school and high school years. An example would be the development of employ-

ability skills which lead to career placement. For some students, these skills

would lead to placement in an occupation upon leaving high school. For others,

placement in an occupation, consistent with one's career goals, would be

deferred until after post-high school education--if this was within the

student's overall career plans. A schematic of the system which could achieve

these career education goals is shown in Figure 2.

In this schematic, activities that relate most directly to Career Awareness

begin in the elementary school years. This doesn't mean, however, that these

activites do not continue into the upper level grades.

Activities which allow students to explore various career activities

related to their speLiflc interests can take place in the middle school years.

These activities can include field trips, actual work experience, and relevant

learning activities taking place as part of the school curriculum.

In the high school years, the student is capable of making certain career

direction-setting decisions based upon his interests, aptitudes, and knowledge

of the career spectrum and how it relates to his career goals and aspirations.

Through built-in career counseling activities, he is able to select the

courses and options that will provide him with employment skills for a job

upon high school graduation, or prepare him for the next post-high school

educational experience consistent with his career plans. However, every grad-

uate will have acquired a minimum set of skills which will enable him to be

employed at some entry level position upon high school graduation.
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CRITICAL GUIDANCE POINTS

Career guidance is an integral cart of the schoo* oases :amprimmenr-,e,

Career Education Model. Each curriculum unit has aareer Tu-aanca -ram' =1,--initz.

These guidance implications must be specified in tne teacher s matar-a-s si

that they can be addressed as part of the ongoing teacn.'ng Tracess 17 tir-r.

respect, the classroom teacher is providing a guidance 4:111=7107 =ILA let v-t7.-

in the curriculum implementation process.

In addition, however, there are certain times tnrbugnaut ::re 4 =firm=

12 program that are critical guidance points. These are tne tines 117 =1111E-

ition for the student between elementary and middle ar ,tun-ar 7-an scam-

junior high and senior high school, senior high school ana eaa-ayment Tr .erlo-

high school and post-secondary education. These are saeci'4c times 'nem

student data must be analyzed and students counseled and ass-stea 771115-4:-

ing their appitudes, interests, and career information into eaucat:ana- /-1175

or options.

VOCATIONAL PREPARAT:ON

Vocational preparation serves a crucial role as an integra- Tart e

career education. It is through vocational education aragreas that emamemIt

skills can be delivered. Furthermore, the linking If saec-: eacTaymenc

activities to academic subject matter can provide a ricn -17-earcement e -e--

levance for all subject matter.

In a Comprehensive Career Education system, mast students 9--- Tama :ow-

pleted a series of occupational ex 1:ration experiences ay tne e t7e

ninth grade. These experiences can be adeouatey am-armed and taugno
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a series of career clusters. For example, in a system which has identified

twelve basic career clusters which encompass nearly all occupations, students

can be exposed to career exploration experiences in these twelve clusters dur-

ing Grades 7, 8, and 9. Upon completion of these exploration experiences, the

student will be able to make certain career direction setting decisions in

Grade 10, 11, and 12.

In high school, the student will have many options that will allow him to

build upon his career interests. These options might include perusing a voca-

tional preparation program in either Grades 10, 11, or 12 to develop in-depth

career preparation for employment after high school or as preparation for a

post-secondary techincal institute or vocational school. Another option might

be to select the educational courses appropriate for college preparation for

the career goal of his choice. However, even students choosing to prepare for

a program of hioher education (rather than in-depth vocational preparation)

should experience one of a variety of short-duration, accelerated, employability

skill programs some time during high school.

There must be a variety of these short-duration, employability skill pro-

grams to allow the student to select an employability skill program consistent

with his career goals. These programs might range from one hour per day for as

little as two weeks to several hours per day for several months; every exiting

student is entitled to possess some minimum employability skill regardless of

his ultimate career goals. Furthermore, the CCEM system provides not only the

educational mechanism for training but also the system for appropriate place-

ment of every exiting student. A proposed schematic for such a program is

shown in Figure 3.
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In Figure 3, it should be pointed out that in Grades 7-9, students are

enrolled in a variety of other courses in addition to the occupational ex-

ploration clusters. Also, in Grades 10-12, students are enrolled in a variety

of course work consistent with their career goals in addition to any vocation-

al preparation programs or short-term employability skill programs that they

might chose. However, all courses are career education courses in that they

have some degree of infusion of career education units.

THE DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR CAREER EDUCATION

If career education is to be transportable as "infusion units," the

curriculum or treatment units must conform to some standard format. In a

standardized format, units can be pilot tested, refined, installed, and

transported to other appropriate settings with some assurance of quality con-

trol. In the Comprehensive Career Education Model, both a standardized for-

mat and guidelines for curriculum unit revision or development have been de-

signed. These guidelines and format specify the following components of a

career education unit:

1. A teacher Guide which specifies:

A. The rationale for the unit.

B. Intended use of the unit by suggested grade level, subject areas,

time, grouping, and special considerations.

C. Goals and performance objectives.

2. Teaching procedures:

A. Learning activities

B. Resources

C. Performance evaluation
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3. Teaching materials

4. Evaluation procedures

5. Specifications for in-service training of the teacher or person im-

plementing the unit.

For purposes of the CCEM project, these treatment or curriculum units

may vary in length up to 20 classroom hours. These units will then be used

as "infusion" units in existing curricula. For example, a 20-hour career

education unit for 10th grade mathematics might infuse a 150 hour mathematics

sequence.

CCEM SUPPORT SYSTEM

The purpose of a Career education Support System is to gather, analyze,

and disseminate information required by all persons interacting with or

participating in the career education program. In the Comprehensive Career

Education Model project, the support system will include five data files.

These are:

Miller

1. Student Data File:

This file will contain all of the information pertaining to individual

students registered in the CCEM program. This information will in-

clude descriptors of student characteristics, student progress and

performance data required to follow the student through up to thirteen

years of career education experiences, and placement records, and

follow-up data describing what happens to him after leaving the

program.

2. Class Data File:

This file will contain cost information, teacher information, and
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summarized pupil progress information. It will be used primarily

to generate management information at the class, grade, school, dis-

trict, and project level.

3. Career Information and Data File:

This file will contain the educational, occupational, and labor

market information organized and coded into levels of the career

information system. This information will be used Yor the support

of curriculum'and guidance delivery of career education.

4. Educational Resource File:

This file will contain listings of all instructional materials

identified as being related to the support of instructional units

and/or the goals and performance objectives within the CCEM Matrix.

The file will be used primarily for instructional planning, curriculum

development, and program enrichment activities.

5. Placement Information File:

This file will contain listings of jobs presently available, or ex-

pected to be available, within a given community. It will be used

primarily for placement and job development purposes.

There are a variety of reports that may be generated from these files.

These reports include a description of each student's status and accomplish-

ments. In addition, guidance information suggesting viable career exploration

experiences for the student may be generated from data contained in the Student

Data File, the Career Information File, and the Placement Informa6inn File

(See Figure 4).
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Grades
K-3

Goods

OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS FOR DELIVERING

CCEM OBJECTIVES BY GRADE LEVEL

Grades
4-6

Industry

Commerce

Grades

7-9

Natural Resources
Construction
Manufacturing

Transportation
& Communication

Trade & Finance

Services Social Government

Science Education

InWelfare

Services
Personal Services
Product Services

Arts & Humanities
Recreation &
Entertainment
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Grades
10-12

This level permits a
continuatirn of the 7-9
twelve clucers with the
capability of using the
D.O.T. 229 industries
for further definitions -
this applies especially
to natural resources
and manufacturing

Figure 4



STAFF DEVELOPMENT

In the first level of in-service staff development, all school personnel

are given an orientation to carer education. This orientation serves to de-

fine career education and identify the differences between the ongoing elca-

tional system and the new career education system. It should answer the

questions, "What is career education?" and "Why should we adopt this new

system?"

The second level of in-service staff development is for all teachers,

administrators, and personnel who will have contact with new career education

curriculum units or support systems. This orientation will provide an over-

view of the total "set" of new units and systems that will be installed.

The third level of in-service staff development is designed to provide

teachers with an intimate familiarization with the yals, outcomes, and con-

tent of the units or support system activities for which they will be res-

ponsible. In addition, teachers will become familiar with the units preceding

and following so that they understand the "systematic" importance of

their unit. At this level of activity, academic departments, such as math

and English will receive an orientation to the group of units that are de-

livered through or infused into their disciplines.

The fourth level of in-service training provides a mechanism for teachers

to indicate specific areas of needed in-service training for them to teach

their unit. This is accomplished through a check-sheet arrangement which lists

areas of (1) subject matter content, (2) teaching methods, and (3) resource

materials. These lists are coded to specific portions of the curriculum unit

and where each entry is needed. Using this method of assessing in-service
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training needs, a teacher can indicate only the mini-units of training needed

in order to be prepared to teach that unit.

The fifth level of in-service training provided soecific training in

the mini-units for the groups of teachers needing that specific training.

This training is conducted at the school building level with an in-service

training coordinator who cooridinates the scheduling and conduct of the mini

training sessions.

PRE-SERVICE STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Career education is still in an evolutionary phase. Its definition is

an evolving one as are the roles of the teachers, administrators, and other

key actors in the system. As these definitions and roles evolve, the pre-

paration of personnel must move to the teacher training institutions. Nearly

all of the orientation activities are appropriate content for pre-service

college courses. Also, specific preparation for one's role in a career educa-

tion system is appropriate content for teacher education courses. Specific

in-serivce education for teachers to teach specific career education units

can easily be coordinated through existing pre-service training institutions.

Current activities of the Staff Development group of the CCEM Project

include the design of suggested career education orientation courses for

educational administrators, teachers, and counselors. These three course

outlines and syllabi will be available as resource material for interested

colleges and universities, as role definitions become clearer during the

coming year, and in-service training needs and strategies are tested and

validated, additional resources for the ore-service training of career educa-

tion Personnel will be made available to the profession.
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SUMMARY

Career education appears to be a durable concept. Preliminary research

data indicates that students, educators, and the public enthusiastically sup-

port its concepts as few other educational ideas have been supported in the

past (1).

Through its relevance and delivery system, the democratic educational

system and the comprehensive high school can become a reality.

During the next several years, career education will undergo a metamorpho-

sis. It will change form from an aggregation of attractive but disconnected

conceptsinto a series of operational programs and support systems. As these

programs are tested and refined, the most viable activities will be forged

into cohesive career education programstailored to meet the needs of the

individual community.

As local education programs change to accommodate career education

concepts, the administrator's role must change. Similarly teachers, coun-

selors, and support systems nersonnel will find themselves doing different

tasks, and teaching different materials in different ways. As the need for

trained personnel arises, some mechanism will be developed to meet that need.

At the present time, with career education in an embryonic stage, this

preparation of professional personnel will be accomplished through snecial

in-service Programs. However, for the concept to grow and flourish into a

wave of career education orograms that can be implemented throughout the

country, colleges and universities must accept this training responsibility

through the updating of pre-service teacher education programs.

Miller
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PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT FOR CAREER EDUCATION

Louise J. Keller

The quest for relevancy in education, the stress on accountability,

and the assertion that a more humanistic educational process is needed have

catenated to form a new educational thrust--Career Education. Career educa-

tion has been defined by Ward and Ferguson (10) as " . . . an educational

plan for all students which fully integrates academic or basic knowledge and

skills with the total spectrum of occupational preparation, thus providing

relevance to all education by placing the central focus and emphasis upon

preparation for life's career role."

At a national conference on manpower policy, Evans (5) commented that

career education emphasizes that there is more to education than schlol for

school's sake; that attitudes toward work are formed early in life; that all

education has career implications; and that tentative career choices of

youth at any level can serve as personal motivators.

Career education is not a new movement but can be traced over the past

ten or fifteen years under different names which have coalesced under the

name of career education. Many educators prefer to call this thrust career

development education. The rationale given is rather simple. One's career

is developmental in nature and begins in early childhood; therefore, the

school's educational goals should reflect this reality beginning in the

early grades.

Conceptualization models h2ve been designed which stress career awareness

in grades K-6; career explorations for grades 7-9; career identification and

orientation, grades 9 and/or 10; career preparation, grades 10-12; career



entrance, grades 12/14 or 16; and career asses s: and 111-nvgnnit

life (7). The entire developmental cyc'e nay oe a: rte er

level for many students.

Across the country there are many exclt-ng <-'2 cater eauca:-on DPff nr-

ments which surely will affect personnel aeve'ooment. The -ecent DT

personnel development for career education oy Jr. ;ober': 4. vortn-Turtan

Assoc late Commissioner for Adult, Vocationa' ana Tecnn-ca' Euuca:-on

well as an introduction to this paper.

The area of personnel education etas too /ften peen
shunted aside from considerations w=etting
occupational program decisions. Serious exa'arat:ns
and assessment of teacher, counse7or, supervisor.
teacher educator and administrator orepa,-a:=an lad
development have generally been lacKing 1 tne
deliberations of decision makers. This nas perletua:ea
inadequate coordination cl resources, 3 I-ono:any
between State Departments of Education ana '1st-tut-one
of higher education, poor utilization rr ava-'ao:e .au nisi:
from business, industry and tne :ommurrty and -;:um'ance
of priority selection for implementation. 3ersonnel

education needs to be given equal visioi'ity it

priorities selected if we are to acn-eve :ne eauc3t7anal
renewal essential to career educaton :onceots.
spirit of personnel education must oe to :reata, 1117.
defend; stimulate, not maintain; 'eaa, mat :ur

approach must be comprehensive, no: o"ecemea'.

An approach which focuses only pn :ne :areer eaucat-on

for personnel development and ignores :ne tats' soectrum := aventa om-r

appear to be ludicrous; therefore, a :ursory review /= auuca:--on

K through 14 will be made to establish some genera' =ee :r 313r7.aHt-1-

CAREER EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY GRACES

The elementary schools have interpreted ':a-eer awa-erees' :p neti!T

(a) awareness of self, work, education ana :nose -nterre'ationsa-le
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(b) development of positive work attitudes; (c) awareness of work roles- -

role identification beginning in the kindergarten with those work roles best

understood by the child; (d) development of decision making skills; and

(e) explorations of career clusters--especially those which are people

oriented.

The Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction has identified fifteen

career development concepts to be integrated into the K-12 career development

curriculum continuum. Approximately six years ago the Rocky Mountain Region-

al Laboratory located in Greeley, Colorado, identified "World of Work Atti-

tudes" together with ideas for integrating these into daily lesson plans in

the elementary grades. These concepts and attitudes appear under Addendum A

of this paper.

Strategies often employed to implement career development concepts in the

the elementary are too numerous to list, but those which follow appear most

often in the literature and within newly designed state guides for career

education.

1. K-3 and 4-6 task force teams are created to identify
desired outcomes and to write objectives.

2. Existing subject matter is analyzed for instructional
unit integration and correlation.

3. Community resources (people, things, data) are

determined for facilitating the teaching-learning
processes.

4. Business, industry, labor, and parents help create

simulated work environments and career resource

centers.

5. Refocusing of curriculum often requires more supportive
personnel as well as the redefinition of the role of

teachers.

Keller Page 3
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6. Personnel role relationships and adjustments are
required as a result of team teaching and differentiated
staffing patterns.

7. A new work ethic is often proposed which can be
accepteFby all professional personnel--work being
defined as the expenditure of time and energy for
the benefit of self and society.

8. There is experimentation with "mini" work experience
projects. Vocational educators often assist with these
experiences.

CAREER EDUCATION IN THE JUNIOR HIGH

The Colorado Comprehensive Planning Board for the Prevention, Control,

and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency made the following statement in a

November, 1970, report to the Governor (4): "There are few junior high

schools that are truly designed to meet the needs of junior high school

young people. Junior highs seem to be a no man's land with few special

programs, few specifically trained educators, and little movement to change

the situation."

Junior high schools involved in career education are moving toward a

truly "exploratory" experimental program. The U.S. Office of Education's

fifteen career clusters have been modified to fit local situations. The

junior high schools are attempting to create an open learning environment;

to provide for both prescribed and discretionary exploratory experiences;

to stress human relations; to relate economics to decision making; to

bring more adults into the learning environment from industry and labor who

are important to youth; to help youngsters become are of life-style and

vocational options; and to assist students in developing tentat4ve educa-

tional blueprints.

Keller Page 4
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The need for supportive personnel seems to increase in those junior

highs which design truly exploratory programs. In-school personnel needs

range from classroom aides; media production specialists; career resource

librarians; career counselors; career guidance teachers; curriculum spe-

cialists who can integrate, correlate, and individualize instruction as

well as combine new instructional modules with community resources; and

community relations coordinators. Non - .;pool based personnel includes "role

players" from business/industry/labor/home, career cluster task force groups,

instructional unit teachers located throughout the community, and vast

array of referral workers.

As the student progresses through a career education continuum, there

is an apparent need for more emphasis to be placed on career guidance,

counseling, and, for a few students, job placement. In the larger cities,

ICE programs (Industrial Cooperative Education) have been developed for

ninth graders. State laws, however, will have to be modified as work

exploration and cooperative training move downward from the high school.

CAREER EDUCATION IN THE SENIOR HIGH

Educators who have been involved in a curricula. , restructuring process

have often stated that the senior high schools are the most difficult to

change. The rationale most often given for such a generalized statement

points toward the subject-matter specialists who can perceive career educa-

tion's applying only to vocational education. This attitude may well be

transcendent to the collegiate level.

Trail blazers of career education in the high school are most likely

to be the vocational education and special education teachers. vocational
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education legislation has inspired bold and innovative programs, especially

for the disadvantaged and handicapped. The expansion of vocational education

since 1968 has been most apparent in the following areas:

a. vocational program orientation courses, especially
in the tenth grade;

b. contractual arrangement.' between small schools and
area vocational-technical schools;

c. health occupations education programs; and
d. expansion of cooperative vocational education.

A deterrent to program expansion has been the inability of school

districts to hire qualified personnel or assign personnel who can be

credentialed by the state. As one examines these programs, two personnel

requirements become apparent. There is an increasing need for trained

teacher-coordinators who have an awareness of the total occupational

environment and an understanding and coping ability to work with students

who have anti-social behavior. The small schools are searching for multi-

occupational teacher- coordin &tors. Vocational counselors, job development

and placement specialists are also in high demand.

The career education goal most apparent in the senior high school is

the development of a system which integrates the three tracks--academic,

general, and vocational. When this goal is operationalized, schools will

begin reaching beyond the confines of their walls and develop viable learning

experiences, services, and new learning environments for all students.

Graduation from high school means career preparation and placement--either

preparation for advanced education, or preparation for immediate placement

in the world of work.

During the last decade a number of interesting models for reorganizing

the comprehensive high school have been proposed. Kazanas (6) proposes
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that we move from a subject-matter department form of organization to a

"purpose-based" organization. Four major purposes suggested for organiza-

tional spheres were presented: cidzenship education, home and family

living education, health education, and career education.

Yes, career education is affecting the school programmatic organization

of our schools. The exciting exemplary programs today are those that have

found new strategies for combining content, experiences, methods, and media

to bring isolated general, academic, and vocational objectives into a

continual interplay.

CAREER EDUCATION IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

As one climbs the academic ladder, the more fragmented the career

development efforts appear. There are, however, giant steps being taken by

community colleges and area vocational-technical schools. Only a few are

mentioned here which have implications for personnel development.

Specialized training programs have been developed requiring highly

trained technical teachers. Basic education programs for youth and adults

have been expanded. Simulated work-sampling laboratories provide young

disadvantaged adults an opportunity to "try-out" an occupation before making

career training decisions.

New jobs in the community colleges which have been created in the past

five years have such titles as: Job Development and Placement Specialist,

Career Guidance Specialist, Skill Center Coordinator, Dean of Occupational

Studies, Industrial Public Relations Coordinator, and Career Development

Curriculum Specialist.
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Career education has provided the impetus needed to dramatically realign

goals and objectives, blend content, and change the processes used to invoke

or implement goals and objectives. Educators are discovering that to reach

people the instruction and the learning environment cannot be fragmented.

Youth do not learn in an atmosphere of subject matter hermetically

sealed off from the rest of life or from other factors which influence their

perceptions. In a speech delivered before the Thirty-third Session of the

International Conference on Education, Geneva, Switzerland, Spetember 15,

1971, Dr. Sidney P. Marland, Jr. (9), U.S. Commissioner of Education, very

well summarizes the above remarks:

"Career education will eliminate the artificial separation
between things academic and things vocational."

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION

There are a number of most meaningful implications which can be con-

strued from the career education literature, research, and foregoing dis-

cussion. Implications which follow represent only a partial listing but

appear to be significant at this time.

1. Institutions preparing K-14 personnel will need
to be committed philosophically to career
development education.

Students who have not been exposed to career education experiences and

are entering the university will need to become "aware" of career opportu-

nities in education, "explore" the various levels and roles, as well as

"prepare" for specific competency levels, and then be assisted in job place-

ment. Just as career options are stressed in the junior and senior high
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schools, so should university students be provided a variety of options for

future career mobility.

2. Institutions preparing in-school and non-school based
personnel will need to consider new education "linkage"
systems and consortium arrangements.

The teacher education institutions that intend to prepare personnel for

career education face the task of properly perceiving future education roles.

The wide range of personnel needs, professional and paraprofessional as well

as in-school and non-school based personnel, will be met through new linkage

and partnership arrangements. A competency-based curriculum will be needed

to accommodate various levels of training and facilitate career mobility

for all educational personnel.

3. Future teachers will need to be prepared for new
"coordinating" roles and role relationships.

Teachers being employed today will need to be trained to "plan" and

"work" in teams and differentiated staffing patterns. The environment in

which they are trained should contribute to these new working relationships.

The preservice experience should expose teachers to instruction in group

dynamics, involvement in ethnic groups, planning strategies, and human

relations. Students will need experience as an education team leader, tram

member, individual unit instructor, social leader, group counselor, individual

counselor, progress evaluator, and school-community coordinator.

4. Future teachers will need an understanding of the
total educational spectrum and should be able to
relate their specialization to occupational
environments.

Graduates coming from our institutions are required to integrate, corre-

late, and differentiate their subject matter. Academic and general education
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teachers often find it difficult to relate content and process to occupa-

tional environments. On the other hand, vocational teachers find it equally

difficult to blend their activities with basic education components. Strat-

egies for exposing and involving students with other subject areas and

"blending educational experiences" with career development concepts should

be high on the priority list for preservice education.

5. Career guidance, counseling, and placement concepts and
skills are needed by all teachers.

If students can learn to be good teachers at the undergraduate level,

they should be able to learn to be good counselors. The teacher's role in

guidance and counseling must be strengthened. Small schools need a combi-

nation of people with special skills. For example, a career guidance teacher

could also serve as the career counselor. Another interesting combination

is a schedule which is devoted to both career counseling and job development

and placement. More career counselors are needed as a part of the total

schools's team to create an improved learning environment. The career

counselor can become a link between the student, the teacher, the school,

the family, and the community. There is an increased demand for young

"youth counselors" for special occupational programs.

6. Child development concepts need to be understood
by all teachers.

Schools deal with boys and girls as they mature, and this developmental

process should be one of the greatect concerns in preservice teacher educa-

tion.

7. Future teachers should be exposed to the world of work.

Work observations and experiences seem to be highly desirable for all

teachers and guidance personnel and should be an integral part of the pre-
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service education program. For some teachers it becomes a "point of view"

which is transferable; for others certain rigorous technical occupational

experiences are necessary. Perhaps college professors need "mini" sabbat-

icals which expose them to occupations where their subject matter is applied.

8. Future teachers need a strong supportive area.

Because of rapid changes in our society, highest quality educational

services will be needed more than ever before during the decade ahead.

Teachers need a couttination of special skills. A few examples of supportive

knowledges and skills to consider are: mental health and the treatment of

emotional problems, remedial learning skills, information retrieval skills,

computer utilization skills, job development, coordination, and placement

knowledges and skills.

9. Search for more relevant core inputs for methods
courses ih teacher education should be considered.

The general teacher-preparation core may well consider the following

curriculum inputs:

a. A study of lay advisory group organization and effective
utilization.

b. An understanding of ccunseling, interviewing, listening,

questioning techniques.

c. An exposure to community agencies; "partnership" education;
and field trips to an adult basic education class, area .

vocational-technical school, community college skill center,
junior high cluster exploratiors programs, and an elementary
school work-sampling laboratory.

Keller

d. A planned program of work observation which relates a
student's academic major to various occupational

environments.

e. A review of data information systems and career education
instructional materials and media.
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f. A study of education technology and system approaches in

education.

g. An understanding of academic and vocational interrelationships
with career education. This understanding would include a

study of career clusters, occupational analysis for career
development, career ladders and lattices, and the spiral

concept for curriculum development.

h. An exposure to simple proposal writing required for
local and state career education funds.

i. An involvement of students in specially designed
clinical experiences and community based practicums.

IMPLICATIONS FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

If the concepts of career education are to have state diffusion, a

broad support program of in-service education will need to be highly acceler-

ated and concentrated activities designed. Colleges and universities will

need to formulate their own "infusion" strategies.

Some infusion strategies listed below suggest a systematic "tooling-

up" approach:

1. Organize an on-campus strategy council for career education.

Keller

2. Review career education literature, research, models,
vocational and manpower legislation, laws affecting employment
of youth, teacher certification policies, and child development
concepts.

3. Assess local needs and concerns regarding career education.

4. Communicate with state educational agencies.

5. Clarify the role of the university in career education.

6. Consider the acquisition and dissemination of instructional

materials and media.

7. Establish in-service education priorities.

8. Secure funds to support in-service education and provide release
time for key staff members.

9. Provide a pool of administrative and technical change agents who can
assist other local education agencies with the installation and
maintenance of career education components.
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10. Establish a group of lay advisory committees. These groups
should interface each other.

Eventually a statewide management system will evolve for career

development and educational renewal. A proposed system for coordinating

state career education activities appears under Addendum B of this paper.

In-service and supportive services by colleges and universities will need

to be an integral part of any statewide system; therefore, universities

should be involved in designing the state plan. Several states already

have designed comprehensive career education plans and are in the process

of implementing these plans.

The lack of such a systematic plan for career education in most

states should not deter efforts to design a systematic approach for in-

service education and supportive services.

There are perhaps four or five strategy phases for developing a

comprehensive in-service education program for career education- -

Orientation and Awareness, Commitment, Development and Implementation,

and Evaluation. Dr. Worthington (11), in a September, 1971 paper presented

at a seminar for State Directors of Vocational Education stated:

"Programs must be organized which will provide the basis for the

philosophical acceptance of the career education concept by administrators,

academic and vocational teachers, counselors, and ancillary personnel."

Orientation and Awareness Phase for in-service education will of

necessity encompass a variety of approaches. Those suggested have been

tried by universities as part of their in-service and continuing education

activities.

a. State orientation conferences for key administrators.

b. District level conferences with school-community based
representatives.
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c. On-campus summer workshops, seminars, and drive-in conferences.

d. Funded proposals for training district "change agents."

e. Consulting teams dispersed to specific regions, districts,
or schools in the state.

f. Contractual agreements with school units for consulting
services, comprehensive planning, and staff development.

g. Career development education courses taught off campus

through extension/continuing education.

h. Collection and dissemination of career education
instructional materials.

i. Curriculum development in the field or through specially
designed career education curriculum laboratories.

Three years ago the University of Northern Colorado brought to

campus the entire staff from three school districts--all K through 12

teachers, counselors, and administrators. The purpose of the two-week

workshop was to acquaint all personnel with a K-12 Integrated Curriculum

Approach (7). Strategies included orientation sessions, formation of

grade-level task force groups (K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12), and subject matter

task force groups for vertical articulation. Each community developed a

three-year master plan. Follow -up and supportive services continued

after the workshop.

Once in-service activities move out of the orientation and awareness

stage and schools have become committed to career education, those

involved in restructuring must then undertake developmental strategies.

The Development Phase presents the real challenge for in-service

education. Here lie the seeds of innovation. The curriculum refocusing

at all levels of education presents the central procedure around which
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other supporting activities function. The Career Education Handbook

for Implementation (2: p.82) prepared under a USOE grant states ". . . the

design of career education programs will require considerable expertise

in at least the following fields:

1. Preparing instructional objectives

2. Curriculum design and development

3. Pupil personnel services, particularly in vocational
guidance and counseling

4. Educational professional development, especially inservice
teacher training

5. Early childhood development and human ecology

6. Community interaction with business, labor, and other
leaders and organizations."

An important part of the developh,nt phase is the ability of the

college and university to provide supportive services. These supports

may include:

a. Training non-school personnel and in-school ancillary
personnel at the local level.

b. Developing and validating operational prototype models
which can be evaluated and improved empirically.

c. Selecting, collecting, and disseminating K-12 curriculum
and instructional materials and media.

d. Publishing guides and handbooks and possibly a statewide
newsletter for communicating and sharing career development

activities.

e. Linking research to the State's Research Coordinating
Unit and other research and development agencies.

f. Establishing local RCU's to be concerned with manpower
studies, assessment instruments, evaluation, program
validation, etc.
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This matrix implies that the new partners in education will be in-school

professional and paraprofessional as well as non-school remunerated and

voluntary personnel.

Dr. James Coleman (3) drew some startling conclusions in an article

which appeared in the February issue of Psychology Today. He asserts that

the schools should concentrate on a "new goal" which "must be to integrate

the young into functional community roles that move them into adulthood."

This will require fundamental changes in present society. "Practices

cc-rently barring young people from productive activity in many areas--such

as minimum wage laws and union-imposed barriers against the young--must be

relaxed. The school must be integrated with service organizations, such

as those providing medical services, so that the young can help in them.

Since the school's function will no longer be to protect the child from

society but rather to move him into it, the school must be integrated with

these other organizations of society and not insulated from them." Coleman

proposes two possible models future schools could follow. One would re-

organize present school goals, but leave the structure intact. "The school,

from the upper elementary grades on, would become a productive community

in which the young would carry out responsible activities in-service to the

larger community . . . The intent of the school-community would be far

broader than that of present schools; namely, to make responsible, productive

human beings who can lead in a task or follow, and who are able to live with

the consequences of their actions." His "second, more radical reorganiza-

tion would be to modify workplaces to incorporate the young." The idea of

full-time school followed by full-time work "would be replaced by a contin-

uing mix that begins at an early age and runs through adulthood."
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There are many isolated public and private educational programs in

our communities. There are a number of activists who are striving for a

more compre, sive community plan rather than a school plan for education.

The fervor of the times for dramatic changes in education at all levels

cannot be ignored by those who prepare vrsonnel for expanded educational

systems.

Examples of ancillary and adjunct positions are those which bridge the

schools with homes, industries, businesses, labor unions, organizations and

agencies. These new community-based remunerative jobs often carry the title

of coordinator. A new lay advisory structure is emerging and one member on

each committee is a school-community paid employee. There is a gradual

movement of placing vocational and basic education teachers within business

and industry. Some states are beginning to experiment with "clearing houses"

for job development, job placement, work-study coordination, and training

plan development and supervision. Occupational training is becoming more

and more a community function. Probably tax write-offs for businesses will

be the incentive necessary to expand these efforts.

Little attention has been given to the area of personnel development

forvolunteers in education. Volunteer education should be highly Lonsidered

in any list of future teacher education priorities. As educators tap more

of the human resources in their communities to accommodate career education,

the more evident it becomes that volunteers also need in-service education.

Some of the roles assumed by volunteers and for which in- service education

is needed appear below.

1. Career counselor assistants
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2. Career discussion leaders and listeners

3. Resource and activity supervisors

4. Neighborhood home-school cocrdinators

5. Referral agency-school-home coordinators

6. Business and industrial tour guides

7. Role players

8. Work simulation supervisors

9. Career cluster aides

10. Basic education tutors

11. Special education task development helpers

12. On-the-job training supervisors

13. Work sampling consultants

14. Career cluster coordinators

15. Pre-apprenticeship sponsors

16. Advisory Lvmmittee and task force committee members

Strategies which bring segments of the community together through

pre-service and in-service education can well be the fusing element badly

needed in many communities.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY TRAINING

Marland (8) in his speech "Career Education Now" said, " . . . we

must build at all levels . . . a new leadership and a new commitment to the

concept of a career education system. For we require leaders willing to

move our schools into more direct and closer relationships with society's

problems, opportunities, and its ever-changing needs. I believe these
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leaders will come out of new systems of higher education which prepare

teachers, counselors, and administrators."

The training challenges would appear to be those activities which

help administrators perceive, plan, manage, and cope with the career educa-

tion thrust.

Colleges of education face the task of helping administrators and

supervisory staff properly perceive the future role of education and their

role within the community-based educational system. Administrators are

going to ha'%a to be exposed to career education activities and to programs,

techniques, and methods that are known to work. Administrators should be

encouraged to design experimental programs so that new approaches can be

developed for future planning.

The focus on career education requires planning skills which include

diagnosis of the present situation, establishment of career education

goals and objectives, and the me,ningful involvement of people. Manage-

ment skills become more and more important as the school moves toward a

greater openness of organizational climate. Another implication is class-

room managementhelping teachers prepare for individualize4 'earning pro-

grams, curriculum development, evaluation methods and tGols, and ways to get

the community involved.

Perhaps college of education personnel also have a responsibility to

serve as sounding boards for administrators who are coping with many pressure

groups today. Those of you who are administrators know that coping strengths

are essential if we are to facilitate the development of coping strengths

in others.
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Bowman and Klopf (1: p.221) have identified the following administrative

skills for new careers and roles in the American school:

1. Skill in staff development through the consultative
process, and through techniques of supporting
interaction among members of the staff.

2. Skill in articulating a team operation and supply
administrative support to new roles and approaches:

3. Skill in working with Board of Education, parent-advisory
groups, community organizations, and less organized
"pressure" components of society.

Career education conferences and seminars for administrators and

supervisors would appear to be most urgent at this time, followed by

in-service and supportive services brought to the local community. Career

education should be considered as a possible supportive area for graduate

programs. Such a program needs to be action oriented and its activities

should be tied to in-the-field practicums.

YOUR CHALLENGE

You are being asked to exhibit a capacity and willingness to fully

articulate an extant curriculum, organizational staffing, and facility

components to optimize the further development and installation of career

education. Should you accept this challenge, you will need to

a. Develop a framework and organizational strategy for
implementing career development within your own

programmatic operations.

b. Become aware and sensitive to the actual needs and
concerns of local communities.

c. Assist state educational agencies and local school units
develop viable strategies for career development diffusion.
A viable strategy must recognize an enlarged organizational
structure which encourages cooperative development.
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d. Support local school efforts through pre-service and
in-service education and with supportive services.

e. Develop new communication and partnership systems
which will help initiate as well as sustain the
career education thrust.
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ADDENDUM A

ATTITUDES AND CONCEPTS FOR CAREER EDUCATION

World of Work Attitudes and Concepts--developed by the Rocky Mountain
Regional Laboratory, Greeley, Colorado

Desire for work
Responsibility - Dependability
Value of cooperation
Personal satisfaction
Pride in accomplishment
Dignity of work well done
Appreciation for quality
Loyalty

Adaptability
Life aspiration

Career Development Concepts--developed by she Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction

1. An understanding and acceptance of self is important throughout life.
2. Persons need to be recognized as having dignity and worth.
3. Occupations exist for a purpose.
4. There is a wide variety of occupations which may be classified in

several ways.
5. Work means different things to different pecple.

6. Education and work are interrelated.
7. Individuals differ in their interests, abilities, attitudes and

values.
8. Occupational supply and demand have an impact on career planning.

9. Job specialization creates interdependency.
10. Environment and individual potential interact to influence career

development.
11. Occupations and life styles are interrelated.
12. Individuals can learn to perform adequately in a variety of

occupations.
13. Career development requires a continuous and sequential series of

choices.
14. Various groups and institutions influence the nature and structure

of work.
15. Individuals are responsible for their career planning.

16. Job characteristics and individuals must be flexible in a changing

society.
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THE ROLES OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OF EDUCATION IN
CAREER EDUCATION

Keith Goldhammer

Schools of education were established in response to certain basic

deficiencies in American oducation. Educational practice was steeped

in sterile traditionalism, which was perpetuated by single purpose teacher

training institutes throughout the country. Societal conditions required

a redirected educational program, to which the majority of educators made

little response or promise for change. The training of teachers was bogged

down in institutions which had neither the vision, the resources, nor the

sense of mission necessary to adapt and improve.

Theory suggests that when a system is faced with problems of dysfunc-

t4cnality there arP four alternative consequences which might be expected:

(1) The system won't adapt and, as a consequence, its establish-

ment retreats into a formalized ritualism to perpetuate itself

in its accustomed ways for as long a time as possible.

(2) The system will adapt, but its adaptations arP made as slowly

as possible to avoid any undue conflict or inconvenience to

its internal components, the administrator's assessing that

the external components can be mollified with partial and minor

adaptations.

(3) The system will adapt and, in doing so, will be faced with both

internal and external conflicts, which result in the mobiliza-

tion of its resources for effective involvement in innovative

programs and in the search for support and legitimation from

related systems to a'-hieve its ends.
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(4) The system will not adapt, and, as the consequences of its

failure become increasingly apparent, the external environ-

ment has little alternative but to create new systems which

are adaptable to its needs. The re;ult is that the old

systems are either forced to adapt, to accrete new functions

which modify their basic objectives, or face extinction.

The response of teachers' colleges to the challer .1 of change in

American education in the early half of the 20th Century was spotty.

Some teachers' colleges were joined with Universities and through aggres-

sive and future-oriented leadership became leaders in the field. Some

"dug in their heels" and in a sort of "dance of death" retreated into

a ritualism which forecast their inevitable doom. Some became general

purpose colleges or universities in attempts to perpetuate themselves.

It would be an exciting study to recapture what transpired within

the emerging schools of education and what were the characteristics of

such schools during their period of ascendancy. It is pre-eminently

obvious that the new leadership had a sense of mission for what the

school was to accomplish and which could scarcely be achieved through

the institutional arrangements of the old regime. The new leadership

recognized the continuing obligation for personnel preparation and that

no professional school could survive on the meager theoretical and know-

ledge bases which characterized single-purpose teachers' colleges. As

a consequence, and sometimes for reasons other than service to their own

profession, schools of education were assisted to go beyond a narrow

concept of personnel preparation and enter into the arenas of research

and development.
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The great schools of education which emerged in the 1920's and

1930's also noted that they should be leaders in recreating the field

rather than the perpetuators of the status quo. New systems of instruc-

tion, curriculum, and personnel services were established. New educational

roles were defined and installed. New educational concepts were tested

and built into instructional strategies. Throughout the entire movement

in education during this period of change and reconstruction, there were

four major themes which ran through almost all efforts:

First, an emphasis upon educational adaptability to meet the chang-

ing societal needs;

Second, a concern for the human functions of education which was

characterized by an insistance that educational forms be established

to meet the needs of children rather than the perpetuation of culturally

determined, traditionally imposed, instructional programs and standards;

Third, a recognition that a viable educational system had to be a

self-conscious system constantly undergoing evaluation and appraisal

so that there could be assurance of its fulfilling both its societal

and its humane functions;

And lastly, a recognition that we never know enough to be satisfied

with our educational system as it has become. Constant research and

implementation of new concepts and strategies which emerge out of the

research are essential to maintain the educational function and as an

indispensable means through which society secures its self-renewal and

reaffirms its humane considerations.

There appears to be a natural history to social movements. They

are initiated; they gain momentum; they have their impact; they become
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traditionalized and bureacratized; and they begin their decline into

oblivion. Some become adaptative and take on new functions which give

them new life and purposes. The educational movements in which schools

of education had their "finest hours" during the interbellum period

withered away when faced with the exigencies of the war years. The

vitality was sapped, first, in response to the immediate needs of the

emergency; second, as a result of the resurgence of the traditionalists

and the fragmentation of educationists as they attempted to appease the

academic establishment; and third, as the demands of population growth

swamped training capabilities with the overwhelming needs for new

personnel regardless of how well or in what fashicn they were prepared.

As the massive need for additional personnel started to wane,

efforts to innovate and change were made, but for the most part without

getting at the fundamental dysfunctionalities of the contemporary educa-

tional system. It must be stated crassly that schools and colleges of

education have had a mixed reaction to the significant educational pro-

blems of the day. There is some evidence to suggest that since the

response of schools of education has generally been either negative or,

at best, sluggish, leadership is rapidly passing into the hands of local

educational systems which must respond in order to survive. As the educa-

tional profession is faced with the serious problems .f discontent with

its traditionalism, of financial crises which threaten the support of

educational institutions, and of a serious overproduction of poorly qual-

ified but licensed teachers and admin, rators, the continued need for

schools of education within the acadel :ommunity is in doubt. What
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social benefits do they contribute? Are they a part of the problem or%the

agency through which solutions may be found?

THE CAREER EDUCATION THRUST

It is argued elsewhere, and not a part of the purpose of this paper

to defend, that career education constitutes a new, vitalizing thrust

in education. There are, of course, those who will say that it is just

another passing fancy and if we don't pay too much attention to it, it

will go away and leave us undisturbed. The evi4ence mounts daily that

this is not the general reaction. The increasing public and legislative

reaction to career education is one of hope that a new paradigm for educa-

tional operations has finally been found which will not only provide a

basic social return consistent with the anticipated human and financial

inputs, but a relevance for youth which will help them find their social

identifications and secure a sense of mission and destiny as participat-

ing members of society. The challenge of this new paradigm to schools

of education is whether they will be capable of mounting those programs

which are essential for achieving the objectives of the thrust and thereby

regaini g some of their old vitality, or if the movement will pass on,

as schools of education are unable to respond adequately,

WHAT MUST BE DONE?

I. A NEW SENSE OF MISSION

Pedagogical rhetoric has long suggested that the basic function of

education is to provide for the personal and societal needs of each

individual child. However, in practice, the educational system has never
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functioned in a manner which reflected such an emphasis. Education is con-

sidered "the knowledge business", not the business of capacitating human

beings so that they can live contributing, participating, self-fulfilled

lives. Education may be in trouble today because educatbrs have been per-

petuating the myth that human beings can be actualized by coming in con-

tact with academic studies. Career education is a challenge to schools of

education to devise the means through which the entire educational enter-

prise can be recreated to serve the basic human needs of all of the people

in our society. It calls upon schools of education to develop new educa-

tional paradigms, new instructional strategies which put emphasis upon

what individuals can do, how they can perform as a result of their educa-

tional experiences, not just what they happen to know.

Some amongst us will immediately say this is not a new cry, which,

indeed, it is not. One can find its counterparts throughout the entire

reach of American educational history. But somehow schools of education

have failed to develop the practice which puts emphasis upon children and

their developmental needs, rather than on the methodology of teaching

routines and, frequently, irrelevant subject-matter. As Jerome Bruner has

now concluded, he among the others who emphasized the "structure of know-

ledge" approach failed to see that the established paradigm was not

realistic either for the nee,s of the large majority of children or for

achieving educational relevance with respect to immediate and long range

social needs. For the large number of children who come from minority and

econ)mically disadvantaged groups, the school system has served as a means

for keeping them depressed rather than alleviating their misery.
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Not a reaffirmation of faith, but a diversion of resources into pro-

grams of action will attest to that new sense of mission. We do not need,

at this momer,t, to wait for new definitions of the basic human needs or of

the tasks of education which arise out of our perception of them. The lit-

erature of the past 30 years has many examples from which we can draw and

in accordance with which we have done relatively little. Witness Maslow's

hierarchy of needs, Havighurst's statement of the developmental needs of

children and youth, the paradigms for the human-centered schools suggested

in the Educational Policies Commission publications, Education for AN

American Youth and Education for AN American Children, and the state-

ments of developmental tasks therein, and Hill and Luckey's excellent

contemporary statement of the basic learnings essential for all child-

ren, if they are to become fully capacitated, actualized, fulfilled,

contributing participants in society. Career education springs from

these statements. The basic human functions of education in today's

world, as reflected in these statements, constitutes the foundation for

a new and pervasive sense of mission in teacher education.

The academic tradition, under the guise of academic freedom, has

emphasized the independence of each professor to conduct his teaching

and research as he sees fit. The result has been academic anarchy,

which no professional preparation program can well afford. What is

taught in one sequence of courses is frequently contradicted in another,

leaving the student bewildred, confused, and without direction. The

two arguments used to defend the lack of direction in preparatory pro-

grams is that it is good for the students to discern d ,erent points of
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view and that students must be free to select their own philosophical posi-

tions. The results of this "liberal" perspective has been that to too

large an extent teachers go into the schools prepared to maintain educational

rituals, little mindful of the role education must perform to alleviate the

human problems of the day. In accepting the challenge of a mission to

change education to meet the human needs of our society, schools of educa-

tion must accept the inevitability of coordinating and structuring their

resources so that they maximize their use for achieving their desired ends.

II. REORGANIZATION OF THE BASIC FUNCTIONS OF SCHOOLS OF EDUCATION TO
SERVE THE NEEDS OF CAREER EDUCATION

(1) Preparation and retraining. Career education will not result

in the desired massi"e renewal of the educational system if schools of

education do little more than prepare certain teachers as "career education

teachers." The applications of career education suggest that the basic

or pre-service teacher preparatory programs be thoroughly redesigned.

There are undoubtedly many patterns through which this can be accomplished,

but several guidelines may be indicated:

First, the primary emphasis in the preparation of teachers within the

career education program should be upon their acquiring knowledge and com-

petence to assist children in meeting their developmental needs. Schools

of education must carefully conside.- the viability of the current practice

through which general education and content acquisition precede most of

the professional pedagogical training. We have, perhaps, delayed introduc-

ing teachers to the initial professional experiences too long to expect

them to gain the maturity as well as knowledge and skill they need for
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their entrance into teaching. At the very least, we need new mod

by the entire higher education experience of trainees invo

els where-

Ives them in

professional studies and activities which enable them to make the neces-

sary adaptations of content and to discover t

children of the knowledge content of th

paration programs should be desi

which relates to the prof

children to become

fully

Second,

he instrumental values for

e educative process. Teacher pre-

gned as holistic p grams, every faLet of

essional aspects of the teacher's role in helping

effective, capacitated human 5eings.

the content and general education of teachers must be care-

selected in accordance with their professional needs for guiding

the growth and development of children, rather than in accordance with

a basic disciplinarL approach to scholarship and a structure of knowledge.

The tradition of subject mFtter scholarship in education rather than pro-

fessional training to assist children to gain the knowledge and power to

perform their roles in society effectively may be one of the most serious

issues retarding the renewal of the educational system. Teachers in the

ccreer education mode must be prepared to use knowledge instrumentally to

help children achieve their purposes. To accomplish this end, content

preparation of teachers must be revised to serve the ends of a truly pro-

fessional teacher preparatory program rather than the requirements of

scholarship within the disciplines. Career education requires that priority

be given to the professional preparation of the teacher, and the scholar-

ship be relegated to its proper place.

Third, the preparatory program should also include broad preparation

of teachers for developing both knowledge of and competence in helping

/
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children acquire skills related to all of the life roles in which individ-

uals engage. For children as well as adults, skills to perform their roles

as producers of goods or services and as members of a family are of primary

importance. Skills of citizenship, participation in avocational pursuits,

and understandings which lead to religious and aesthetic appreciations are

all essential aspects of life activities. Teachers must have specific

specialized professional training in helping children to achieve fulfill-

ment through the manner in which they perform these life roles. This means

that all teachers must have specialized knowledge of the range of life roles

in which human beings engage.

Fourth, within the career education model F1l teachers will need to

understand the nature and the problem of work 'n contemporary society.

Neither Calvinist nor Social Darwinian attitudes toward work are realistic

in 20th Century society. Neither has any viable substitution for work as

the means through which an individual finds his identity in society, engages

in meaningful) use of his time, and earns sufficient money to sustain his

family's needs been found. Many aspects of the problem of work in our

society are still op -' questions, but they are, nevertheless, questions

with which teachers must deal in performing their roles eff?ctively in

guiding child growth and development.

Fifth, the preparatory program for teachers must also provide a

realistic understanding of the nature, organization, and requirements

associated with the world of work. Career education postulates the

centrality of the schools' focus upon the world of human affairs. All

teachers, consequently, should have the basic knowledge of the generalized

Goldhammer Page 10
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clusters through which individuals become employed as producers of goods

or services. They must have thorough knowledge of the nature of the

structure of the occupational and professional world, of training require-

ments and other entry specifications, of levels of employment within

specific fields, of ways of life associated with occupations, and so forth.

Sixth, career education also suggests that teachers must be prepared

to work within the framework of a variety of instructional modes. The

roles of teachers, other than as disciplinarians, custodians of pupils,

and disseminators of knowledge, have not been clearly explicated. Instruc-

tion under career education seems likely to follow patterns associated with

a clinical mode of classr)om organization in which teachers work as members

of teams, each of whom has specialized roles, focusing their efforts upon

the diagnosis of the developmental needs of each child, prescribing various

educational interventions to assist in his growth and development, evalu-

ating pupil progress, and redirecting learning energies toward advanced

levels of accomplishment. This general mode of instruction will involve

greater skill in individualized instruction, the use of large and small

groups functionally to achieve desired ends, th3 selection and construction

of specialized materials, the employment of multi-media, programmed and

performance-oriented ,strnrtional modules, and so forth. As pr. iously

indicated, emphasis wil, be upon the instrumental values of knowledge

rather than knowledge acquisition as the terminal consequence of the

instructional effort.

Seventh, the variety of activities and the breadth of competencies

needed in the various stages of career education suggest that teachers
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may have to work as members of teams and have areas of specialization

which they bring to team operations. Some will be prepared as educa-

tional diagnosticians, some as teachers of basic learning skills, some

as specialists in child growth and development, some as specials in

guidance, some as specialists in areas of particular life roles, and

some in a variety of other roles. Not all will necessarily be of equal

professional rank or level of accomplishment, but all will be specially

prepared to use certain knowledge and skills to serve the pupils' educa-

tional needs. Special education is not likely to be located in "programs"

in the current sense, but special education personnel will be members

of instructional teams, dealing with children within the normal class-

room situation. Guidance will permeate the school system and guidance

personnel will he needed who are prepared to work with both teachers

and pupils and have skill in relating to the developmental needs of

pupils, to their roles in all life activities, and particularly to the

decisional and career guidance needs of children. Teachers will have

specialized resources available and will have to know how these resources

can be most effectively employe.

Eighth, vocational education will play a new and more important

role in the schools. The term vocation is used here, and within the

career education program, in a broader sense than generally employed

in academic communitil..i. Vocation is used to include all of the pro-

fessional, skill, productive, and service occupations in which individ-

uals engage for remuneration. In conceiv;ng of education as a means

for helping individuals find their careers in society, the distinction

Goldhammer Page 12
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between the academic and the vocational must be eliminated, with all

subjects related in some fashion to the life needs of individuals. The

college preparatory program should lose its emphasis upon scholarship and a

structure of knowledge and substitute an applicative approach through which

children can explore professional fields and acquire the foundational know-

ledge they need for entering specific professional programs. The life of the

scholar is one such professional field, but not for all or even a significant

percentage of the school population.

The field of vocational education itself needs to be examined and

reoriented. Occupational skill development is only one facet of the voca-

tional preparatory program. It is doubtful that scnools of education can

prepare teachers for all of the occupational skills which will be taught

in high schools, technical institutes, and community colleges. Master

craftsmen will continue to be recruited into occupational and technical

teaching. Schools of education will be called upon to provide some peda-

gogical training for teachers of occupational skills without regard for

college entrance requirements or degree programs. Most of this work will

be done through in-service programs.

More pervasive, however, will be the preparation of vocational educa-

tion generalists who help children explore vocational opportunities and

assist them in making their decisions based upon knowledge of specific

occupational fields as well as their own interests and capabilities.

These teachers will constitute an almost totally new breed of vocational

educators, which few if any schools of education are now prepared to

produce.
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respect both to the needs of children and to the re-training needs of

adults. Teachers should be prepared to understand and use effectively

the broad range of capabilities which now exist within the community out-

side of the school. Children will be engaged in community activities out-

side of the school and will, probably, receive part of their exploratory

experiences in businesses, industries, agriculture, and professional

establishments. Teachers will perform essential roles in helping to guide

these activities and in protecting the children from exploitation as

assurance is provided that these experiences are based upon acceptable

educational standards.

Since career education has implications for the adult population, as

well as the young, teachers will be needed who can relate effectively to

the learning needs of mature individuals. Adult and continuing education

programs and programs designed to meet the needs of individuals who have

not been able to achieve their desired ends through normal schooling

must be emphasized. As these programs emerge, it is entirely likely that

extensive new opportunities fra- professionally prepared teachers will be

provided.

Eleventh, the greatest hope for career education lies in what it can

provide for culturally diverse and economically disadvantaged children

and adults. Special programs for developing appropriate strategies for

dealing with the problems of cultural pluralism and disadvantagement should

be extended. All teachers will need extensive preparation in these areas.

(2) The search for new knowledge and the application of knowledge

in the discipline' c. educational problems. Schools of education have
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long given lip service to their functions as agencies whicr produce new

professional knowledge relevant to both teaching and learning. In prac-

tice, very little other than the sterile types of projects accepted for

graduate theses is actually done through schools of edupatior. Few

systematic programs supported through institutional funds actually exist.

The methods through which -esources are allocated to so-:ols of educa-

tion emphasize meeting instructional needs but neglect the university's

obligations for the support of research and develoorert. ';esearch and

development centers tend to be islands unrelated to instructional pro-

grams in universities, and regional research laboratories iyve had few

if any systematically developed roots in university or,-ogra-s. The

establishment of R & D Centers and Regional Lakoratories to take over

the functions of research and the types of irceoender: organizations

they have become have widened the gulf between practice ar: knowledge

ratner than helped to narrow it. A dangerous vc j exists in t"e develop-

ment of knowledge into viable, usable instructional strategies. More

resources of schools of education -lust be -ace a'iailao'e to ass..re aboroP-
4,

riate use of existing knowledge for the ourocses o' zareer education

to develop the strategies, modes and structures wr'cr -e) Pe indicated,

Not the least concern in the application o: knowledge to tr Prc:'er-s of

career education and instruction is :rat of searcr4rg tre beravioral

sciences for guides from which criteria for the evaluation of instruc-

tional practices may be made.

In spite of all the educational researcr aptc.-cisre: 4" t'e last

20 years, the gaps in our knowledge in areas critical to :he relationship
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between 'nstructional programs and human developmental needs is very great.

Some priority areas with which schools of education need to be concerned

include further analysis of the career development process, the development

of effective programs for dealing with the many educatidnal manifestations

of cultural pluralism, and the educational problems associated with

urbanism and the changing configurations of rural life patterns in our

society. We need to have some explorations both philosophically and

scientifically of theories of learning which go beyond "getting to know"

and encompass concepts of learning which relate to acquiring skill in .

meeting human needs and becoming capacitated as fulfilled human beings.

Educators need to know a great deal more about personality formation,

the acquisition of internalized values, the ways in which individuals use

values as guides for their behavior, the processes through which the

individual achieves a state of self-awareness and self-discipline, and the

barriers which prevent an individual from achieving self-control. Not the

least of the knowledge needs in education relate to the acquisition of

behaviors as teachers which lead to the creation of various types of

teaching styles which constitute a means for either the facilitation or

frustration of learning by pupils. It is one of the most serious deficien-

ciEs of education that the processes of teacher education have been sub-

jected to so littleiresearch in spite of the fact that teacher education

is one of toe largest single professional programs of most university

operations.

Two imperative functions emerge for schools of education. First,
f

at this time when the surplus of teachers enables them to reduce er.roll-
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ments, resources must be allocated to the research and development needs

in education. We can no longer do all that is neeued and as quickly as

needed by relying upon federal funds and whimsical federal policies. A

massive local job of salesmanship is essential. Second; regardless of

whether or not schools of education engage in research on their own,

they must engineer, develop, test and apply the findings of other agencies

and other fields for teacher education and educational practice in general.

The changes imposed by career education necessitate the use of all know-

ledge about learning and human development available to us.

(3) Developing new field relationships. A new pattern of relation-

ships among schools of education, state boards of education, operating

school units and a variety of agencies within the community becomes essen-

tial under the career education program. Th nature of the skills required

of teachers in career education suggests more than theoretical knowledge

about teaching and learning or vast chunks of subject-matter content. An

individual matures in his professional teaching skills. The ability to

diagnose and prescribe for human needs requires not only knowledge, but an

intuitive familiarity which emerges over time and through both experience

and the guidance received from "old pros". Although we know little about

the influences which produce the mature teacher, there is a growing recog-

nition that the role of the preparatory institution involves the provision

of instruction and guidance in real life situations over a considerable

period of time. It is questionable that the entire job can be done by

the traditional t%A*s of personnel employed in teacher training institutions.

Neither can it he conceived, in our present state of the art, that the goal
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can be achiEved without the assistance of a school of education which has

an opportunity to provide a broader overview of the impact of teaching and

instructional systems than is generally obtained within operating units.

The isolation of the school of education has generally helped to per-

petuate the isolation of the school district from the community it serves.

There is probably no school district in the United States today that has

the resources necessary fully to implement a career education program,

and there is probably no sckool of education which can mobilize enough

resources to perform all of its functions without the involvement and

assistance from agencies ex, rnal to it. Effective patterns of inter-

relationships to provide the practical or real life settings through

which the individual matures as a professional educator, along with his

having an opportunity to gain the broad and specific knowledge which he

needs as a professional person, must be worked out.

In preparing personnel for the real world, both of education and

human affairs, the school of education should become functionally related

to other agencies which have additional resources which can be effectively

used in developing professional knowledge and competence among teachers.

The "tooling up" of schools of education to accomplish their objectives

within the career education framework could be an extremely expensive pro-

cess and much of the equipment and facilities which will be needed is dupli-

cative of that which is available in, other agencies. Expensive vocational

education equipment, for example, is available in technical schools and

community colleges. It is doubtful that many universities coulC provide

for their vocational education programs the facilities comparable to those
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which exist in agencies scattered throughout the states and which receive

at present only partial use. It is also doubtful that many universities

will be able to employ or extend their resources for obtaining the master

craftsman with pedagogical skills and understandings ofthe total vocational

education program needed to train teachers in the occupational skills.

It may be argued that such a program has doubtful validity as a part of the

university mission. In most places better utilization of the public's

investment both in the physical and human resources of technical and

vocational schools will be obtained through the development of cooperat4ve

use of such facilities both for the actual training of workers and the

preparation of occupational skill teachers.

The development of instructional modes other than the assign-study-

recite and the emphasis upon the clinical role of the teacher require

the broader field-based or laboratory settings with both students' and

professors' spending increased amounts of time in public schools and

the collaboration in the teacher education programs of specialized per-

sonnel of the public schools.

It can no longer be argued that teacher preparation is the exclusive

domain of the school of education. Joint relationships are essential not

only to obtain the desired laboratory situations through which trainees

gain insight and maturity for dealing with the problems of students, but

also to assure the viability of teacher education programs with r,spect to

the imperatives of the local community. The heterogeneity of values,

cultural concerns and economic conditions which prevail throughout the

country or within any geographical area dictate different modes of operation
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for schools under varying social, cultural and economic conditions. Just

as it is no longer desirable to maintain one mode of instruction in all

schools, neither is it desirable for teachers to be prepared for dealing

with the real life problems of 'hildren in one sheltered laboratory setting.

Not only does the teacher prepaKation program require the professional

capital of the staffs of the schools of education but also the vast experi-

ential capital within public schools and community agencies which conduct

the real life affairs and deal with children, youth and the social problems

within the community. If the thrust of career education is toward relating

the schools toward the real life of society, the preparation of teachers

should be as broad as possible and involve the interaction of as much of

the total life of society as possible.

One of the problems of the current educational milieu is the extent

to which education has become fragmented into small proprietary domains

with the participants of each domain jealously guarding their jurisdictional

rights. Recrimination, safe-guarding of resources, dysfunctional pro-

gramming have been the conseqdences of this prevailing fragmentation. A

proper accountability of all echelons of the educational profession re-

quires cooperative and coordinated efforts with a concentration upon the

ultimate goal to be achieved rather than the protection of islands of

private domain.

The forms through which these relationships will emerge must be

worked out through experimentation. It is conceivaole that a variety

of desirable patterns will emerge. Consortia involving the establishment

of teacher preparation centers away from campuses are certainly one avenue.
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Such consortia may well include cooperative relationships with schools of

education, local school districts, intermediate educational agencies,

community and junior colleges, technical-iocational institutes, and other

types of educational agencies within the community. On-site experiences

of students should include not only in-class experiences but experiences

in a variety of youth-serving and regulatory agencies as well as in a

variety of programs involving professional fields, business and industry.

One of the most critical aspects of these relationships in the field

is obtaining proper personnel from both the university and local agencies

to guide and to supervise the activities of trainees. Field supervision

has generally been poorly controlled in teacher education. Schools of

education need to give special attention to the selection and preparation

of personnel who will have responsibilities in public schools for both

the experiential and the related didactic activities of trainees. It is

not at all unlikely that schools of education will face a number of new

issues in relationships with school boards, administrators and teacher

organizations as a result of these new field relationships.

(4) Developing new instructional materials. Individual faculty

members in schools of education have long had experience working with

other agencies in the development of instructional materials. Emphasis

has been placed upon the production of textbooks and other types of

"canned" materials. The system for the production, of instructional mate-

rials has resulted in the domination of the field by commercial enterprises,

which use criteria related more to profitability than to instructional

appropriateness and effectiveness. In spite of some excellent new develop-

ments in the production of instructional materials in regional education
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laboratories, commercial dominance of the field has resulted in the

failure to provide adaptable means for relating instructional materials

to the specific learning needs of individual children, or the development

of the implications for new and promising instructional modes and techno-

logical media to the most appropriate classroom utilization. The production

of instructional media has been centered upon knowledge dissemination

functions of the school rather than entering into some of the more ambig-

uous and controversial issues related to values, decision-making, and

understanding the nature of self.

Little emphasis in teacher preparation programs has been placed upon

the skills needed by teachers in the preparation of instructional materials.

In spite of the growth of instructional materials centers in larger school

districts, there are relatively few adequate programs in the United States

for the training of instructional materials specialists.

New programs in the public schools as well as in colleges and univer-

sities are hindered because of the lack of the availability of appropriate

materials. Career education will augment tie need for materials which

can be used to facilitate the child's attempt to find a means through which

he can guide his own developmental processes. The range of ma... rials

needed will be far more extensive than currently provided. Schools of

education should place greater emphasis upon the development of the skills

which teachers need both in the preparatio,-, and selection of instructional

materials, the evaluation of materials, the proper use of various media

and the preparation of materials specialsits.

(5) Maintaining appropriate educational assessment. Schools of educa-

tion have a continuing responsibility for monitoring the educational system.
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That monitoring should take the form of a clinical a.sessment of the

accomplishments and needs of the educational system along with recommen-

dations for the proper adjustment of the system to build upon its strengths

and remove its weaknesses. Accompanying the role of evaluator of the

effectiveness of the educational enterprise is that of assisting in the

development of those programs and services which will help schools sub-

stitute strengths and direction for weakness and aimlessness.

If the normal natural history of social movements is to be changed,

a mechanism must be found for preventing program paralysis. Such a

vehicle could well be a continual monitoring process based upon sound

principles of evaluation and developed for the purpose of making a

systematic analysis of accomplishments and needs. Such a system needs

to be diffused throughout the land and related to specific programs

rather than to generalized national effects. Only through such monitor-

ing and constant localized assessment can sound perspectives on what

the consequences of educational programs be obtained.

CONCLUSION

There are two basic questions to which administrators of schools

of education must respond. How do schools of education regain leader-

ship in the field of education? How do schools of education mobilize

their resources to set the direction and achieve a desirable renewal

of education within the country? If there is no concern for the signif-

icance of these two questions in today's operations, then we might

as well forget the roles of schools of education in the emerging career
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education efforts. If we are concerned, we must explore why public

education is in trouble and why the prestige and effectiveness of

schools of education have declined.

In the judgment of this writer, there are four operations within

schools of education which are basic to the answers to both questions.

First, schools of education should provide the diagnosis of the

present conditions of education and evaluate the progress toward the

improvement of the educational enterprise with respect to the impera-

tive needs of the day.

Second, schools of education should find the means for implementing

programs which are designed to accomplish the essential missions of educa-

tion in relationship to the social and personal needs in our society.

The prescription of how these basic problems are to be attacked and what

the essential roles of our educational enterprise should be is long over-

due,

Third, schools of education should find the means through which they

can provide for the necessary renewal of educational expertise so that

the personnel resources of the country in education are sufficient for

accomplishing the desired ends.

Fourth, schools of education, as a result of their experiences in the

other three areas, should assume responsibility for affecting the policy

and legislative influences over education in this country. Our influence

in this area has been minimal primixily L.ause we have not acnieved the

organizational basis through which we can have the desired impact on

legislative processes.
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These roles are certainly not inconsistent with the tradWanal roles

of schools of education. The essential problem, however, is that for some-

time we have been more concerned with the promotion of the interests of

individual institutions rather than she development of cooperative relation-

ships which enable us to use our resources effectively to change and improve

the quality of educatiol within the country, Many of us believe that the

thrust of career education can well be the means through which renewaris

possible throughout the entire educational enterprise. We believe that

career education constitutes a promise to make education relevant to the

lives of all children and youth. It represents an all-encompassing effort

to direct educational efforts toward a meaningful involvement with the

basic human problems of our society. We think schools of education

have an unavoidable responsibility to analyze its implications, to develop

the techniques and strategies which will help it become successful, to

prepare the personnel who can maintain the programs and relate effectively

to the career development needs of children and youth, to do the research

and evaluation essential to change it from its present primitive begin-

nings into a totally refined instructional effort.

If we are right, education will have taken it promised step forward.

If we are wrong, it is incumbent upon those who recognize our error to

lead us out of the darkness and show us a more viable paradigm for education

through which the needed renewal can take shape. Either we adapt, and face

the consequences thereof, or we unavoidably have to be held accountable for

other consequences.
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COWERENCE AGENDA

National Conference on Career Education
For Professors of Educational Administration

Christopher Inn, Columbus, Ohio
May 7, 8, 9, 1972

Sunday, May 7

4:00 P.M. REGISTRATION Lobby

6:30 COWERENCE BANQUET PROGRAM Suites A and B

Presiding:

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education
The Ohio State University

Welcome from U.S.O.E.

Rue Harris, Director
Career Education Task Force
U. S. Office of Education

Film: "Career Education"

Film: "i Want To Be..."

Keynote Address:

"Emerging Role of Career
Education" Robert M. Worthington

Associate Convoissioner
Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education
U. S. Office of Education

The Plan of the Conference:

Robert E. Taylor



Monday. Ain 8

8:30 A.M. FIRST GENERAL SESSK)N

Presiding:

Luvern L. Cunningham
Dean, College of Education
The Ohio State University

Suites A and B

SUM1118110S Of Papers by Authors:

1. "Implications for Career Education of
Research and Theory on Career
Development" Samuel H. Osipow

Professor of Psychology
The Ohio State University

2. "Nature and Characteristics of
Emerging Career Education
Curriculum" Bruce Reinhart

Research Specialist
The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education

3. "The Emerging School -Based
Comprehensive Career Education
Model" A. J. Miller

Associate Director

Field Services & Special
Projects

The Colter for Vocational
and Technical Education

4. "Problems in the Organization
and Administration of Career
Education Programs" George N. Smith

Superintendent of Schools
Mesa Puhlic Schools
Mesa, Arizona

5. "Administrative Needs and Problems
in the Installation of Career
Education Programs" William Moore, Professor

Educational Administration
The Ohio State University

1000 COFFEE BREAK Pool Lounge
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Monday, May I

10:30 FIRST GROUP MEETING

Refer to schedule for Monday, 10:30 a.m.

11:30 LUNCH (No formal arrangements)

1:00 SECOND GENERAL SESSION

Presiding:

Keith Goldhammer, Dean
School of Education
Oregon State University

1. "UCEA and Career Education"

2. "Roles and Opportunities of
Educational Administration
in Career Education"

2:30 SECOND GROUP MEETING

3:30

Suites A and B

Jack Culbertson
Executive Director
The University Council for
Educational Administration

Luvern L. Cunningham, Dean
College of Education
The Ohio State University

Refer to schedule for Monday, 2:30 p.m.

COFFEE BREAK

4:00 THIRD GROUP MEETING

Pool Lounge

Refer to schedule for Monday, 4:00 p.m.

5:00-6:00 SOCIAL GATHERING

No Evening Conference Activities Scheduled
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Tuesday, May 9

8:00 A.M. THIRD GENERAL SESSION

Presiding:

A. J. Miller

Suites A and B

Panel of School Personnel: Emerging Programs
in the Public Schools, Pr.iblems and Accomplishments:

1. Comprehensive Career
Education Model, Atlanta,
Georgia Helen Cook

CCEM Project Director
Atlanta Public Schools

2. Universe Model, Richmond,
Kentucky John Jenkins

Director Universe Model
Eastern Kentucky University

3. Comprehensive Career
Education Model, Lakewood,
Colorado Robert Wilson

CCEM Project Director
Jefferson County Public
Schools

4. Region V Educational
Services Center, Lancaster,
South Carolina Herbert Tyler

Region V Educational Services
Lancaster, South Carolina

5. Los Angeles Unified School

District, Los Angeles,
California Robert Sampieri

CCEM Project Director
Los Angeles Unified
School District

10:00 COFFEE BREAK Pool Lounge

10:30 FOURTH GROUP MEETING

Refer to schedule for Tuesday, 10:30 a.m.

11:30 FIFTH GROUP MEETAVG

Refer to schedule for Tuesday, 11:30 a.m.
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Tuesday, May 0

1:00 CONFERENCE LUNCHEON PROGRAM Suites A and B

Presiding:

Jack Culbertson

Summaries of Group Discussion by Writers:

1. "Implications for Career Education
of Research and Theory on Career
Development" Samuel N. Osipow

2. "Nature and Characteristics of
Emerging Career Education
Curriculum" Bruce Reinhart

3. "The Emerging School-Based
Comprehensive Career Education
Model" A. J. Miller

4. "Problems in the Organization
and Administration of Career
Education Programs" George N. Smith

5. "Administrative Needs and Problems
in the Installation of Career
Education 01 Me William Moore

Luncheon Address:

"Roles of The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education in Develop-
ment and Installation of Career
Education" Robert E. Taylor

Question and Answer Period: Implications
for Education Administration

Moderator:

1. Robert E. Taylor

2. A. J. Miller

3. Keith boldhammer

4. Duane Nielsen
Career Education Development
Task Force, U. S. Office of Education

5. Conference Consultants

3:30 P.M. ConterevA Adjournment
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Schedule for Small Group Sessions

1st Meeting
Monday

2nd Meeting
Monday

3rd Meeting
Monday

4th Meeting
Tuesday

5th Meeting
Tuesday

10:30 A.M. 2:30 P.M. 4:00 P.M. 10:30 A.M. 11:30 A.M.
1. A. J. Miller

Pool Lounge A C D E

2. W. Moore
Suite F-N B C E A

3. S. Osipow
Suite F-S C D E A B

4. B. Rinehart
Suite S D E A B C

S. G. Smith
Suite F-M E A B C
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PROBLEMS IN THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

George N. Smith

INTRODUCTION

Man has many ways in which he reacts to the inevitable. An old proverb

deals with the reactions of a native population on a tiny Pacific isle when

informed a tidal wave was forthcoming. One group began a festival of revelry,

another followed a leader to the mountain top to meditate until the end, while

the third group began investigating, methods of living under water.

Schoolmen are in the same dilemma today. A fast moving society has cre-

ated an enormous technological revolution which has left many students gradu-

ating from the schools lost in the swiftness of societal change. Youth has

responded by rebelling, by dropping out or copping out, or by clogging the wel-

fare roles which compound the social dynamite in the nation's inner cities and

streets. Schoolmen have ignored the problem, have responded by calling for

solutions which reinforce or fail to touch the problem, or simply hoping, that

more faith will produce a solution.

Educators are just beginning to ascertain how to live with the problem by

creating alternatives and changing the system, or in the language of our Pacific

islanders, how to live under water.

There can be little doubt that one of the major thrusts creating career

education is the striking need for relevance based on the reality of the present

U.S. labor market. But career education is more than just economically moti-

vated. It recognizes the potent implications of earning a livelihood in this

country as a measure of the total human development as a human being. This
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marks the emphasis in career education as critically and dramatically different

from one of a narrowly defined emphasis in vocational education.

CHANGE PROCESSES AND PROBLEMS

Career education is envisioned as a bold change of great magnitude on the

contemporary American education scene. Balances in the preparation of alter-

natives for American youth other than the college prep type have been intro-

duced swiftly on a broad scale basis. Promise and potential are in the balance

with such a collapsed time schedule. Schools cannot usually respond rapidly to

needs for renewal or change.

First, most school systems are not organized to respond quickly to change.

They are built on assumptions of logical decision-making with due deliberation

following the established lines of authority and the existing division of labor.

In times of slow external stress, such organizational structures may be ade-

quate (1: Burns, Stalker). In times of rapid external change in the en-

vironment they are clearly inadequate.

Special project implementation with a collapsed time schedule creates ad-

ditional difficulties in addition to the usual problems confronting changing

programs. Comparison can be made to explorations in the wilderness: witness

the explorer who sets out to cross Death Valley, judges his route inappropriate,

and changes direction with dispatch. Many times in new programs, decisions are

made at critical times which change the original goal.

This presents the first problem in the organization and administration of

special projects like career education programs. From the point of view of a

superintendent, the alternative is to organize quickly outside the school struc-
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ture, build in lines of linkage to that structure, and move towards what has

been called a project type of organization (10: Stewart). This alters the normal

structure into a "matrix" with over-lapping lines of authority and positions and

creates problems of its own. The largest long range concern must be directed

towards the problem which all innovations organized outside the normal school

structure must face, that of being "fenced off" and ultimately abandoned.

Such problems may strike the practitioner as unnecessarily esoteric at

this point, but a major purpose of this paper is to alert superintendents and

professors of educational administration to one of their major functions, i.e.,

to anticipate and head off possible problems by confronting them from the begin-

ning. In Mesa, the career education proposal was hammered out by a task force

approach in ten days. It was entirely accomplished by in -house expertise. The

model of those ten days (a project administration model) is simply extended in

the larger Comprehensive Career Development project, though on a much broader

scale. Given the shortened timelines established by national priority, it was

imperative that we had to staff from within.

LINKAGE PROBLEMS AND TEMPORARY SYSTEMS

Due to the abbreviated time requirements established by The Center of Voca-

tional and Technical Education the career education project was organized out-

side the line and staff structure of the Mesa Public Schools. In attempting to

anticipate the problems caused by such organization it is necessary to examine

the nature o' temporary systems and their special problems (9: Miles). These

may be classified as follows:

(1) input overload;

(2) unrealistic goal-setting;
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(3) lack of process skills;

(4) alienation; and

(5) linkage failure.

All of these problems have already been manifested to some degree in Mesa, and

I suspect elsewhere as well.

INPUT OVERLOAD

The Project officers of the career education program in Mesa were respond-

ing to the call for organization by The Center for Vocational and Technical

Education, and trying to plan for local action, while being plagued by phone

calls and inquiries by anxious members of the school system who were eager to

get going. Meetings extended from early in the morning to late at night. Fa-

tigue set in and some officers became "up tight" as the saying goes. Project

management is not an up-hill slowly inclined plane of activities, it is bumpy,

and contains peaks and plateaus. There are intense periods and slack periods.

Planning can alleviate some of these problems, but not eliminate them completely.

The process of "fast-tracking" (to borrow a term from the construction

industry) is salient to rapid organizational needs for response. Toleration

for ambiguity, respect for human frustration and fatigue, and talent for fast

modification of critical paths are essential qualities of project teams to re-

sist counterproductive forces of input overload.

UNREALISTIC GOAL-SETTING

Great rhetoric and high purpose often lead to unrealistic goals. In the

beginning, the writing of a philosophy, the "call to arms," many briefings and

Rotary Club speeches make it appear as if talking about career education could

bring it about. Later, the sober facts creep in. The system is large. It
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exists in a delicate and sensitive equilibrium. The system can be subtle and

it can be brutal against change. It knows how to survive and it is always there.

It doesr t go away.

Another phenomenon of unrealistic goal setting lies in the creation of

rising expectations. Too often it is easy to begin blowing one's horn before

the music has been completely written. If a group enterprise embarks upon a

new venture, the ventire's success can often be jeopardized by premature claims

of success or viability. Groups often succumb to frustration if stated and

publicized goals cannot be attained. Demoralization can be prevented by care-

ful employment of realistic goal setting with patient explication of results.

After all, actions speak louder than words.

LACK OF PROCESS SKILLS

Interpersonal skills can lead to breakdown, not only of the innovators

themselves, but as they attempt to carry out their ideas, into the total system

itself. The Mesa Comprehensive Career Development staff spent many hours pro-

cessing their own thoughts, confronting each other, and securing consensus.

Experience with other innovative programs has demonstrated the need for periodic

cleansing, open sessions, retreats, and other safety valve confrontations to

deal with the emotional heat of change.

ALIENATION

The Mesa Comprehensive Career Development effort must continually watch

for the develcpment of the "we happy few" syndrome. This may occur not only

among themselves as they weather the change effort together, but foster islands

of resistance due to the adoption of the training model which envisions groups

of teachers being initially trained and later training other groups. Capital-
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izing upon the "ripple effect" is one thing, creating groups of "ins" and

"outs" is another.

LINKAGE FAILURE

As the career education program begins to expand, and pick up momentum,

it is planned to move into the regular on-going program. To accomplish this

system-wide is gambling upon mass acceptance. The inertia of a large system is

simply too much to move. Linking the temporary system to the permanent system

requires the utilization of pilot probes, field sites where change is malleable

and manageable. Also, it helps the project get its foot in tile door, gain some

momentum - which is always painfully slow - and acquire adherents from the field

who have some stake in seeing it expand.

Central to any process is a clear determination of what the real objective

is. For example, in the development of career education, we have confronted

ourselves and The Center for Vocational and Technical Education with the ques-

tion, "Is the goal to develop a product (instructional packages) or is it to

implement those packages?" If implementation is the goal, then consideration

must be given to problems of ownership and group involvement. The "principle

of participation" is a vital bylaw of the process of change in the successful

school districts.

After all, career education must be owned by the teachers when it is fin-

ished. If teachers do not own the program, there cannot be any linkage. Teach-

er ownership is critical. This issue is highlighted over a discussion related

to curriculum materials. If materials are purchased, teachers must in some

way shape their usage and their application prior to purchase, or it will be

too easy to make a half-hearted effort or to scapegoat the curriculum should
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the task prove too difficult. Curriculum developed by teachers has a greater

potential to acquire their professional loyalty and, as such, it will more than

get a chance to prove itself.

Teacher ownership develops from meaningful and genuine involvement in

shaping the program. In addition, management may succeed in carrying out its

objectives, but support must emanate from the top of the line organization and

middle levels to the classroom teachers. Innovations which portend large change

can be isolated because they were developed outside of the structure to begin

with. In Mesa, this has been the case and we have planned ahead by naming the

director who himself was a former line officer and has not relinquished his

official responsibilities, but is temporarily "on leave" to the career education

task force.

ADVANTAGES OF TEMPORARY SYSTEMS

The major advantages of Comprehensive CaMeer Developmt,, in Mesa as a

temporary system is that it can move quickly and reach immediately. Relation-

ships tend to be much less formal than in the rest of the school system. Ideas

can be generated and implemented in a matter of hours or of days. We have

planned to build in linkages with personnel selection spanning both systems,

since personnel have not been separated from their former responsibilities.

The career development project must have autonomy and independence, but not to

the degree that the efforts are isolated from the system thus dooming the lon-

gitudinal goals of those same efforts completely.

A temporary system can also benefit from the advantages afforded educational

organizations from internal performance contracting. The internal performance

contract procedures employed over the past two years in the Mesa district have
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demonstrated the efficacy of sharing goals and resources with the organization's

personnel. With establishment of shared goals and resource allocations in the

Request for Proposal mode, the personnel have an opportunity to c'eatively

develop strategies to accomplish those goals within the guidelines and resource^.

Accountability for the end result is also much more available since criteria

and resources are not out from under the direct influence of the implementing

staff.

Temporary systems avoid adding to the "tallness" of the administrative

organization. Some recent research confirms our own empirical findings in this

regard. The taller the strlture, the more removed the teacher feels from the

action, the more strange the goings-on, the greater the feelings of alienation

and hostility. Carpenter (2) found that teachers who lived in administrative

structures which were "tall" as shown on the following page, possessed less

feelings of prestige within the ccmmunity, less feelings of professional author-

ity associated with their position, and saw less opportunity to participate in

setting school goals.

A temporary systcm becomes ud intermediary force.. It is not central office;

and if it is able to maintain a close watch on the pulse of the system, can

piggy pack on field energy for change which may be even unrecognized by the

central office itself. The major point here is that in the organization of

career education programs, we have chosen not to add to the permanent bureau-

cratic stricture. We do not envision a Bureau of Career Education in the Witsa

Public Schools in the future, rather we see the concept so diffused in the pro-

gram that sucl, a bureau would be unnecessary. By capitalizing upon the project

management approach, we have accomplished our goals and can utilize personnel

in other temporary systems later.
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Diagram # 1 - A Tall Administrative Structure
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ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS SUMMARY

These problems are not the only ones affiliated with getting career educa-

tion moving in a school system, but they have dominated our thinking in estab-

lishing such a program in Mesa. We have attempted to anticipate potential

problems by creating a structure which avoiaed some of the ones briefly dis-

cussed.

Professors of educational administration could be of immense help by

developing in-service programs and case studies on various types of temporary

systems used in education. Taxonomies of such systems, technologies and

methods to ameliorate some of the problems with the utilization of them via

systematic research would be of great help.
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PERSONNEL AND STAFFING

It has already been mentioned that the shortened time constraints made

staffing from within almost a foregone conclusion. The necessity of obtaining

personnel fhmiliar with the informal organizational system and the desire to

build in people linkages early in the developmental periods' also enhanced this

approach. We were fortunate to have high-caliber personnel.

Some years ago with the present superintendency we actively recruited

personnel from outside the system. Thus, we have not perpetuated our weak-

nesses. In times of emergency such as the one regarding staffing career educa-

tion, promotion from within was not a weakness, i.e., the potential weakness

of such an approach of perpetuating internal blind spots was not a problem.

Without balanced recruiting, however, we may have had much more of a problem

with internal promotion. I imagine in larger systems, or systems where long

years of only internal promotion existed, this could be a real problem. The

immediate start-up demanded in the program could only be accomplished by pro-

moting some personnel who were not suited nor possessed the necessary skills.

We are looking to short term staffing. The project staff will be gone

within five to seven years, the programs which they developed hopefully incor-

porated into the school system. The members of the present temporary system

shall have returned to their regular posts, been promoted, gone into other

temporary systems within the school systcm, or left the system altogether. We

were fortunate in having a forerunner to staffing in the Mesa Differentiated

Staffing Project which pioneered with temporary systems which were established

and abolished after introducing internal performance contracting (3) and sev-

eral other unique and innovative ideas (4). In fact, the Mesa Schools piloted
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a unique Center for Educational Advancement (CEA) which has been an in-house

organ of change for over six years. Introducing a change of this magnitude,

could only be accomplished with the past experience of the Center for Educa-

tional Advancement and a host of other projects and programs which have estab-

lished the climate for temporary systems to be born and to be terminated.

Some problems in staffing have occurred which have merely amplified prob-

lems of the regular school system structure. For example, there are inevitable

conflicts between specialists and generalists in such an organization or, line

and staff. There is a distinct tendency for staff role incumbents to become

independent, using their knowledge base as a wedge against organizational con -

trQl. This results in continual skirmishes and occasional jurisdictional con-

flict. In times of demand for rapid organizational change, such conflicts

can become overblown due to the "hot house" effect of the change itself.

The problem of continuing leadership is partially resolved by the fact

that as personnel from the temporary system of the career education program

work back into either the normal system or other temporary systems, this human

linkage assures a continuity of first rate, experienced leadership. Promotion

from the principalship level into higher middle management positions assures

leadership continuity at that level. The hardest problem to face is the main-

tenance of high quality technical personnel, the real specialists who must

move on to other situations which demand their services. Perhaps here the

best a school system can hope for is that over the transition period a reser-

voir of technical talent is developed in-house to maintain the innovation time.

But the problem still remains. Highly technical people are itinerant. Unless

continuity is more deliberately planned, it is more difficult to obtain in

these areas.
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STAFFING PROBLEMS SUMMARY

Staffing problems from the perspective of a temporary system are accel-

erated by intense externai pressure, exacerbate line/staff conflict, and pro-

mote the short term utilization of highly specialized staff personnel. School

systems are relative newcomers to the itinerant specialist at the top manage-

ment levels. Personnel policies and procedures are geared to the more stable,

"up the system" type of administrative advancement. Whereas in the past, only

the superintendent may have been selected from outside the system, the trend

will include many other types of specialists, now supplied by The Center for

Vocational and Technical Education, which highly sophisticated programs like

career education will demand in the future. Internal conflict between the

older and more entrenched line organization offices with its series of chairs

contrasted with the professionally mobile R. and 0 man, system analysts and

on-site evaluators, portend a clash in professional orientation and values.

The temporary system may be profane with the sacred and skeptical of the

sacrosanct, local idiosyncracies because mobility provides a broadened base

for comparison and insures some independence. The traditional administrative

structure is parochialism and concern with the unique local exigencies which

makes them more dependent. Professors of educational administration can help

by. illustrating in what ways the interpersonal dimensions of this problem may

be diagnosed and ameliorated. Mobility patterns of such specialist; should

be the subject of study, with various professional orientations looked at from

the sociological perspective, and from the psychology of management and manage-

ment theory.
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INTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS ROLE CONFLICT

In highlighting the maintenance of organizational equilibrium, Lonsdale

(7) mentions that such balance is related to the meeting of individual needs

in the organization and the organization being adequate to fulfilling the

tasks central to its existence. As gaps appear between needs not being ful-

filled and tasks going unmet, both morale (which is essentially a "gap" model

as presented by Lonsdale) and the organizational productivity suffer.

Within this framework Lonsdale (7) discusses role conflict. One manner

in which role conflict occurs is that two reference groups have different

expectations of a role. This has occurred not only under a high-powered pro-

gram like career education, but with smaller programs as well. Career educa-

tion merely enlarges the problem. Basically, institutional expectations have

changed remarkably for the role of the school principal. School systems are

demanding that principals absorb and acquire vast new realms of technical in-

formation in terms of group dynamics, theories of instruction, instructional

technology, etc. It means new content, new skills, new concepts, new under-

standings and new vocabulary.

While school systems depend upon principals for support and understanding,

and they look to the principal for leadership at the unit level, the expecta-

tions of the teachers have not changed substantially. The principal is still

the guy to send unruly students to far discipline, the guy to get the materials

from, the guy to lean on for advice and reinforcement, and whether we like it

or not, the guy to keep some of the pressures of central office off their

backs. The rising role expectations of central office, the anxiety created

by such expectations as the principal's role becomes extended, and those
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occupying the role become increasingly more aware of what they don't know,

create role conflict. The result for principals is lowered morale, status

loss, sometimes hostility which may be more or less camouflaged depending

upon the particular climate of the organization. The superintendent is placed

in a dilemma, particularly in times of demands for instant upgrading of the

organization's ability to deal with change. The easiest solution is to add

specialists to the organization which solves a short term problem, but creates

several longitudinal ones. First the principals as a group are further alien-

ated and frustrated. Second, added personnel have a way of becoming permanent.

The point is that the problem has not really been solved of how to deal with

the role conflict presented to a system's principals.

We have responded in a variety of ways, none of them to date completely

satisfactory. We have acquired a grant from the Kettering Foundation for

principals at the secondary level to investigate and improve school climate,

i.e., the principal-teacher interface. We have attempted to broaden the in-

volvement of vincipals at the central level. The career education project is

planning to hold several intensive training sessions for principals so that

they feel more comfortable with the concepts and vocabulary of our effort.

None of these, however, has served to reduce our expectations of principals.

In fact, given the present constraints in career education it would be an im-

possibility. As Udy (11: p. 690) noted, The more complex the technolgoy and/

or the greater the amount of pressure exerted on the organization from the

social setting, the greater the emphasis on administration." Perhaps this and

ooler phenomena in terms of role conflict and internal relationships may best

be understood by reexamining a model of organization developed by Udy. In

diagram # 2 his model (11: Udy) is shown.
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Diagram # 2 The '..:.:y Paradigm of Organization
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The degree of external pressure exerted on the system both from the social

setting and from technoogy increases the need for coordination and control

within the organization. Thus, while there may be a need for a diverse and

creative response at the unit level in an experimental project, strong external

pressures on the school system inevitably demand higher levels of coordination

and control which will tend to negate individual school unit responses except

within carefully prescribed parameters. Not only is this contrary to psycho-

logical principles of deriving ownership on the part of the teachers and prin-

cipals, it increases the role conflict between these two groups in the organi-

zation. An extrapolation of Udy's (11) paradigm may illustrate this point.
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Deleting for the moment the variables of the Udy model of social setting

and technology, the conflict model attempts to illustrate the internal rela-

tionship of the principal who is split between three groups. The principal

relates both formally and informally to a group of teachers (his faculty) his

peers (other principals) and his superior a (director). His referent group

has a formal or ecologically defined relationship. This relationship is most

usually defined on the "TO" or table of organization. Principals are differ-

entiated on the basis of school division (elementary or secondary). Informally

they may be differentiated in their peer group (and referent teachers group)

on the basis that they may belong to two professional organizations, one ex-

clusively an administrators within the state, Arizona School Administrators,

and the other related to the statewide teachers organization, Arizona Educa-

tion Association. Each of the informal groupings possess social and psycho-

logical expectations. It is in this latter arena that we are experiencing

perceptual differences. In some cases expectations are simply not compatible.

This is complicated by a short time schedule and highly intense demands for

technological change. Theories of organizational equilibrium help us describe

our difficulties, but they do not suggest practical solutions when a school

system is struggling with an innovation of great magnitude which is to be im-

plemented on a broad front basis. Perhaps our friends in educational adminis-

tration could point out some research or alternative theoretical models which

could help us in this regard.

TEACHER GROUPS

I have not mentioned the function of teachers groups within the context

of this discussion, but I feel that without some mention of their growing
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importance and weight in educational change, we would simply not be relevant.

Internal negotiating procedures have changed the flow of decisions within ed-

ucational organizations. That this will involve the NEA affiliates and AFT

locals is inevitable, especially with the comprehensiveness demanded by career

education (8: Marland). To the extent that career education portends a change

teacher position, salary, or endangers present prerogatives, it will be re-

sisted (5: English).

We have experienced the most resistance in Mesa from secondary teachers

who are fearful and doubtful about a program which cuts across their disci-

plines. On the other hand, if career education simply alters the present

curriculum within the present structure of the educational system, it will

have a much better (though less revolutionary) chance for early success.

Morale and job satisfaction factors are often the domain of the teach °rs'

organizations. Projects, by their very nature, are a shift in educational

practice which can affect measureably that domain. An example is the proce-

dure of implementing programs with cumbersome funding sources which lie out-

side the control of the local school district. If funding is external and

not responsible to the schedule of emr'oee work and payroll, mnrale and job

satisfaction can be seriously influenced negatively. Teachers organizations

have little sympathy with the school administration's problems in coordinating

external funding. One of our projects was set back several months simply be-

cause funding was tardy and a summer teachers workshop was in progress. The

demoralization that swept the teachers when the payroll was two weeks late was

unbelievable. Preplanning and careful consideration of the needs of the teach-

er's organizations seems to need to be mandatory for the success of curriculum

R and D effort.
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There appears to be little research as to how and what teacher unions will

accept or reject, and very little empirical data in the form of case studies to

assist in planning by districts without congenial relationships with such unions.

Studies of American teacher unions, their practices and positions on major educa-

tional issues, is sorely needed in this regard.

COMMUNITY CONCERNS

The Mesa Public Schools have over the past years completed several community

power structure surveys (6: Laird). This data was used to form the criteria for

citizen participation in the Comprehensive Career Development project. It may

be interesting to note that in the last power structure survey based on a ran-

dom sample of administrators, teachers, minority parents, and service clubs,

that the administrators as one sub-group identified the top ten persons with a

correlation of .94, the highest of any of the sub-groups solicited. The commu-

nity sub-group had a correlation of .87.

The conclusion of the investigator was the "the data would indicate that

the Mesa Public School Administrators have a keen perception of community power

as compared with the summary composite findings" (6: Laird. p. 21).

The community has responded with keen interest and elan. The minority

community has been responsive, but reserved in its reception. For one thing,

minority parents express fears that the Anglo majority will use ,the program to

counsel their students into second class, lower status occupations. They are

also afraid that even if the program is successful and their children are con-

vinced that they can join an occupation, the unions will freeze them out and

the training will be for naught.

There seems to be little in the way of direction available to the local

school district in planning a program to involve the community in the way in
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which problems can be averted. Professors of educational administration need

to help in the development of relevant models for the in depth utilization of

community groups and special interest organizations.

SUMMARY

In this paper, I have attempted to define some of the difficulties and con-

cerns which local school district administrators have to deal with in the Imple-

mentation of a new program -- career education. Generic to local school dis-

tricts are many problems any time a change is attempted. We are still in pro-

cess, but it is safe to say that some observations can be made as we monitor

ourselves along the developmental line. The key points which our introspection

has evidenced include:

(1) interim and task force organizational structures and
linkage related issues;

(2) staffing model problems including the difference between
utilizing existing staff or recruited staff (internal vs.
external staffing);

(3) continuity of organizational operations and maintaining
expertise roles;

(4) role conflict and the problem of alienation of the school
principal;

(5) teacher issues and teachers groups; and

(6) community issues, particularly minority concerns.

At the same time, i tried to indicate where professors of educational ad-

ministration could be of help to districts such as our own in the process of

developing and implementing a program of career education.

It is my hope that this effort will serve as a bridge towards establish-

ing productive dialogue as our project continues.
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ADMINISTRATIVE NEEDS AND PROBLEMS IN THE INSTALLATION OF
CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

William Moore, Jr.

THE NEEDS

The administrative needs and problems in the installation of career pro-

grams must be viewed initially in the human context. The who--not the what.

The first administrative need, of course, is a competent administrative staff.

These must be men and women who can deal with the emerging problems of career

education, who can deal with the dilemmas of action, who do not evade issues

or employ diversionary tactics to avoid all controversy, and men and women who

do not deal in excuses. These should be people who know who they are and do

not need to build empires or proclaim their virtues.

Administrators are what they do. Good ones are risk-takers; they become

leaders. Those who do not take risks are just average; and remain not only

average but also traditional. There is little unique description and no dis-

tinction in being commonplace. And it requires no creativity to be traditional.

Administrators who are just average and have decision-making jobs often flounder

in indecision. In pursuit of consensus, when real judgments are required of

them, they seek majority vote, a referendum to avoid the trauma, burden, and

agony of decision. Yet it has become increasingly clear that a vote of con-

fidence will not provide them with the competence needed under stress.

The image of too many administrators is one of poor credibility (25). It

is charged that their words are mired in doubt; their pronouncements are an-

chored in the shallowest of conviction; that when queried their evasions are

as certain as morning, as inevitable as noon; that they volsistently make a
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better case for failure than for success; that, despite all the disclaimers,

they too deal with the awesome issues and manifestations of change in the same

way as the rest of those who are disoriented in a turbulent society. They

have confounded many when, as leaders, they have equated dissent with lawless-

ness, willfulness, and perversity, and nonconformity with radicalism. Equally

as surprising, they, too, have endorsed tough laws, tougher-courts and the

toughest cops. To many, too many administrators fall into that category of

average, a category of mediocrity where a man fears his superiors and their

superiors. Because he does not challenge any authority himself, he expects- -

and in the past has gotten--the mass compliance that remains the wonder and

the contempt of those who do question. Off-the-record is the only time such

a man's words reflect courage; this makes him as suspect as his reluctance to

put his verbal commitment in writing. Such are the stereotyped perceptions of

others who demean administrators.

Administrators demean themselves, however, when they ignore and hide the

incompetencies, waste, dissatisfactions, bigotry, inefficiency and other prob-

lems which flourish in their midst. Few of them attempt to audit their peers

and themselves. Those who are tempted to speak out often do not. They have

been compromised by the prestige of their positions, by what appears to be a

disproportionately higher salary remuneration, by other small fringe benefits,

by submission to their egos and by a pathological code of comradeship.

Given the foregoing as real and imaginary popular images of administrators,

the need for competent ones is highlighted. Grant Venn, formerly U.S. Office

of Education Associate Commissioner, has indicated specific needs of adminis-

trators, or ways in which administrators can make career education work. The

following are his recommendations:
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1. Exhibit strong leadership: Without active, demonstrated and aggres-

sive support, all the money, buildings and staff won't do much. In no

place where there is a good career program was it originally opposed by
the chief administrator.

2. Get support of local educational administrators on all levels: For

the past three decades professional advancement for educators has come
through the academic schools. A plan must be implemented that provides
ample incentive for competent career education educators.

3. Select a good director of career education: This person must give
direct on to the implementation of career education at all educational
levels and in all areas. The appointment is crucial. If you already have

a person in charge of vocational education, retraining or reassignment
may be needed. It takes a different drive, style and ambition than either
the old line vocational person or the academic administrator usually has.

4. Operate a job placement office: One school district operates such an
office year-round . . . . The office is open from noon until 8 p.m. week-
days and all day Saturday, staffed by local district guidance counselors
with clerical, secretarial and mechanical help by students. It has become

a major student center for counseling, career planning, entry job placement,

and part-time work. . . .

5. Establish advisory councils: An areawide career education advisory

council is necessary. It should report to the president and the board
of trustees, and concern itself with the over -all educational program.
The group should represent parents, employers, organized labor, students,
social agencies, and civic leadership. In addition, advisory councils
dealing with specific programs are necessary, since many occupational
skills will be taught on the job (31).

A NEED FOR CREDIBILITY AND STRAIGHT TALK

Administrators promote too much secrecy and confusion. The citizen today

is in pursuit of straight answers. There is ample evidence that administrators

introduce too much jargon in their communication which obscures what is taking

place in the introduction of a new program. Terms such as "models," "strate-

gies," "packages," "conflict management," "facilitators," "modules," "computer

input," "support systems," "games and simulation" are nothing but obscurities

and ambiguities of the language for many of those /citizen) who are asked to
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support programs. "Models," after all, are simply outlines, "strategies" are

plans; "package" means the complete program; "conflict management," stripped of

its academic and verbal manipulations, means dealing with problems as they come

up in the institutions, and so forth. Students, tax-payers, legislators and

others can understand these latter statements and can respond to them. Credi-

bility also means accountability. When questioned it is alMost second nature

for administrators to employ professional jargon and to become defensive. To

be credible there is a need for explicit declaration where no agenda is hidden,

where omissions are neither practiced nor tolerated. This is of particular

significance in career education programs because these programs are gaining a

new emphasis and are attracting new support from the local, state and federal

agencies.

A NEED FOR DEFINITION

At present career educaticn is little more than a statistical caricature.

It is an idea without a well defined principle. It is a theory that is yet to

be proven. Many believe that career education is the same as vocational educa-

tion. Sidney P. Marland, Jr., U.S. Commissioner of Education, says "no." He

explains:

Career education has to do with the total learning envi-
ronment for all young people. It has to do with the ways

in which young people approach learning. It has to do

with providing what I hope will be a new order of teach-
ing and learning in our society that deals with a motiva-
tion to learn and to grow--to develop not only intellect

but also some special skills. This process would start
with early childhood education and move right up on through
high school and to post-secondary schools. Opportunities

will be available for every child to acquaint himself with
the world of work and equip himself for entering it. One

of the important features is that the young person com-
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pleting high school be ready to enter the world of work
happily, profitably, well-trained, and well-educated in
basic skills--or that he be ready to enter higher educa-
tion in whatever form (23).

Yet, the Commissioner's explanation is hardly a definition. Moreover, career

education is polluted by a number cf other terms (technical and industrial edu-

cation, vocational education, skill training, distributive education, etc.).

There are a number of definitions which characterize these forms of education.

To many, career education is vocational education with a general education and

a guidance and counseling component. Career education also has what appears to

be a social dimension. It is different from vocational and technical education

as we have always known it in that it starts earlier in the educational experience.

Vocational and technical education had as its goal to teach people what they

needed to know in order to make a living. Such a definition is clean. Open and

shut. Not so with career education. There are four career education experimen-

tal models which have been funded by the U.S..Office of Education. There is a

school, employer, home and institution model. Each model has a different ra-

tionale, each is an example of career education.

The literature cites several community colleges as career centers. Yet,

these two year colleges such as Seattle Community College have hvi extensive

vocational and technical programs for almost three decades. The question now

is are these colleges vocational-technical institutions or career education

institutions? Community colleges in particular seem to have the career education

configuration and emphasis (24). The basic difference is that career education

as it is now envisioned starts much earlier with the student. So early, in fact,

that training programs are currently being developed to train teachers to work

with career education. The University of Georgia's Program for Education and

Career Exploration is notable among them (29).
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A NEED FOR CLEARLY DEFINED OBJECTIVES

It seems unnecessary to say that before any career program of merit can

be evolved and sustained, the program and its objectives must be precise and

explicit. Unlike secondary and post-secondary programs designed to prepare the

four-year college bound student who only knows that he will enroll in a liberal

arts program, educational experiences for the student who hopes to terminate

his education in one or two years or less, with a salable skill, requires more

direction. Cohen (11), Mager (22), Bloom (1) Canfield (4), and Cross (15, 16)

have repeatedly emphasized the need for defining the objectives for students

who are career oriented. There is a good rationale for demanding more explicit

objectives for career programs. First, there is the student population. Ca-

reer programs have the most heterogeneous student group in secondary and post-

secondary education--one which is uniquely deviant from the typical college

population. A highly complex teaching-counseling-administrative group of skills

is necessary to deal with these students. The ages vary greatly as do their abil-

ities, motivations, and their tendency to stick to school. They are from student

groups which have not traditionally been included in the post-secondary education

process. The groups have among their components different minorities, sexes,

the enlightened advantaged, the disadvantaged, and the culturally different.

Obviously, all of the language barriers, behavior patterns, cultural attitudes,

community eccentricities, and social conflicts inherent with their enrollment

are present. They are of all faiths and of no faith. Their peers represent

the political spectrum of the society as a whole. They are married, single and

undecided. Some are veterans, divorcees, and so forth. Their goals are usually

well defined. The overwhelming majority are not interested in the traditional
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college experience as their first option. Second, they are students who cannot

afford (or refuse) the luxury of postponing their decisions until a later date.

Third, career education has such a broad curricula of educational c eeriences,

that individual difference in students must be reflectea in student inputs as

well ac in course outcomes. In like manner, the wide diversity of life styles

are now represented in career education. Fourth, program cost, facilities

planning, staffing, community support, the opportunity for the community to

absorb the graduates and all of the other well known and sometimes poorly ob-

served considerations must be among the insights and knowledges of the admin-

istration if it is to provide for the administrative needs of an institution.

If one accepts the foregoing as plausible, then it is equally as plausible that

well defined and clearly articulated objectives are absolutely imperative for

the installation of career education programs. No part of a program gives more

direction to it than substantive objectives.

A NEED FOR A POSITIVE IMAGE

It is not an exaggeration 'to say that many college-trained students are

high among the unemployed (32). Ph.D.s have been visibly hard hit in the early

1970s. The media have bombarded us with relentless referrals to the employment

plight of college graduates. Still college-bound students have not "beat down

the doors" of vocational and technical schools although the enrollment in com-

munity colleges continues to rise (8). At a time when the demand for education

has never been greater, especially higher education, vocational, technical and

occupational education must have more advocates. Administrators must strive to

build a more positive image for career education. In spite of the fact that

plumbers, carpenters and electricians earn more (in some cases while learning)
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than do teachers and certain other professional workers; in spite of the nos-

talgia of the Protestant Ethic which applauds the remuneration accrued by a

strong back and the sweat of one's brow, such physical means of securing com-

pensation are not particularly appealing to the students of today.

Sidney Marland, U.S. Commissioner of Education, is career education's

best advocate. And he has good reason. He knows that:

An estimated 5.2 million jobs will open up in this area
during this decade, all requiring people with highly de-
veloped skills and considerable related knowledge. Many
of these occupations are in the apprenticeable trades;
however, apprenticeship completions will probably number
no more than 300,000 to 400,000 during this ten-year period,
as this traditional but increasingly unsuitable source
of skilled workers continues to decline. This leaves an
annual shortage in this area of nearly one-half million
skilled craftsmen, a shortage that will make itself acutely
felt in the years ahead. The ability of education to meet
the need for skilled workers has been amply demonstrated
over the years by the better vocational trades and industry
programs on the high school and post-high school level in
several states, and more recently by the ambitious pro-
grams of many of the . . . community colleges. The need
for a sustained educational effort in this area is great (31).

However, many parents understandably do not want their children steered toward

job training and home economics while their counterparts have a chance for col-

lege and better paying, higher status, positions (29).

It is important that administrators stress that there are no more drop-

outs among career education students than there are among college students

seeking the B.A. degree. In like manner, there are as many students enrolled

in community college vocational programs who go on to get the baccalaureate at

a four-year institution as there are students enrolled in the transfer program.

In some community colleges there are more (25). Yet, vocational education

still has a bad image. The National Vocational Advisory Council cites preju-

dice against vocational training as a continuing problem. Until this type of
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training enjoys the same prestige as college-bound education, the problem will

not only persist but will probably get worse given the oversupply of certain

college trained workers (16). Intellectual snobbery has been called a national

sin. Too many students enroll in college because of this snobbery. They take

this step because a pernicious conformism infecting our society forces them to

flock to campuses to get credentials many really do not need--or, at least should

not need (23).

The administrator's problem is doubly hard because the education system as

a whole, from kindergarten through the university, has aided and abetted the

situation. The system has verbalized, advertised and almost canonized a college

degree and has literally used Madison Avenue techniques to sell the concept.

The public has bought the same idea as indiscriminately as they have bought lip-

stick and alcohol. This is unfortunate. One can only cover up the failures

with cosmetics and evade reality of the situation with drink. Both methods are

only temporary solutions.

Creating a positive image for career education for blacks and other minor-

ities will be even more difficult. On the one hand, for blacks, at least, while

they were being channeled into semi-skilled and other low-level jobs by their

counselors (regardless of their abilities) (2), they were being denied entry

into the trades and other apprenticeship programs on the other. In fact, career

guidance and education has been used to play a role in national policy in such

things as juvenile delinquency, employment of the hard to employ, and the es-

tablishment of youth at work. It seems rather obvious and the literaaire sup-

ports the observations that there will be attempts to track minority groups and

the poor into occupational education and the indoctrination will start in kin-

dergarten. Whether this perception is real or imaginary it is perceived that
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way by minorities. For these reasons non-whites, at this juncture, do not

consider career education as a good thing. It follows, therefore, that the

administrator's job is clearly defined with regard to the development of a

positive image for career education in the non-white community. Yet, this is

one of the most important of the administrator's needs,

A NEED FOk GOOD COUNSELING

Counseling is one of the pivotal areas of education (24). As career

education has been envisioned, no facet of it has excluded the counseling

function. Whether the classroom teacher performs the function or whether

it is performed by a trained counselor, this need is essential and cannot be

minimized. Counselors, however, are like most people in education, they have

had academic training, hold academic degrees,and they too have been indoctri-

nated with the baccalaureate syndrome. Most of them have been teachers and

counselors in our schools as these institutions currently exist, not the way

our schools could be or ought to be. Moreover, it appears that many counse-

lors are so concerned with the mental hygiene of the student that they ignore

(sometimes inadvertently, other times intentionally) the other needs of the

student. Cross (15) has made this observation many times. In like manner,

the counselor who is consumed with the mental health approach to counseling

may find that the behavior he observes in a culturally different student and

labels as mental or social pathology may actually be the normal behavior which

is characteristic of the student's life style -- nothing more. This observation

is of particular significance for the counselor from a middle class orientation,
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one who deals primarily with college-bound students, and one who represents

one racial or Ethnic group who is attempting to counsel another.

Counselors are often the people who make out programs for the students and

provide other such student services. They, in effect, sell certain procrams

to the student. They should be on the curriculum committees, advisory com-

mittees, admissions staff, and financial assistance staffs. It follows, then,

that the continuity of guidance services is absolutely necessary in the plans

for the installation of career education programs.

A NEED FOR RELEVANT CURRICULUM

The plans for continuing development of curriculum is always basic to

occupational education (28). No quality curriculum can spring full bloom.

This means that any program in career education must begin with a philosophy,

with objectives and with the other components following a sequential configu-

ration which structures a well defined curriculum. Such a developmental pro-

cess provides for not only the preparation and planning but also for the pre-

sentation, implementation, application and evaluation if what is accomplished.

A well trained staff is absolutely necessary for the process to be effective.

The adequate initial preparation and continuing development of teachers c i

other personnel is basic to the implementation, maintenance, and improvement

of career education (3). It, seems almost cliche to point out that curriculum

for career education should have short- and long-range goals, should be

planned 21 such a way that is open-ended on both ends (K-14). The need for

curriculum must always be understood as a continuously changing one. This is

one of the only ways we can keep education motivating and relevant (20).
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Planning goes much farther, it shows that there is order and direction in

what is done and what is selected to be taught.

PROBLEMS

Problems are inherent in establishing a career education program. Just

as staff is one of the most important needs, it is also one of the biggest

problems. There is also the problem of inadequate funding and the excessive

cost of many vocational and technical programs. The reality of redirecting

the educational emphasis of students from the sale persuasion of a college

orientation to the opportunities and challenges of career education is also

a monumental problem. Discrimination in the trades and other apprenticeship

vrograms is still another problem of major magnitude that the promoters of

career education must come to terms with. Anothiy problem closely related to

the discrimination of non-whites and others in the labor market is the problem

of placement. Perhaps no problem is more of a challenge to career educators

than that of change.

THE PROBLEM OF STAFF

The present concept of career education is innovative. A creative program

requires people equally as unique. The overwhelming evidence indicates that

faculties resist innovation (18). Vocational education teachers, however, do

seem to be more positive toward providing career education to the students we

have defined earlier (14, 24, 25). These teachers, nonetheless, are still

reluctant to change. Many vocational-technical teachers in vocational insti-

tutes and in community colleges in particular are loyal to the trade union,
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will often hold membership in this organization. In spite of the fact that

they see the importance of career education for all students they would like

to be as selective of their students as the faculties and admission officers

in four-year institutions. They prefer the abilities exhibited in the college-

bound student (24,25).

Another problem related to vocational-technical education teachers is

that they are charged with only being concerned with the skills they teach.

They tend to exclude other subject matter areas which are not directly related

to their discipline. The model that they represent to their students is one

of parochialism. Some teachers in these programs, especially those in the

trades, often lack the sophistication of teachers involved in academic programs.

Too many of them are subjected to the academic snobbery characteristic of

their elitist colleagues in non-vocational programs.

Two of the most important facets of the staffing problem are those of

attitude and training (12, 14, 24, 25, 27). Several major studies have empha-

sized these problems. The National Adviscry Commission on Civil Disorders (34)

and the Coleman Report (13) are notable. These reports not only call attention

to the attitudes of teachers but also recommend the need for special preparation

of teachers. This problem is of particular significance for poor students,

minority group students and others who have been excluded from specific areas

of vocational education. The U.S. Office of Education also recognizes this

problem and has provided some support through three organizations, The National

Center for Research and Development (NCRD), The Bureau of Adult Vocational and

Technical Education (BAVTE), The Bureau of Educational Personnel Development

(BEPD), to help alleviate a part of this problem as well as to help in the

funding process.
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The real burden of proof for the development of quality educational per-

sonnel for career programs must, in the final analysis, be placed squarely at

the j. ~tats of the teacher training institution. People in career education

must demand that these institutions do a better job. In many ways, career

education exponents must depend upon these institutions for their staffs. At

best there is a precarious dependence.

THE PROBLEM OF CHANGE

Enormous change is not only a statistical reality but also has become a

social determinant especially in education. Teachers and students in vocational

and technical education have not been actively involved in the so-called academic

and social revolution. In many ways the Archie Bunker character of the tele-

vision program "All in the Family," is surprisingly accurate. This may seem

like a generalization but studies of the student and faculty unrest of the

1960s shows that faculty participation for the most part cane from certain

areas of the academic faculty, primarily those in the humanities and social

sciences. In like manner, those students who were most vocal and active during

the same period were enrolled in the same programs and taught by the restive

teachers (25). Generally, these students were brighter than average, affluent,

and took serious the abstract ideals of America. The other groups which took

an active part in the attempt at revolutionary change in education were the

various minorities (21). Vocational and technical education teachers and

students have been most reluctant to deal with any adjustment in life style.

They have represented the "hardhats," supported the status quo, and have not

been accused of open-mindedness. In short, they have not been open to change.
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This is not true of every teacher and student in vocational education every-

where, but everywhere it is true of too many teachers and students.

To be sure, the active and even those students who have been described as

radical did call attention to much that was irrelevant in education, including

technical education. They pursued issues and questions that the prestigious

Carnegie Commission examined later. Yet, the Commission did not address itself

to career education. They called attention to the elitism and paradoxes in

education. They attacked the apprenticeship program and the practice that

only the sons of the fathers would be admitted to these programs. They

challenged such irrelevant practices as requiring first-year nursing students

to make up 350 beds in order to learn how to make up a bed correctly. They

demonstrated that art literature and the humanities could be a part of voca-

tional education. They called attention to the great technological change

taking place and demonstrated that vocational institutions were still oper-

ating with ,rograms designed for a different time, for different reasons, and

for a life style and service which no longer exists. They demonstrated that

the conservativism of vocational and technical education was preventing needed

change. It is an irony that students in vocational and technical education

either could not or would not make these observations for themselves.

One of the major problems for career education and its agents and leader-

ship is tc develop in the movement a sense of flexibility and of change. This

will probably be one of its most difficult challenges. When the installation

of any new program is conceptualized and proposed, planned change must be one

of the variables. This includes planned changes in ideals, methods and be-

havior.
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THE PROBLEM OF DISCRIMINATION

Schools reflect the societies where they are located. Just as the society

is racist (33) so are the schools in that society, It is a contradiction that

the very institution which has among its cardinal principles such things as

promoting worthy home membership, civic responsibility, economic efficiency

and so forth has practices which preclude the participation of a significant

part of the population. This is true of education generally and vocational

and t-chnical education in particular. In spite of the unprecedented pros-

perity in America lack of opportunity for adequate schooling, discrimination

in selection, historical exclusions of Blacks, Chicanos, Native Americans

(Indians) and because of the lack of enforcement of the laws against discri-

mination, there is greater distance between the incomes of minority groups now

than there was a decade ago. Blacks have made the greatest income gain of all

of the minority groups, still the Department of Labor statistics show that the

income distance between them and the white population continues to widen (32).

The problem of race has been an ingredient throughout this narrative.

This is to be expected. It is the number one problem of the nation. It cannot

be ignored and it will not go away. Every school op who has a multi-

racial enrollment is aware of this problem or opportunity--depending upon one's

perspective. It is clear that career education and the institutions whie. pro-

vide it cannot b isolated from the realities of the situation. If career

education does not come to terms and deal with the problem forthrightly it

will surely get worse. Tokenism, secrecy. the isolation and solving of minor

racial problems as C.ey occur are techniques of denial that a major problem

exists. It takes a broaCly conceived and well executed plan of action to deal
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with the problem of bigotry. Success in such a venture is tenuous. And when

the teaching and administrative staff are among the bigots, they are not a

part of the solution, they are a part of the problem. This problem is obvi-

ously one of the ones which will affect the installation of career programs.

THE PROBLEM OF FUNDING

If we exclude the race problem, no other problem consumes the education

establishment as does the problem of financing education. Hundreds of school

bond issues fail each year. The taxpayer has rebelled against the property

tax as a means of financing education. The sheer cost of many vocational and

technical education programs precipitates boards of education, boards of trus-

tees of community colleges and boards of two-year technical institutes to ask

the question: Can their respective communities afford vocational and technical

education? In certain programs, one piece of equipment such as a lathe can

run into thousands of dollars while the student enrollment of each class may

not exceed fifteen students. Other programs require expensive equipment while

their graduates cause an over-supply in the job market. Maintenance of equip-

ment is another big problem in vocational education. Many programs which are

exceedingly expensive to establish have a higher attrition rate and the problems

continue to mount. All of the foregoing are directly related to funding:

equipment cost, class load of the teacher, training students for jobs in short

supply, maintenance, and attrition.

It is obvious that local communities and state agencies alone cannot foot

the bill for vocational and technial education. School systems will have to

continue to look to the federal government for financial support (6, 9). The
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various vocational acts already in existence and many new ones will have to be

enacted. It will be the task of those in career education to sell their con-

cept to the government and to the man who pays the bill.

Little can be added by conti-qing this narrative. The needs and problems

of career education are not uniquely different From other kinds of education.

At this juncture, it simply needs better press coverage.
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APPENDIX C

PRE-CONFERENCE INSTRUMENT



PRE-CONFERENCE ASSESSMENT

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAREER EDUCATION
FOR DEANS OF COLLEGES OF EDUCATION

Name

Before you begin your pre-conference preparation please complete this survey
form. Your responses to this survey will enable the conference planning staff
and resource persons to better focus the conference to the backgrounds and
needs of the participants.

A return envelope is provided for your convenience in sending back the com-
pleted survey form.

1. What is the present status of career education programs in the college or
university with which you are affiliated?

a, presently a program operating

b. a program is planned and funded

c., a program is planned and waiting funds

d. presently planning a program

e. presently not planning a program

F. do not intend to plan a program

g. other (please specify)

2. Where do you feel your college or university should be in regard to
career education?

...,
.t-t IL



3. Do you feel that the career education concept is a viable alternative in

regard to education in America? Please explain.

4, Within your school of education who should be involved and committed to
the implementation of the career education concept?
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PARTICIPANT'S
EVALUATION

for

DEANS
of

COLLEGES of EDUCATION

APRIL 24, 25. 26. 1972

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
ONcareer

education
.0:64
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GENEPAL ISTRUCTIO%S

Please keen this evaluation booklet
with you for use in your daily

3valuation oc conference sessions and activities,

THIS CO!",'LETED EVALUATION BOOKLET

WILL GE COLLECTED FOLLOWING THE
CONFERENCE LUNCHEON ON APPIL 27, 1972.



PART A

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CAREER EDUCATION

For Deans of Colleges of Education

The following information will assist in the assessment of The Conference.

Please indicate to what extent the conference met your needs in the

following areas Your additional comments are welcome

Not at Ade- Extremely
All quate Well

1. Pre-conference Information 1 2 3 4 5

Comment

2. Registration Procedure 1 2 3 4 5

Cceraent

Accomrodations 1 2 3 4 5

Comment

4 Conference Banquet . .
1 2 3 4 5

Comment

. meals ,-, ',on-conference 1 2 3 4 5

Comnert

6 meet7rg racilities

;onme^t

.e,-;:n of Conference Day

o'rent

1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Corfere,;e Lwnc'lecr 1 2 3 5

Conre,t.

di. co
A.. r11



PART

Please inaicate to what extent the conference has succeeded in
accomplishing the following points.

Not at All Somewhat Adequately _xtremely Well

le The conference has
acquainted me with the basic
concepts and theory under-
girding career education
programs.

2, The conference has
acquainted me with current
developments in career education
programming and requirements
related to its implementation,

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

3. Th. zcnference has
stimulated the formulation of
a university-based team to
promote the development of
career education oriented
training programs at your
institution. 1 2 3 4

4, The conference has
provided an information base
to guide the development of
an institutional policy
promoting training of
career education oriented
personnel. 1 2 3 4

5. The conference has
provided a national forum
designad to explore the
operationalfimplementational
problems of career education
at the policy making level. 1 2 3 4
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a similar conference were held, what would you recommend for its length"

1. 1 day
2. 2 days

0 3. 3 days
4. 4 days
5. 5 days

you were planning a similar conference, what alternative conference techniques
d structure would you recommend'

itial career education related activities that I plan to engage in following

is conference



PART F

Name

DEMOGRAPHIC IATA

Title

Age, 0 1 35 or under

0 2 36 - 45

0 3. 46 - 55

0 4. 56 65

5 66 or over

Sex 1. Male

0 2. Female

Highest Degree Earned

1. Masters

2. Education Specialist
3 Doctorate
4. Others

Institution from which highest degree granted

Name

Number of students (FTE) enrolled in college (department, s:hool, etc.;

of education to which you are affiliated.

o 1. 500 or less CI 6. 2501

0 2. 501 to 1000 O 7. 3001

0 3, 1001 to 1500 CI 8. 3501

0 4 1501 to 2000 0 9 4001

0 5, 2001 to 2500

School type:

O 1. Public Land Grant

O 2. Private
O 3. Public
O 4. Other

to 3000
to 3500
to 4000
and over
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PAP'

NATIONAL CDNFEPENCE 3N IAREEP nuCATION

Professors of EaJcational Administration

-he fallowing information will assist 'r the assessment of The Conference.

Please indicate to what extent the conference met your needs in the
fo'owing areas Yo,,r additional comments are welcome.

Not at Ade- Extremely
All ' quate Well

1. Pre-donferance Information
1 2 3 4 5

Comment

Registration Procedare
1 2 3 4 5

,.amment

3 Accommodations 1 2 3 4 5

;amen::

4 Conference Banquet,

Comment

1 2 3 4 5

5 Meals , Non-conference 2 3 4 5

Comment'

6 Meeting Facilities

Comment

1 2 3 4 5

7 Lengtn of Conference Day 2 3 4 5

'comment

8. Conference Luncheon 1 2 3 4 5

Comment

"74



PAP*

Please indicate to what extent the ,onference ras sJcoeeded in
dLConpi shIng the following points

!lot at All Somewhat Adequately Extremely Well

1 The conference has
acquainted me with the basic
concepts and theory under-
girding carecr education
programs 1 2 3 4

2. The conference has
acquainted me with current
developments in career education
progranming and requirements
related to its implementation. 1 2 3 4

3. The conference has
stimulated the formulation of
a university-based team to
promote the development of
career education oriented
training programs at your

institution. 1 2 3 4

4 The conference has
provided an information base
to guide the development of
an institutional policy
promoting training of

career education oriented

Personnel 1 2 3 4

5 The conference has
provided a national forum
designed to explore the
opera tiona 1 / impl ementa ti ona 1

problems of career education
at the policy making level 1 2 3 4
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PART E

If a similar conference were held, what would you recommend for its lengtn'

1. 1 day

2. 2 days

O 3. 3 days

4. 4 days

O 5 5 days

If you were planning a similar conference, what alternative conference techr'gues

and structure would you recommend?

Initial career education related act vi ties trat, 1 elan to engage in following

this conference
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ROLES AND OPPORTUNITIES OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

IN CAREER EDUCATION

Luvern L. Cunningham

I want to begin by reading a few paragraphs from Sam Goldman's 1972 UCEA

Presidential Address (1). His thoughtful paper was presented to the UCEA plenary

session in Atlantic City in February. There are points of view in that state-

ment which I think have relevance for our discussions this afternoon. They

are especially germane as we consider the relationship between professors of

educational administration and their colleague-ship with people respwsible

for developing the philosophy and the content of career education. Professor

Goldman observed:

For many years our attention has been focused upon what we
called "administration as administration." Thus, we emphasized
the commonalities that existed among such fields as public admin-
istration, business administration, educational administration
and the like. We looked to the social and behavioral sciences
to provide us with the concepts necessary to understanding admin-
istration.

I believe that this has been a very strong and productive
perspective and in a very brief period we have developed an intel-
lectual sophistication equal to that in most any comparable field.

But in so doing, we seem to have paid precious little atten-
tion to the very essence of our being--namely education. We seem
to have played down what I will call our professional perspective.
I believe that the problems which confront us today require that
we develop such a perspective to a much higher degree.

While educational administration may have no conceptual
boundaries from the point of view of administration, it does have
some very practical parameters. Our substantive turf is the
schools and whatever we do, it must be relevant to the schools
and those unique variables that define them within our mode of
relating what we know to what we do--and each defines the other.

AII(...74 a



What we know derives from the disciplines as a synthesis of concepts.
What we do, very importantly, relates to what is going on in the
unique world of educational leadership.

Mr. Goldman has described our mission and focused our attention on

what schools are all about - education. This is our business. It is the

business of this conference.

In the minutes that I have available I would like to focus on the meanings

of career education for professors of educational administration. There are

three observations that I would like to make: the first is that thare are

contemporary social and economic themes in our society which enhance the at-

tractiveness of career education from the perspective of the citizen; the

second is the policy leadership obligation of professors of educational admin-

istration in regard to career education as an evolving set of ideas; and the

third is the relationship between career education and the emerging problems of

credentialing within the society.

Most of you are familiar with Ivar Berg's provocative book, Education

and Jobs: The Great Training Robbery. The volume is based upon careful ana-

lyses of a decade or more of manpower research. Berg, (2) early in his book,

states:

The public has become education conscious to an extraordinary
degree - a fact that helps explain the considerable rise in the ed-

ucational attainments of the work force and the boom in what has
been termed somewhat infelicitously the "knowledge" industry or the
"education" indt.....try. The well publicized concern of parents, young
people, and a variety of social commerntors with education and aca-
demic performance is more than matched by the concern of researchers,
educators, government policy-makers and businessmen. Thus, we note
a phenomenal increase in the interest in education. That is, in
schooling and related training programs among econom'sts, manpower
experts, foreign aid officials, marketing specialist, publishers,
avid even investment analysts in the nations financial centers. In

each of these circles, education (generally equated with years of
formal schooling) is seen as a major factor effecting productivity,

Cunningham Page 2
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economic growth, ;ncome sharers, and the array of otrer onpromera
that corporations consider in decisions regarding of art =ccat":r,
advertising, and production planning. But the oossibility tnat
there may now be a considerable disparity between tne educatiora'
achievements of the American work force and the educational re-
quirements for a significant proportion of jobs is a odssioility
explored in this month and ignored by those who rave ter trik-
ing about education.

Frequent references have been made at this conference arc at tne ear"-er

conference of the Deans of Colleges of Education that career education "s a-

educational idea whose time is right. Progenitors of career education, wretrer

they are among the staff of the Research and Deyelooment Center at CP': itase

or whether they reside in the general population out tnere, seem to say :net

career education's time is now. They believe that career educatior is a s:.rc

notion, that it is timely, and that it seems to represert tre (ird ed.dati:r

that many Americans are seeking. The concept above all a:oears to be :ract'oa-

and after all, Americans are a practical people. groom tre citizen Ders:ect",e

there has been too much emphasis on sterile academic learrirg rc: ero,..dr

doing the job. Citizens often complain that our country is

who do not possess marketable skills. Employers are crit'cal tre ':-:d.cts'

of our schools. And increasing numbers believe that too nary oecc-e are attemr:-

ing to go to college. Higher education is a ouesticracle octi:r =cr nary or:

arrive there. After all there are not enough jobs "or co "ace grao.ates.

devastating is our inability to deal with the ird'vit4a7 and soc"a' :artrd'a

produced by human obsolesce. We are indeed a society srocc.'

If one believes in that set of observatiors and t"e ass.mct":rs.

career education appears to be an attractive arswer.

Parents who are terribly concerned about their orildrer see carter

as a way for them to survive. Theirs is a 'rcw rea::':r to :rein

Cunningham Page 3



of what the future might hold. And they are taxpayers who view career education

as something practical and worth their support.

Politicians sense its salience in the voting booth. Such officials include

the President, Congressmen, members of the State general assemblies, Governors

as well as politically orientated school board members. Educators too rally to

the cause. School systems have been floundering in their search for a new ed-

ucational theme which might hold some promise for educational improvements in

the future. Or in the short range provide a means to reestablish confidence in

schooling. School district leaders sense as a result of public sharing of the

idea that it may indeed restore confidence in the schools. Career education

may in some measure reduce pressures that have been mobilizing and growing in

the last several years.

Federal and state education agency bureaucrats have rallied because they

too are under pressure from political sectors. They are under the gun to id-

entify ideas about educational change that make sense --- and not always in

purely educational terms.

There are educational and social 'theoreticians who see in this concept

leverage which will allow them to reexamine some of our larger social problems

e.g. the place of work In the Aear and far futures and the exploration of new

means to achieve human fulfillment in an environment oaralyzed by future shock.

Social philosophers view career education as a vehicle for facing (for the first

time) some of the problems of human obsolescence which ten! to render impotent

most policy-makers. It allows theoreticians to think about leisure in new terms

and it may be a means to do something in a policy way about our long-term ob-

jective of formal, genuine life-long learning. To summarize this point, career

education is an educational concept which has substantial face validity among
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and within several consticuencies of American schools.

One reason for a conference at this time involving professors of educational

administration is the need for criticism of a curriculum change in ''.ts formative

period. Professors of educational administration have a potential for impact-

ing more forcefully upon many publics than any other academic educational con-

stituency. We need an opportunity to think about the validity of career

education arguments. And we should criticize of significance relative to the

present and future of career education. Career education, its philosophy and

curricular forms, is not fully developed. But it is in an important stage of

early evolution. Career education, as a concept, is less than two years old.

The R&D work is just beginning' It is in an infant stage of development. We

have been working here at Ohio State less than a year on school based models.

As professors of educational administration we have seldom had an opport-

unity previously to encounter an emerging set of ideas and effect their

evolution. The National Defense Education Act (our first educational policy

response to Sputnik) was launched without a chance for theoreticians or

practitioners in educational administration to shape its directions. The

Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965 was passed without opportunity

for professional review. It was the product of a secret task force appointed

by President Johnson. People like ourselves were unable tc critique the con-

cepts of compensatory education, supplementary centers or regional educational

laboratories in their formative states. The educational administration fra-

ternity, in my judgment, should be a very thoughtful group committed to thinking

through the issues in educational change. The reason I think it is so funda-

mental goes back to my opening remarks this morning. It relates to the access

of professors of educational administration to the nations' political and

intellectual leadership structure for education.
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Professors of educational administration come into contact (through pre-

service programming or in-service work) with a large percentage of the educa-

tional administrators active in the country today or destined for leadership

positions in the future. People in leadership roles, rightly or wrongly, are

tied to policy shaping and policy evolution. my judgment there should be

a strong commitment to policy analysis, dialogue, and debate within the pro-

fession of Educational Administration. In my judgment there is not. Events

occur cf substantial significance in our times but without much visible concern,

input, or critical review on the part of those of us who train educational

leaders. UCEA, the National Conference of Professors of Educational Admini-

stration, the American Association of School Administrators, the National

Elementary and Secondary Principals Associations, and their counterparts at the

state level seldom speak out on major policy measures, seldom share their

perspectives on these issues with other professionals or the citizenry at large.

The central, fundamental, intensely critical issues are either being

ignored or treated without benefit of policy position from the nation's educa-

tional leadership. Racism, integration/segregation, full state funding,

decentralization, renewal centers, the National Institute for Education and

now career education until today at least, have been outside the scope of policy

interest in an organized fashion on the part of administration professors as

well as educational administration practitioners. To me major policy matters,

such as those within career education, deserve intensive debate. They warrant

review by professors of educational administration who impact upon those who

lead in our schools.

The resolutions of AASA do contain position statements on critical ques-

tions from time to time and to that extent there are exceptions to the
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generalizations above. And there are other exceptions too. School finance is

one of these. Educational administration professors have had an important

role in shaping state, and to some extent, national fiscal policy for education.

But even in this domain it has taken a series of earth shaking court decisions

to bring us to the point of definitive review of and advocacy in regard to

equity and inequity in the distribution of the nation's resources for the sup-

port of schooling. We have known for decades that our state level formula

for distribution have been grossly unfair. We have rationalized difference in

educational expenditure chiefly on the basis of the need for lighthouse,

distinctive school districts where educational innovation and experimentation

could take place. As we know now (and should have recognized then) these

lighthouse districts were dealing with essentially elite populations whose

educational needs varied substantially from those of most Americans. Further-

more, we should have recognized that our techniques for disseminating creative

ideas produced through the lighthouse district concept were not disseminating.

Or if they did resources were not available for appropriate and adequate im-

plementation. Educational finance matters are now out of hand --- out of our

hands, out of anyone's hands actually. We had opportunity in the post World War

II Era to have exerted leadership on questions of equality and equity and we

did not.

And now we face another set of complex policy questions which surround

career education. What is it? What does it mean for genuine, practical,

school level educational reform? Is it a reform? Who are its progenitors?

What is its theoretical rationale? Who should shape its direction? What

should be the role of professors of educational administration in the present

and future of career education?
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Most of the people in this room (maybe students would argue to the contrary)

impact powerfully upon the lives of individuals who move into positions of

major educational responsibility; we do it through our preservice programs and

our sustained contact with practitioners including in-service vehicles that

are available to us. We also nave relationship to practitioners through a vast

network of professional organizations both national, regional, statewide and

local. We have an opportunity to stay in touch with school boards in a way

that is not available to most other specialized interest segments within the

profession. Mary of us spend time consulting with local school districts. We

are effecting them directly and indirectly through what we advocate or what we

imply through our behaviors. Many of us are powerful gate-keepers. We become

involved in the lives of others in relation to their job changes and job place-

ments. We serve on screening committees for superintendencies or principal-

ships. I don't know if the old checkerboard phenomenon is as prominent as it

was once, but most of us are involved in the careers of people beyond educating

them for careers. We have been impacting very fundamentally upon career dev-

elopment.

I think our influence In this regard contrasts rather sharply with other

arenas of specialized interest. Our academic colleagues in curriculum and

foundations for example spend much of their lives talking to one another (as

well as students) critizing ideas. But the spin of (outward flow and the

entry of those ideas into the blood stream of a system) is less visible than is

the influence of professors of educational administration. Educational

psychology as a discipline appears to impact less fundamentally on education

now than in the past. Elementary and secondary education specialists have

the prospect for effecting the lives of large numbers in education through
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their teacher-training responsibilities. As a group they may be a close se:ond

to educational administration in terms of effect upon the evolution of new

educational thinking.

One of the most politically powerful sub-sectors in education is vocational

and technical education. The voc-tech fraternity especially agricultural

education has the best political influence record of any of the education sub-

interest sectors. Certainly vocational-technical education has the most

powerful national lobby. It has perpetuated its influence even when faced with

obsolescence; it has continued to sustain its political strength, and affects

state legislatures as well as tha Congress of the United States.

My point, once again, is that professors of educational administration

have access to and opportunity to impact more fundamentally upon educittion's

direction than may be true of some of our other colleagues in the organized

profession of education. Because we have the opportunity, I argue that we

also have the obligation to influence and shape educational policy.

Many of us, I am sure, are restless in regard to some of the basic American

educational assumptions that are challenged by career education. We are un-

comfortable with some of the premises that are being advanced in support of

career education. Our discomfort is in part, related to the absence of a

_coherent, fully developed, well articulated career education rationale. Our

uneasiness is also a reflection of society's exaggerated state of goallessness

Our nation may have had clearer goals in the past. I suspect that it did. But

at present we are essentially a goalless nation. We don't know whether we are

devoted to peace or to war. We don't know whether we are devoted to future

scientific and technologicl development or whether today's humanistic thrust

is powerful enough to overcome the unattractive features of a technocratic
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society. If society is without goals, it stands to reason that one of its basic

institutions--education--is also without goals. Confusion over goals produces

the near paranoia that many of us seem to possess as we try to get our own heads

together, vis-a-vis the future of education.

The society currently has a limited capacity to refine postures and posi-

tions on important questions confronting it. But education has a leadership

cel.re; we are a part of it and we should try to clarify our positions on the

important educational questions of our time. Career education is one of these.

It is just beginning to emerge. And as noted earlier it has the prospect of

mobilizing substantial public support for it. We should be clear about what

we believe in regard to this new thrust in American education (when we are

asked by our academic colleagues, citizens of local communities or others who

might raise a question).

Career education is responsible for many policy side effects: one of these

has to do with compulsory education. Career education is stimulating hard

questions about our traditional patterns of attendance. It is also provoking

issues about the use of time as a resource. New ideas are developing in respect

to interrupted sequencing in education. What should be the extent and nature

of the time span for the fundamental work in education? Here at Ohio State we

are thinking about "delayed educational entitlement." It is a way of allowing

adults to resume formal education once again after the age of thirty and at

public expense. Our focus upon careers and career education brings us face to

face with society's agonizing new encounter with the purpose and function of

credentials. And we are brought up short by the unavoidable confrontation with

career obsolescence.
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As professors of educational administration we should read the policy

documents coming out of Syracuse and the Stanford Research Institute having to

do with futures. We should pour through the Pucinski report of 1970 which was

a compendium of idea papers on education for the 70's. We should sort through

the wealth of fresh thought included in the recent Congressional Report entitled

Alternative Futures in American Education. Today's emergent themes are within

such documents. Career education --- what we will do without lives --- is one

of them. Compulsory education, the use of time as a resource in life as well

as in education, and what is going to happen to credentialing are there too.

One of the interesting and now predictable side effects of our preoccupa-

tion with the future is that futurism accelerates the present. Spelling out

the features of the future impacts right now on the "now". As I listened to

Jack Culbertson read his future scenario, it seemed to me that the immediate

result of his conjecture about the future will be a stepped up movement

towards policy change. Some of you may be regular readers of the policy

documents coming out of Syracuse. One that interests me is Career Obsoles-

cence and Social Security. It contains a future scenario. In this future

there is a dramatic legal issue which leads to a court case. A citizen sues

the U.S. Government for his social security benefits immediately. Because

of a shift in federal policy a man lost his job. He has an advanced, highly

specialized graduate degree and he doesn't want to drive a truck. He main-

tains that federal policy changes were responsible for his losing of his job.

And he wants his social security equity right now. That's a very interesting

argument. It is posed as an argument relevant five to ten years in the future.

But it is equally significant now. There are hundreds of Ph.D's out of work
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around the By Area in California alone.

Just a few closing comments about credentialing an: 'ts relationshi: to

career education. Ivar Berg in Education and :ots: The Great 'raining

Robbery raises forcefully the question of the viability of our entry-level

criteria for moving into the world of work. As Berg's too( was in process,

an important court decision occurred. It prot.ibits reouiring a high scnool

diploma as a criterion for an employment -,cision. VC,".4 ay recall the Adrini-

strator's Nrtebook (3) issue of a few months ago or the future of adrinistrator

selection procedures. In this article Ed Bridges and `el any Saenr (based or

the diploma decision) raise the question of the extent to whch civil riohts

or personal rights are violated as a consequence of the emloyment of inap-

propriate criteria for entry into jobs. Our licensing and creditialing system

is on very, very shaky grounds not only in education but across society. And

because it is, career education will raise to an ever hirter point of visability

the limited extent to which traditional criteria nave served people adequately.

Inequities which are the result of inadequate credentialing will stimulate new

equity questions. Teacher credentialing and administrator credentialing ray be

the first step in bringing national public review of the larger orobler.

Some of you know that we have an experimental administrator preparation

program coordinated here at OSU and involving several universities. It is

called the National Program for Educational Leadership. &rd it is an attempt

to bring successful people from other ;attars of aorinistrative leadership into

a two-year preparation program prior to entering leadership positions in educ-

ation. It is organized mid-career change. 7-ne progra.r challenges many of our

time-honored concepts. It brings into hign ,,isability the prospects for career

transferability. It also has revealed the restlessness teat many People have
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in regard to their professions or occupations. The new program is producing an

important reexamination of credentialing. It has started debate and arguments

about the viability of conventional criteria for those who are allowed legally

to serve in the schoes (4). At the 1972 National School Board Convention in

San Francisco on four successive days we reviewed the program with school

board members. We found fantastically varied reactions. We discovered, on one

board from a district in Wisconsin, a professor of physics (the board chairman;

who felt that the concept was excellent, that we should have been moving more

rapidly in the past toward implementing such ideas. His colleaoue on the board

in a discussion of credentialing and certification said "Well do you mean such

individuals will have to have regular certification requirements waived? You

mean we might be asked to employ people who do not meet state standards? Or do

you mean we are going to modify state standards to incorporate these individuals

so that we can legally pay them?" It turned out that he was a union leader.

He saw this as the entry wedge into examining union credentialing practices and

the extent to which the apprenticeship system is a viable option for becoming a

plumber or electrician. He became very defensive in regard to credentialing

systems in general. He became concerned that the public exposure of some of

the frailties in one credentialing sector might spill over into another.

Citizen rights are becoming a topic of dinner conversation. It is inter-

esting to note the extent to which the courts are changing our lives. Two

instances are worth noting. One example is a pending challenge to higher educ-

ation (public supported higher education). A citizen is considering a suit to

recover an equal amount for his son to that expended on his neighbor's son for

a publicly supported college education. It would be a stipend to his son who

didn't qualify for entry into higher education. On the surface at least it
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seems to be a legitimate point, one which indirectly impacts upon careers. !4.

dramatizes the extent to which our educational system has perpetuated inequities

over a long period of time.

The other legal question is internal to higher education. It is a challenge

to uniform tuition rates for educational curricula where it is clear that some

programs are much more expensive or costly than others. Cost benefit analyses

may ultimately lead to the demise of such practices. Colleges of education for

example argue that they have been underwriting many other specialized college,.

or departments. I suspect there will t,e student initiated class action suits

to remedy such inequities if the leadership in higher education is unable to

find solutions. Although the latter example may be more remote from career ed-

ucation it is an expression of public mood and close to the pattern of thinking

that challenges credentialing.

CONCLUSIONS

Career education is a potentially significant set of fresh educational

ideas. The movement is just beginning. As educational policy people professors

of educational administration have an opportunity esti responsibility to assist

in shaping the direction of career education. Seldom have we had such an

opportunity.
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UNIVERSITY COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

AND CAREER EDUCATION

Jack Culbertson

It is the tradition of writers to define terms in the early paragraphs of

papers. As you would guess, I find the concept of "UCEA" much easier to de-

fine than that of "career education." Even though many of you are very familiar

with UCEA as an orga ti)n, perhaps it would be helpful to define it briefly,

especially in relaLID,-, ',..areer education."

JOE:,, with 't Ds ..er universities, is an organization of institutions

rather :_'4e1 A's mission is to improve preparatory programs for

educational leaders. It goes about this task through inter-university cooper-

ation and communication. Through task forces, development teams, seminars,

confe-wices, institutes and special appointments for individual professors, the

organization helps generate and disseminate varied ideas, information, and

instructional materials. These outputs are treated as "conceptual capital"

and their investment in preparatory programs is encouraged and facilitated in

a variety of ways.

UCEA is linked to more than 900 professors of educational administration

in its member universities. Through its institutes on new instructional mater-

ials and methods, it can reach the remaining 1200 full and part-time professors

of educational administration in the United States and Canada. There are also

large numbers of professors of vocational education, curriculum, philosophy,

and related areas in UCEA. Finally, there are leading professors of social

science and many other scholars in the member institutions. Since representatives
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from all these special fields and others could contribute to the illumination

and improvement of career education leadership, there is an unusual array of

talent in the universities which make up UCEA.

Even though the concept of "career educatior" now lacks clear and complete

definition, there is, as Gordon Swanson(l) has demonstrated, a range of alter-

natives for describing or attributing meaning to the concept. These can be

highlighted in the form of questions:

1. What are the origins of "career education?"

2. What philosophical commitments are implied by the concept?

3. What are the essential components required for a functioning
"career education" program?

4. What resources does it take to deliver a "career education" program,
including the time of students, the time of faculty, support personnel,
instructional materials, equipment, and space?

5. What objectives should guide "career education" in elementary, junior
high, senior high, adult and continuing education levels and how
should the objectives differ from level to 'evel?

6. What should be the outcomes of "career education" and how do the
programs at various levels contribute to the outcomes?

Those interested in improving leadership face major challenges in getting

clearer and more cogent ideas related to the above questions. School leaders

should not be expected to rely upon politicdl processes and professional dis-

cussions alone to obtain answers to these questions. The growing amount of

scholarship on career education needs to be increased and the results communi-

cated so that a greater amount of systematic thinking can be brought to bear

upon definitional and related issues. This raises a question: Could UCEA,

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, and associated agencies

create a task force to evolve a plan which, when implemented, would enable

selected scholars to develop and present systematic thinking on different
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definitions of career education? The output might be a book which would help

give focus and direction to efforts to improve career education.

Of all the ways of defining career education none is more critical than

that of philosophical commitment. Inherent in such commitments resides both

purpose and rationale and on these hang many specific issues. Already a num-

ber of issues face school leaders concerned with career education. Since career

education is a relatively new concept and since some see it as a movement gen-

erated external to the schools, many of the issues being raised both in and

outside of schools are critical in tone. Such issues have to be confronted by

leaders in school systems. The positions they take on the issues determine to

a considerable degree the directions of leadership. The following issues are

illustrative:

1. Can the "career education" concept serve as a point for a
comprehensive educational philosophy?

2. Functionally viewed, is career education more a political
concept to deal with social class differences and conflict
than a r-,ncept grounded in learning and instruction?

3. is there any justification for what the Education Commission
of the States has called "a fast building controversy in
American education" centered in an opposition which has
characterized the career education movement as "an aband-
onment of the college for everybody concept"? (2)

4 Will schools which concentrate strongly on career education
likely neglect such traditional objectives as citizensnio
education and esthetic development?

5. Since most of those enrolled in the schools today will likely
switch careers a number of times, is career education the most
appropriate alternative to prepare persons for intermittent
career obsolescence?

6 Is there sufficient knowledge about career options and career
lines to justify major emphasis upon career study and career
choice over a 12-year period in schools?

7. Does career education represent the end of "liberal education"
and the notion of the "educated man"?
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8. Will institutional press to "choose career" create simply one
more external pressure on already hard-pressed adolescents with
an attendant increase in anxiety?

9. Are girls to be "career educated" on the same basis as boys and
with equal access to all careers?

10. Will career education be required of all students?

11. If it is required of all students, will career education counter
current movements to destructure education and to provide
learners more alternatives?

12. Will economic interests affecting career education programs
limit and interfere with individual development and the at-
tainment of broader human objectives?

13. Can education for leisure be integrated effectively with
education for career?

14. Does or can career education efforts take into account the
apparent diminishing interest which many youths have in material
objectives and the attendant increase of interest in human and
public affairs?

15. Is career education only one of several themes or equally valid
alternatives for organizing programs, given the substantially
different interests and backgrounds of students? (3)

Issues such as those just listed have not been addressed thoroughly and

systematically, insofar as I am aware. At the same time, they are a frequent

companion of superintendents, assistant superintendents for curriculum, direct-

ors of vocational education, principels, teachers, and other leaders in schools.

One question, then, is whether or not the varied scholars in universities and

the scholar practitioners in school systems might be provided special opport-

unities through UCEA and associated agencies to confront systematically and in

writing, these issues. Such an effort, if effective, should illuminate these

issues for decision-makers and stimulate a continued search for additional in-

sights into them.

The end result would be pro and con positions on a list of significant

issues and the dissemination of the positions and issues. Such a result would
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assume that decision-makers would not only find it useful to.have identified

important issues before them but that a careful treatment of both sides of the

issues would be helpful to them in the making of decisions. It might also

assume that an increasingly educated citizenry will reflect different views

on issues and that the best preparation for decision-making is to understand

and assess counter views on issues before taking positions on them.

During recent years UCEA has placed an increasing emphasis upon the

creation of futuristically oriented conceptual capital designed to help those

preparing educational administrators anticipate and achieve needed adaptations

in preparatory programs. Underlying this emphasis is the fact that change is

incessant; further, scholars agree that the pervasive ferment inherent in

society during the last decade will continue into the future. A basic assump-

tion underlying UCEA's increased orientation toward the future is that those

preparing leaders and those exercising leadership need to become more effective

in thinking about the future, in studying the future, and in using data on the

future to achieve desired program adaptations. These adaptations in programs

would encompass those designed to prepare leaders and those designed for

educating students nenerally.

What are the implications for career education of UCEA's future oriented

stance? Clearly, a variety of methods and approaches to the future could be

used to generate data bearing upon career education. Such data might provide

support for decisions about career education in schools as well as support

for decisions about desirable programs to prepare career education leaders.

Therefore, we shall offer some illustrations of future oriented inquiry and

indicate how these might be related to leadership development and career

education a UCEA, context.
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A widely used term these days among futurologists is "alternative futures."

How and for what purposes might the concept be applied to career education?

Clearly, there are many answers to this question. One option is to develop

alternative futures within the contest of public-private relationships in

society and to then deduce implications for career education. Clearly, such

a context offers strategic advantages for achieving understandings about

changing values, changing occupational structures, and changing mores which

might affect career education.

Let us introduce the subject from the perspective of Tommy Welch, who will

be one of those graduating from high school in 1990. Plat are some alternative

futures which could be faced by Tommy Welch in 1990 and how might these be

delineated within the societal context of public-private relationships? Two

alternatives will be outlined briefly for illustrative purposes.

One of the alternatives which could be faced by Tommy Welch might be labeled

'humanistic capitalism." (4) This alternative began to emerge in the mid-

seventies and its growth and development were steady and visible from 1975-1990.

It was buttressed and stimulated 4 substantial changes in the underlying at-

titudes of the public toward the private sector. Highly negative attitudes

toward traditional patterns of behavior in the private sector developed and, in

the eyes of comp beholders, the attitude changes were radical. In any case,

they were sufficiently powerful to alter substantially the tradition of the in-

dustrial revolution era. The alteration was "characterized by diminishing

dominance of industrial production as a social function, by increased prominence

of service activities, and by increased concern with value questions related to

quality of life." (5) Some of the forces which brought about the change were

evident before 1972 and can be summarized as- follows: "decreased sense of
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community; increased sense of alienation and purposelessness; increased occur-

ence of violent crime; increased frequency of personal disorders and mental

illness; increased frequency and severity of social disruptions; increased use

of police to control behavior; increased public acceptance of hedonistic be-

havior; and an increase ;n the amount of non-institutionalized religious

activities. (5:27)

Underlying these forces were severe societal problems associated with the

excesses if industrial and technological success. Among these were problems of

resource depletion, human poverty, pollution, highly destructive weapons, and

excessive population growth. These problems had their origins in a more fun-

damental dysfunction: the private sector tradition of making decisions from

microscopic rather than macroscopic perspectives and the resultant destructive

effects on society. Put differently, decisions that made sense for single firms

did not make sense collectively for the larger society.

In 1990 the high value which had been placed upon materialism during the

industrial revolution was no longer present. Humanistic and spiritual values

were predominant in the culture. The strong values placed upon community,

experience, and nature by some youth in the early 1970's were very widespread

in the 1990 population.

The private corporation had undergone substantial adjustment as a result

of a re-educated citizenry and the powerful pressures exerted by it. Govern-

mental control over the corporation was less than in the early 1970's although

the government still regulated commerce, transportation, and related functions.

The power of the people with a new set of values reshaped the corporate struc-

ture. In 1990 tnis structure was much more concerned about using techno1ogy

to meet human needs tnan in earlier periods; it was also increasingly c cerned
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about fitting jobs to people and advancing the personal fulfillment of its em-

ployees. Advertising to persuade was diminished markedly and development or-

iented toward the predetermined needs of people was widespread.

Public pressure on multinational corporations, giant conglomerates, and

international labor unions increased. Criticism of the purposes and effects of

corporations, which was already prevalent in stockholders meetings in the 1970's

continued to grow as did public power wielded through selective and publicized

stock purchases and through job seeking oriented toward public spirite corp-

orations. Young executives in the late seventies and eighties, who were also

increasingly interested in public sector problems, responded in a variety of

ways to human needs and interests. They broke new paths in dealing witn un-

employment, welfare, education, race relations, and poverty.

Corporations did not make as wide profit gains in the eighties as in

earlier times; however, neither was the public as acquisitive nor did it have

as strong a felt need for material goods as earlier in the industrial revolution

era.

Some used a phrase coined by a scholar named Hutchins in the 1960's to

refer to society served by "humanistic capitalism" in 1990 as a "learning society."

Much leisure was devoted to learning and thought. Religion and spiritualism

was held in high esteem and humanism and trust prevailed. The avid pursuit of

vocation and careers was much less prevalent than in the pre-1970 period.

In 1990 much change had taken place in elementary, secondary, and higher

education institutions. One major change was represented in the large increase

in the number and diversity of educational alternatives available to individuals

at all levels of education. Another. was in the de-emphasis on student control

and a concomitant emphasis upon student choice and upon individual expression.
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These and related changes in educational .nst'tutIcr.s were trougnt about by the

strong shift in public values referred to aocve. :orseduent', curricula pro-

vided many opportunities for examining d_a7 'ire' issues. In addition,

special schools concentrating upon suer tnares as nature, comm.inity, estnetics,

and ethics came into being. In tnese sc,,00ls educaticnal purposes were -xore

sharply defined than currently and tne currculur was -acre tocused in scope.

At the same time, however, students nod mut! -ore cnoice regarding their studies

within themes. In addition, much more study tr'ar currently was conducted out-

side of schools. Schools focusing upon the tneme :f co-runity, for example,

were deeply involved in facilitating tne study of actual community problems and

those concerned with nature explored problems in natural environments. The

The traditional vocational emphasis within soncols subsided sharply by 1990.

Much more effort was taken on by the private sector as increasing value was

placed upon fitting jobs to individuals rater tnan tne otner way around and

as individual motivation became increasingly reccdnized.

Of the many specific events influencing cncroes 4" educational institutions

perhaps none was more critical tnan a Suoreme ::urt muliro or compulsory educa-

tion in the early 1980's. In ramous decis:n :re :curt made a clear distinction

between the right to an education and the -ears to acnie.e it. It ruled that

the state could require its citizens to learn t: read and write; hohtver, it

could not require them to attend establisned ins:it-tic's as a means to this end.

This ruling helped enhance tne already grcoir; :" a'ternaties for educa-

tion and it was instrumental in br7ngirg aocu: tne ce-e-onas,s or control arrange-

ments in public schools.

Another alternative future 4nicn lr 1990 flight be

called "government controlled caoitalis-. _-:=r :-.s .':=rratii0 Ty-1- and hiS
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contemporaries would live in a private sector with values similar to those in

the pre-1970 period. The view, in other words, set forth by Milton Freedman in

the early seventies prevailed that corporate leaders should concentrate upon

profit making and not upon the broader objective of social responsibility. This

sharply defined view, however, precipitated a move toward increased government

control over private sector decisions which continued to grow during the seventies

and eighties. Aroused representatives of the publics provided support for and

pressure on elected representatives to enact numerous controls on business and

to a lesser degree Ti large labor organizations. Wage and price controls be-

came permanent fixtures as a protection against inflation as John Kenneth Gal-

braith had predicted in the late 1960's. The federal government assipied an

increasing responsibility for supporting and helping shape welfare, health,

and education especially in the 1976-90 period.

Government and business leaders throughout the 1970's and the 1980's

contested sharply with one another. However, to protect the public against

the excesses of business practices and the continuing private sector tendency

to make decisions within micro rather than macro frameworks, the government

added constantly to a growing body of laws and regualtions to control the

excesses of industry. Safety regulations on automobiles, which increased in

the early 1970's, grew to be more stringent and pervasive; so did government

controls affecting air and water pollution, resource depletion, and population

growth.

The efforts of business to play a constructive role in the late sixties and

early seventies in such areas as education through performance contracting, and

housing through technological innovation, subsided as substantial difficulties

in achieving profitable results in a mass market were encountered. As these
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efforts subsided, industry began to invest more in research and development

which had a knowledge base in the physical and biological sciences. While

this adaptation had less risk from the immediate standpoint of profit making,

it was accompanied by a legal requirement on the part of government to ensure

that audits be made of all new technology during patenting processes and be-

fore any manufacturing processes were set in motion and to ensure that potential

negative consequences on society of emergent technology were carefully assessed.

This requirement helped to ensure that the results of new technology were

analyzed both from the economic perspective of the firm (i.e., the microcosm)

and from the perspective of the larger society (i.e., the macrocosm). If the

audit identified and projected significantly negative consequences for society,

corporations were required to evolve plans to eliminat or diminish these con-

sequences before manufacturing and marketing processes were instituted. If

and when plans evolved by the private sector were approved, the patenting

process was completed by government.

The widespread concern about public sector problems among the young sub-

sided during the mid-seventies as the involvement by the United States in the

Vietnam conflict came to an end and as a number of government controls affec-

ting pollution and related problems began to take effect. The large majority

of these individuals themselves became less macroscopically oriented in their

decisions and concerns as they entered the job market and took on family re-

sponsibilities. However, leasers from this group did reinforce and encourage

the tendency on the part of government to monitor and control private sector

decisions.

Under "government controlled capitalism" public sector jobs at all levels

increased substantially during the 1970-90 period. In relative terms, the
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private sector did not grow as raci:7 4cr-oro-: arc

agencies and career opportunities 7" :rem grew 1114C' licr's -a: ra"'

mental agencies and opportunities. 4 1-SC ::c< :r TiCe'%!

and development activities concerned *i:r :c4erty, acuoat-:r,

source conservation, and other put :y :ecme.

words, increasingly significant a:ences Mccec :e:meer :e D'sli:S

sector as the private sector limited snarc'y -:= reqearc,

bearing upor public problems.

Under "government controlled cabita'ism. ' :le 'acera a,c s:ata -:'a --

eoucation increased as the ori4ate sec:or rc'e :ecreatec. 'The :1:1*er

people in local settings, while sigri"-cart, *as rc: 014,7

the school patterns substantially. Thus, trers o:r:-.7bec :e

conflict between exponents of scncol disc-:'--e a-c aA:cre :z norm -e eo,-

cation. Some adaptation took place 411 t,e mdmve

but the results were limited. 4cre ircii-:ua'-:ec Ite= :YDE

of adjustment as was some adaota-.4:n 7^ 'Iuma--:-es

cause of the growing demand ip -re :r.iiate sector ':r ti-a-rec as:.e-:-'a-La En:

technologists in the biologca7 arc rad _c-arc=s, acana:-:rz

instance were limited.;

There was growing expermertatizr :ur-^c :'e

experiences external to scncc's, -r-; *as enarcac acme

gradual spread of the industry moo_- ':1-sar scuoa:-:1- a

interest in finding solutions -"-:,': _cc a:a' :r-:c'ffms

large bulk of education :ontruec 2e --f q":* ra

In the early and mii-sever:-es :re-a :or:--ued :e

and other cirzles 'i3=E::',i -C-i
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more experiential approaches to knowing. So did debates about the value and

excesses of technology. However, in the late seventies the idea of controlled

technology became widely accepted. In addition, rational modes of inquiry

again became predominant as industry shifted its emphasis from soft science to

hard science problems and as research, development, and technology gained a

new ascendency.

Non-profit interstitial agencies lodged between the public and private

sector took on new training roles. A number of organizations, for example,

instead of recruiting young social scientists with recent Ph.D.'s from uni-

versities, trained their own personnel largely in-house to work on societal

problems. They did this.by recruiting bright young college graduates and

providing them extended apprenticeships. The trend was particularly notable

with regard to personnel who could bring to bear multidisciplinary skills

and knowledge on social problems. The highly specialized and single discipline

perspectives of those prepared in Ph.D. programs became much less valued within

an applied social context where effective problem-solving was increasingly

valued. Thus, visible conflict rose between social scientists in universities

and leaders in non-profit corporations with strong orientations toward applied

problem solving activities.

In sum, then, two differing alternative futures within the public-private

context have been uutlined: "humanistic capitalism" and "government controlled

capitalism." (6) The latter would continue current trends and the former would

involve considerable cultural discontinuity. Substantially changed cultural

values would provide the basic dynamics for the "numanistic capitalism" while

continuing conflict in public-private values and government control would be

the dynamics for the second alternative. In both cases jobs in service
:.-
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occupations would grow. However, they would grow -tore raPo'j --der '-umast*:

capitalism." At the same time, traditional va'Jes associated N"... No-% a-:

career ladders would be altered radically under :'"s alterrat.e,

Perhaps enough has been said to illustrate tre ::rcept o' alter-at-se

futures. Fo- effective use to be made of the corcep:s w"tn refereroe to

career education leadership, it would be necessary to tare rramewcres s....:- as

those set forth above and to elaborate them moon more :rom s';~-

orations a variety of research, development, and train4-g reeds co u.O to

identified. Thus, one other potential UCEA objective is :rat of stimulat"g

selected scholars to project in some detail alternative '.:t..-es 04th' out-

lines such as those noted above. The results :PC: ter be ..sod :y test .;:roes

to project a variety of implications for career educa:i:r.

There are other pertinent methods for studying ,ture everts ''ke'y to

affect career education leadership as, for example, trend analysis, 4:vre,er,

rather than examine the "futures" domain further, : would lite to erc w-tr

some observations that are more "here and now," orierted.. For e.tarc'e, vire:

are some ideas that might be considered by those leaders ir 'rterested --

changing or redesigning preparation for career educati:r 'eaters more 'mediate'

This question can be broken down further. How :ar Progrars for suc- gerera'-sts

as principals and superintendents be improved especially wltr regard to e"e:t..e

career education leadership? Secondly, how can programs ''cr more soec'e'-:e d

personnel (e.g., vocational education directors; to made more effectie- :'ear.

there are many alternatives related tc this question w'':" ::uld ::-s :ered.

Illustrative approaches will now be presented.

In discussions with those interested in improv7rg :areer educat'cr '--c

somewhat differing motivations and perspectives. -rose "r :epartmerts

vocational education seem more satisfied with tne trairirg c; specia'i:ec
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personnel (e.g., vocational education directors) and less satisfied with the

training of those who have general responsibilities for career education

(e.g., principals and superintendents). In more specific terms, they are con-

cerned about the limited knowledge and understanding that generalists have of

career or vocational education. Those responsible for preparing generalists,

however, seem to be less concerned about incorporating content on career

education into preparatory programs for principals and superintendents and

more concerned about seeing that generic concepts basic to an understanding

of administration generally be added to programs for preparing more specialized

vocational administrators. If my observations are accurate about this con-

trasting orientation, we have an opportunity for creating a dynamic which

could be instructive. This might take the form of UCEA sponsorea advocate

teams. One team, for example, made up of leaders of four to sip' vocational

education professors and administrators might advocate changes in programs for

superintendents and principals designed to make these leaders more competent in

meeting their career education responsibilities. At the same time, a team made

up of four to six professors of educational administration and general admini-

strators might advocate content and methods they believe should be incorporated

into administrator programs generally. When the two advocacy teams had dev-

eloped their positions they would make their recommendations to each other for

examination and analysis. A small panel might have the responsibility for

synthesizing the wok of the two teams after each had had opportunities to test

their positions and to revise. The result would be general guidelines to be

disseminated widely to those interested in designing or updating programs for

:.7'reparing generalists and specialists with responsibilities for career education.
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Another alternative related to the improvement of preparation for career

education leaders would be that of facilitating the actual design and imple-

mentation of experimental programs in several universities. Such a develop-

ment might be stimulated and facilitated through inter-institutional modes of

communication and cooperation. In the process, knowledge and experience could

be drawn upon both from vocational education and educational administration

departments. At Rutgers University, for example, Carl Schaefer and others

evolved a program for preparing a "new breed of leadership for vocational -

technical education" in the mid-sixties and this program is one that deserves

study. I quote from Professor Schaefer as follows:(7)

Clearly stated the problem is to develop, by means of a
doctoral degree program, a new breed of leadership (admini-
strators, and researchers) for vocational-technical education.

As such, the problem demands an imaginative and innovative
approach of an interdisciplinary flavor to find an appropriate
solution in a field entrenched in highly traditioanl and badly
fragmented doctoral level programs now in operation at various
universities.

The present traditional pattern emphasizes the doctorate
major in specific areas of vocational and technical education,
i.e., agriculture, trade and industrial, distributive, et .,

and not a unified approach to the total problem of man,
education, and work that must be used to combat modern societal
change.

In addition to emphasizing a broad knowledge base the Rutgers program

has also developed a well designed internship experience.(8)

Another program that has drawn national attention is one developed by

Ralph Wenrich and his colleagues at the University of Michigan. This program,

which also began in the mid-sixties, was financed in part by the Carnegie

Foundation. It has emphasized eight-week summer workshops and one-year

internship programs in the training of local leaders of vocational and
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technical education. Among its notable characteristics were an emphasis upon

leadership in contrast to administration and a carefully designed and USOE

supported evaluation effort involving control groups.(9) Evaluations were

very positive in nature. Data gathered in the project also sheds needed light

upon recruitment and selection processes.

Programs such as those just noted, along with others that could be identi-

fied, provide i;-,portant sources for those interested in undertaking program

designs. UCEA could possibly facilitate program design through program associ-

ate appointments. More specifically, if professors such as Ralph Wenrich and

Carl Schaefer were willing through UCEA associate appointments to visit uni-

versities to share their thoughts and program experiences with interested pro-

fessors, this could provide an effective stimulus for program change. Still

another approach would be to identify a group of universities with strong

interests in program design and to assist these institutions through a variety

of inter-institutional arrangements to achieve new designs and support for

implementing them.

Another area of potential improvement has to do with the continuing

educaton of practicing school administrators. Clearly, there are tens of

thousands of practicing generalists and specialists who would welcome effective

continuing education opportunities that would enable them to understand career

education issues and to exercise more effective leadership in relation to them.

It is generally agreed that the instructional materials needed for continuing

educational programs are now very limited. Therefore, this poses an important

development challenge to those interested in improving continuing education

opportunities. It is for this reason that the CVTE and UCEA staff have in

recent months begun to evolve joint plans to bring into being needed new

Culberston Page 17
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materials. If these plans come to fruition, it is anticipated that a range of

simulated materials and supporting concepts could be created for use with

varied personnel in a range of school systems.

In sum, then, leaders in UCEA and associated agencies have many potentially

fruitful alternatives to consider related to the improvement of career education

leadership and illustrative alternatives involving UCEA cooperation and com-

munication have been set forth in this paper. They include: the development

of a book which would draw upon a range of scholarship and which would seek

more precise philosophical and conceptual definitions of career education; the

development of pro and con positions on basic issues now being raised largely

by those questioning career education concepts and disseminating these issues

and positions to leaders in universities and school systems; the projection of

alternative futures within a context of the public-private interface and the

development of varied research, developing, and training implications for

career education from these alternatives; the use of advocacy teams to develop

general guidelines for those interested in updating existing programs or in

designing new ones for preparing those who have responsibilities for career

education; through inter-institutional cooperation assisting several universi-

ties to bring into being new designs and programs; and the creation, evaluation,

and use of new materials for helping practicing school leaders develop under-

standings and competencies bearing upon career education.

The attainment of outcomes such as those projected above all will require

systematic conceptualization and thought. In order for the outcomes to be

effectively used widely, effective dissemination and diffusion systems will

also be required. UCEA as a national communication network, as a repository

of diverse and wide-ranging talent, and as a brokerage for talent expression

Culberston Page 18
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is ready to help facilitate the attainment of outcomes such as those described

in this paper and to help ensure their widespread and effective use.
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Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

UAE Region 1, Boston, MA

States Included--Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont

States Not Represented--New Hampshire

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 09
Attended - 05
Cancelled - 01
Rejected - 03

Institutions Attendance

1. University of Connecticut (1,2)
Storrs, CT

2. University of Maine (1,2)
Orono, ME

3. University of Massachusetts (C)

Amherst, MA

4. Boston University (R)

Boston, MA

5. Harvard University (R)

Cambridge, MA

6. University of New Hampshire (R)

Durham, NH

7. University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI

8. Rhode Island College
Providence, RI

(1 ,2)

(1,2)

9. University of Vermont (2)

Burlington, VT
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Participating Instiv.ticns

The National Conferences on Career Ed.caticr

April 24-26, and May 7..9, I97Z

USGE Region 2, New York, NY

States Included--New Jersey, New
Virgin Islands

States Not Represented--Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands

Summary of Institutions Involved -- Invited - 7

Attended - 6

Cancelled - 0

Rejected - 1

Institutions Attendance

1. Jersey City State College (R)

Jersey City, NJ

2. Rutgers University (1,2)

New Brunswick, NJ

3. Montclair State College (1)

Upper Montclair, NJ

4. Cornell University (1,2)

Ithaca, NY

5. Columbia University (1,2)

New York, NY

6. New York University (2)

New York, NY

7. Syracuse University (1,2)

Syracuse, NY
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Participating Institutions

The National Conference on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 197?

USOE Region 3, Philadelphia, PA

States Included--Delaware, District of Columbia,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
West Virginia

States Not Represented--none

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 10
Attended - 10
Cancelled - 0

Rejected - 0

Institutions

1. University of Delaware
Newark, DE

Attendance

(1 ,2)

2. University of Maryland (1,2)

College Park, MD

3. Temple University (1,2)

Philadelphia, PA

4. University of Pittsburgh (1,2)

Pittsburgh, PA

5. Pennsylvania State University (1)

University Park, PA

6. Virginia Polytechnic Inst. and State Univ. (1,2)

Blacksburg, VA

7. University of Virginia (1,2)

Charlotteville, VA

8. Howard University
(1,2)

Washington, DC

9. Marshall University
(1,2)

Huntington, WV

10. West Virginia University (1,2)

Morgantown, WV



Participating_ Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 4, Atlanta, GA

States Included--Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee

States Not Represented--North Carolina

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 16
Attended - 14

Cancelled - 1

Rejected - 1

Institutions

1. Auburn University
Auburn, AL

Attendance

(1,2)

2. The University of Alabama (C)

Tuscaloosa, AL

3. University of Florida (1,2)

Gainesville, FL

4. Florida State University (1,2)

Tallahassee, FL

5. University of Georgia (1,2)

Athens, GA

6. Georgia State University (1,2)

Atlanta, GA

7. University of Kentucky (1)

Lexington, KY

8. Morehead State University (1,2)

Morehead, KY

9. Eastern Kentucky University (1,2)

Richmond, KY

10. Mississippi State University (1,2)

State College, MS

continued
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Region 4, cont.

Institutions

11. North Carolina State _n74e-s-t!
Raleigh, NC

12. Clemson University
Clemson, SC

13. University of Scut- ..anc741.1
Columbia, SC

14. East Tennessee State .n4iens-:
Johnson City, TN

15. University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN

16. George -Peabody College =:- ":1.
Nashville, TN

. .2 .2 .2
;
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Participating Institutions

The NatThnal Conferences on Career Educatian

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 5, Chicago IL

States Included--Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

States Not Represented--none

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 14
Attended - 10
Cancelled - 0

Rejected - 4

Institutions

1. Chicago State University
Chicago, IL

Attendance

(1,2)

2. The University of Chicago (R)

Chicago, IL

3. Illinois State University (R)

Normal, IL

4. University of Illinois (1)

Urbana, IL

5. Indiana University (1,2)

Bloomington, IN

6. Purdue University (R)

Purdue, IN

7. University of Michigan (R)

Ann Arbor, MI

8. Wayne State University (1,2)

Detroit, MI

9. Michigan State University (1,2)

East Lansing, MI

10. University of Minnesota (2)

Minneapolis, MN

continued
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Region 5, cont.

Institutions

11. Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, On

12. The Ohio State University
.

.

Columbus, OH

13. Kent State University
Kent, OH

14. University of Wisconsin ,-

Madison, WI
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Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

..,SOE Region 6, Dallas, TX

States Included--Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

States Not Represented--Louisiana

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 7

Attended - 6

Cancelled - 0
Rejected - 1

Institutions

1. University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR

2. Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA

3. University of New Mexico
Albequerque, NM

4. University of Oklahoma
Norman, OK

Attendance

(1 ,2)

(R)

(1 ,2)

(1 ,2)

5. Oklahoma State University (1,2)

Stillwater, OK

6. Texas A&M University (1,2)

College Station, TX

7. East Texas State University (1,2)

Commerce, TX



Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 7, Kansas City, MO

States Included--Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska

States Not Represented--none

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 5

Attended - 5

Cancelled - 0
Rejected - 0

Institutions Attendance

1. Iowa State University (1,2)

Ames, IA

2. University of Northern Iowa (1,2)

Cedar Falls, IA

3. Kansas State University (1,2)

Manhattan, KS

4. University of Missouri (1,2)

Columbia, MO

5. University of Nebraska (1,2)

Lincoln, NE
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Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 8, Denver, CO

States Included--Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming

States Not Represented--none

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited - 8
Attended - 8

Cancelled - 0

Rejected - 0

Institutions

1. Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO

Attendance

(1 ,2)

2. University of Northern Colorado (1,2)

Greeley, CO

3. Montana State University (1,2)

Boseman, MT

4. North Dakota State University (1,2)

Fargo, ND

5. University of South Dakota (1,2)

Vermillion, SD

6. Utah State University (1,2)

Logan, UT

7. University of Utah (2)

Salt Lake City, UT

8. University of Wyoming (1,2)

Laramie, WY
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Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 9, San Francisco, CA

States Included--American Samoa, Arizona, California,
Guam, Hawaii, Nevada, Trust
Territories of the Pacific

States Not Represented--American Samoa, Guam, Trust
Territories of the Pacific

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited
Attended
Cancelled
Rejected

Institutions

- 8
- 5

- C

- 3

Attendance

1. Northern State University (R)

Flagstaff, AZ

2. Arizona State University (1,2)

Tempe, AZ

3. University of California (2)

Berkeley, CA

4. Claremont Graduate School (R)

Claremont, CA

5. University of California (1,2)

Los Angeles, CA

6. Stanford University (R)

Stanford, CA

7. University of Hawaii (1,2)

Honolulu, HI

8. University of Nevada (1,2)

Reno, NV
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Participating Institutions

The National Conferences on Career Education

April 24-26, and May 7-9, 1972

USOE Region 13, Seattle, WA

States Included--Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington

States Not Represented--none

Summary of Institutions Involved--Invited 7

Attended - 7

Cancelled - 0
Rejected - 0

Institutions

1. University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK

2. University of Idaho
Moscow, ID

3. Idaho State University
Pocatello, ID

Attendance

(1 ,2)

(1 ,2)

(1 ,2)

4. Oregon State University (1,2)
Corvallis, OR

5. University of Oregon (1,2)
Eugene, OR

6. Washington, State University (1,2)
Pullman, WA

7. University of Washington (1,2)
Seattle, WA


